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President Phillip C. Stone shares gifts 
from Bridgewater College with several 
members of the Children's Palace Choir 
in Shanghai. Dr. Stone was a member of 
the "entourage" accompanying the 
College Chorale on its Chinese tour ... 
Story begins on Page 2.
Grads Catherine Crummett and Jeremy 
Koster spend some time together before 
the commencement festivities begin ...
Commemorative "Commencement 1998" 
section begins on Page 17. 
International travel is rarely an unblemished stream 
of dazzling sights, exotic food, perfect connections and 
luxurious accommodations. Anxieties and 
disappointments nearly always creep in. 
The Chorale's five-concert tour of China in May 
came close to that blemish-free trip. The visual effect of 
ancient China was awesome. The food was plentiful and 
beautifully served, although sometimes unfamiliar. We 
missed no planes or boats, and the bus was late only 
once. The hotels were much fancier than we had 
expected. 
Any anxieties were short-lived, and disappointments 
soon forgotten. 
How could that be in an intergenerational group of 
45 people, some of whom were world travelers and 
others had never been on an airplane? 
It's simple, really. At the core of the group were 25 
college students who practice, perform and travel 
together throughout the year as The Chorale. They care 
about - and for - each other. It showed. 
They made the trip to China a pleasure from start 
to finish. 
China's Great Wall provided a picturesque background- and a test of 
stamina -for the College Chorale (shown in inset along the Wall) during one 
of the group's sightseeing stops between concerts. The climbers were told they 
could take either the "difficult" path to the right of the entrance or choose the 
left path which was "more difficult." The section shown is the "difficult" 
climb. 
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The Class of 1998 became college graduates on Mother's Day 
- among them one very proud and happy mother whose gradu­
ation fulfilled a life-time goal. The graduates were encouraged
to "continue to search for truth" and to "light some fires of
peace" along their life-journeys. A special commemorative sec­
tion, beginning on Page 17, highlights their special day.
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Welcome Bridgewater College Chorale! Maf!Y brightfy colored 
banners, displc!Jing the intricate, graceful characters of the 
Chinese alphabet (recreated at left) welcomed the group at 
many locations on their journey through eastern China where 
they did, indeed, feel very welcome. 
Story and Photos by Ellen K. Layman 
T
o the American ear, the Chinese phrase "ding hao" sounds
like "DING how," and it's often accented with an energetic
thumbs-up gesture. It means "excellent," "really great" or 
"super." 
As the Bridgewater College Chorale sang its way through 
eastern China during the final two weeks of May, a spirited 
"ding hao" was the most frequent response to questions about 
the food, the shopping, the historic sites, the mingling with 
Chinese students. 
The 25 singers and their 
director, Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins Jr., 
were joined by what the students 
referred to as their "entourage" 
- 19 family members, friends
and college alumni, faculty, staff
and trustees, including President
Phillip C. Stone.
classic "Cheek to Cheek," in 
which the singers dance and act 
out a lighthearted flirtation. It 
became the group's show-stopper. 
At three concerts, Chinese 
choirs opened the program. 
Two were college choirs from 
Qing Hua University and 
Hangzhou Normal College; the 
other, a large children's choir 
organized through an after-school 
program in Shanghai known as 
the Children's Palace. A small 
ensemble of young girls per­
formed first, dressed in dark blue 
For the five scheduled 
concerts in Beijing, Nanjing, 
Shanghai and Hangzhou, the 
Chorale had prepared a program 
of sacred music, show tunes, 
American folksongs, spirituals 
and contemporary choral works. 
At the close of each performance, 
when the Chorale sang two 
Chinese folksongs, the audience 
Several Chorale members check out the "Welcome" banner during rehearsal 
before their Shanghai concert. The Chinese characters (as reproduced at 
left) translate as Welcome Bridgewater College Chorale. Banners such as 
this one were common at many locations on the tour to greet the Chorale. 
would first gasp in recognition and then begin to clap rhythmi­
cally with the music. They obviously enjoyed hearing Americans 
sing in Chinese, even though a titter of laughter would some­
times ripple through the crowd, perhaps acknowledging a 
mispronunciation or, at least, an unfamiliar accent. 
The Chorale's rendition of "Stand By Me," sung a cappella 
punctuated with finger-snapping, exposed an interesting cultural 
gap. Chinese audiences were fascinated by finger-snapping, but 
seemed unfamiliar with the gesture. In each concert hall, chil­
dren and adults would emulate the motion - and often left the 
program still trying to make the distinctive snap. 
"Danny Boy" was a favorite of all the Chinese audiences. 
They sang along with "Jingle Bells" as one of the encore pieces. 
But the piece they reacted most favorably to was the popular 
jumpers and frilly white blouses 
and exquisitely schooled in 
performance. Their smiles were 
brilliant; their choreography 
effortlessly perfect; their attention 
to their director complete. 
W hen the Bridgewater group 
visited the Children's Palace the 
following day for a tour, the larger 
choir performed again and invited 
the Americans to sing along with 
"Home on the Sheepherder's 
Ground" - and singing "Home 
on the Range" with Chinese 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
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group's Chinese guides 
were hesitant to endorse 
the idea, but did not insist 
that the Chorale not 
perform. 
the five concerts were standing­
room-only; the crowd topped 
1,000 people one night. 
Senior Wayn_e Berman talks with a Chinese audi­
ence member following a performance. 
As the first song could 
be heard across the 
square, a crowd began to 
form a semicircle in front 
of the students. As soon as 
the second piece started, 
several men in military 
Traveling with a superb 
country guide, Li Wei (known as 
"Lucy"), throughout the trip, in 
addition to a city guide for each of 
the four cities, the Bridgewater 
group posed questions about 
living conditions, the one-child 
policy, employment opportunities, 
Chinese history and education -
and got informed and direct 
responses. 
children was an emotional 
mountaintop experience. 
The physical mountaintop 
experience was an afternoon 
trip to the Badaling section of 
the Great Wall, the 3,750-mile­
long serpentine barrier that is 
the only man-made object on 
Earth visible from space. Told 
by the guide that climbing the 
section of the Wall to the right 
was "difficult" and climbing 
the section to the left was 
"more difficult," the 
Bridgewater group paused just 
long enough for photos and 
then split according to each 
person's anticipation of his or 
her stamina. Some of each 
group made it to the topmost 
lookout towers. 
Tiananmen Square was a 
reality check. Although many 
people were milling about, the 
square is so expansive that it 
appeared almost empty. The 
memory was vivid of televised 
images of the lone student pro­
testor in 1989 defying an advanc­
ing tank. 
As is the Chorale's practice 
when on tour, the singers gathered 
for a brief, impromptu concert 
with the Gate of Heavenly Peace 
and the huge portrait of Mao 
Zedong as a backdrop. The 
Summer1998 
uniforms pressed into the 
crowd, obviously displeased that 
Broad smiles greeted the Chorale and other audi­
ence members as these girls in the Children's Pal­
ace choir performed. 
an assembly was taking place and 
attempting to stop the music. 
Dr. Hopkins continued 
conducting; the singers kept 
singing until the number 
was completed. Only 
after the near confronta­
tion could anyone admit 
how chilling the military 
advance had been. 
That episode was 
atypical of the group's 
welcome in China. 
Each meal was a demon­
stration of hospitality. Break­
fasts generally were Western­
style, but almost every lunch 
and dinner was an elaborate 
Chinese feast. A Lazy Susan 
dominated each round dining 
table, and dish after dish was 
served and spun to usually­
eager tasters. Proficiency with 
chopsticks posed little diffi­
culty. W hen an unfamiliar dish 
turned out to be unpalatable, 
diners could depend on rice to 
fill up on and, at almost every 
meal, watermelon to refresh 
the taste buds. 
And, yes, there were 
occasional forays to McDonalds, 
Kentucky Fried Chicken and Pizza 
Hut. 
It is too easy, and probably 
Chinese students were 
eager to speak English 
with their visitors; four of 
Master chopstick "technicians", Chorale members 
(from left) Jude Clapper, John Riley and Matt 
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inaccurate, to form opinions of a culture from such a brief and perfor­
mance-focused tour, but the Bridgewater group saw a people who are 
hard-working, curious about Americans and heavily into entrepreneurship. 
Ask any of the Chorale members about the deals they made with street 
vendors! 
Chorale members learn about the fine art of picking tea 
leaves on a trip to a tea plantation. 
Although 
Christianity is not 
widely practiced, the 
Chinese audiences 
appreciated the 
sacred numbers on 
the Chorale's 
program - and the 
Qing Hua University 
choir even sang a 
Christmas selection 
that closed with a 
male chorus of
"What Child Is 
This?" 
Contrasts were sharp. The artistry - delicate silk embroidery and 
intricate cloisonne- was offset by the discomfort of heavily polluted air 
and the turmoil of traffic congestion. Beautiful hotels and skyscrapers 
were wedged side-by-side with small, bleak dwellings opening onto 
narrow, cluttered alleys. 
Construction was visible everywhere - obviously, change is occurring 
rapidly. A few years ago, it was reported that one-third of all construction 
cranes in the world were in Shanghai, powering its amazing boom. 
Whether picking tea or 
rummaging through cast-off 
stone at a jade factory, 
whether climbing the 399 
steps to the mausoleum of 
Sun Yatsen, the revered first 
president of the Republic of 
China, visiting a Buddhist 
temple or relaxing on a 
scenic boat ride on 
Hangzhou's West Lake, 
Chorale members and their 
entourage expanded their 
appreciation of an ancient, 
and frequently misunder­
stood, culture. 
It was a "ding hao" 
experience! ■
Chorale director, Dr. Jesse Hopkins Jr., profes­
sor of music, poses with two young members of 
the Children's Palace choir. 
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was announced Dr. Arthur C. Hessler (left), the new vice president and 
by President dean for academic affairs, talks with junior Brent Mancha 
Phillip C. Stone, and soon-to-be graduate Shalom Black at the home of Presi-
who noted his dent and Mrs. Stone during the the Senior Great Tent Event 
credentials as a reception. 
scholar, his proven experience as an effective teacher and his track record in 
administration. 
When asked what attracted him to Bridgewater College, Dr. Hessler cited 
Bridgewater's mission statement and its commitment to educate the whole 
person as being consistent with the philosophy of St. Michael's College in 






He also made two observations while running on campus early one morn­
ing. One, that running "on soft grass and seeing crocus and daffodil blossoms" in 
early March was a real treat for someone accustomed to running in Vermont. 
And two, as he circled each building on campus he was impressed that there 
appeared to be "no deferred maintenance" visible on the buildings. He said that 
suggested to him that if there was "no deferred maintenance on the buildings 
there probably was also no deferred maintenance in the educational program." 
Dr. Hessler is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, with a 
degree in biology, and earned a master's degree at Eastern Michigan University. 
He received a Ph.D. in zoology from the University of Vermont in Burlington. 
He has participated in several national and state science grants to support 
river research and science teacher enhancement. He also served as consultant for 
the Illinois Rivers Curriculum Project at the Vermont Institute for Science, Math 
and Technology, and was principal investigator for the Vermont Rivers Project, a 
teacher enhancement project. 
Dr. Hessler has authored over 40 publications, abstracts and papers; most 
recently he presented "Transforming Teacher Enhancement Promotes Enhanced 
Student Learning," at the National Science Teachers National Convention, and 
"Bridging the Gap Between Theory and Practice: Fostering Active Learning 
Through the Case Study Method," at the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities annual meeting. 
He and his wife Kathy live in Bridgewater. They have two adult children. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole
Summer1998 
NEW TO THE FACULIY 
Bridgewater welcomes three new 
faculty members to its family at the be­
ginning of the 1998-99academic year. 
Dr. Brian M. Kelly has been appointed 
assistant professor of psychology. He gradu­
ated cum laude with a B.S. degree in psy­
chology and pre-medical biology from 
Geneva (Pa.) College in 1991. He earned 
his Ph.D. in experimental biological psy­
chology from Virginia Commonwealth 
University in Richmond in 1995. Most re­
cently he was a research associate in the 
Department of Psychiatry in the Center for 
Drug and Alcohol Programs (CDAP) at the 
Medical University of South Carolina in 
Charleston. He also completed a post-doc­
toral research fellowship in psychiatry with 
the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism at the CDAP in July 1995. 
The new assistant professor of math­
ematics is Dr. Verne E. Leininger. He 
graduated with a B.A. degree in mathemat­
ics and computer science from Manches­
ter (Ind.) College, earned an M.A. from 
Pennsylvania State University and his Ph.D. 
from The Ohio State University in 1997. 
Most recently Dr. Leininger has been a vis­
iting assistant professor at the University 
of Akron (Ohio). He also has been an in­
structor of mathematics at Lock Haven 
(Pa.) University. 
Joining the philosophy and religion 
department as an assistant professor is 
Dr. Carol A. Scheppard. She graduated 
magna cum laude with a B.A. degree in 
anthropology from Wesleyan (Conn.) Uni­
versity. She received an M.Ed. from Lesley 
College in Cambridge, Mass., an M.Div. 
degree from Princeton Theological Semi­
nary and her Ph.D. in religious studies from 
the University of Pennsylvania in May 
1997. She comes to Bridgewater from 
Villanova University, where she taught in 
the interdisciplinary. Core Humanities 
Seminar program and from the University 
of Pennsylvania where she taught an intro­
duction to Christianity course. From 1979-
89, Dr. Scheppard taught and was an ad­
ministrator at Landmark School and Land­
mark College (schools specifically for stu­
dents with dyslexia). 




inaccurate, to form opinions of a culture from such a brief and perfor­
mance-focused tour, but the Bridgewater group saw a people who are 
hard-working, curious about Americans and heavily into entrepreneurship. 
Ask any of the Chorale members about the deals they made with street 
vendors! 
Chorale members learn about the fine art of picking tea 
leaves on a trip to a tea plantation. 
Although 
Christianity is not 
widely practiced, the 
Chinese audiences 
appreciated the 
sacred numbers on 
the Chorale's 
program - and the 
Qing Hua University 
choir even sang a 
Christmas selection 
that closed with a 
male chorus of 
"What Child Is 
This?" 
Contrasts were sharp. The artistry - delicate silk embroidery and 
intricate cloisonne- was offset by the discomfort of heavily polluted air 
and the turmoil of traffic congestion. Beautiful hotels and skyscrapers 
were wedged side-by-side with small, bleak dwellings opening onto 
narrow, cluttered alleys. 
Construction was visible everywhere - obviously, change is occurring 
rapidly. A few years ago, it was reported that one-third of all construction 
cranes in the world were in Shanghai, powering its amazing boom. 
Whether picking tea or 
rummaging through cast-off 
stone at a jade factory, 
whether climbing the 399 
steps to the mausoleum of 
Sun Yatsen, the revered first 
president of the Republic of 
China, visiting a Buddhist 
temple or relaxing on a 
scenic boat ride on 
Hangzhou's West Lake, 
Chorale members and their 
entourage expanded their 
appreciation of an ancient, 
and frequently misunder­
stood, culture. 
It was a "ding hao" 
experience! ■
Chorale director, Dr. Jesse Hopkins Jr., profes­
sor of music, poses with two young members of 
the Children's Palace choir. 
T H E  CHOR ALE 
Anthony Alentado, 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
Wayne Berman, Harrisonburg, Va.
Lynn Bremner, Ashland, Va.
Sarah Brown, Richmond, Va.
Jude Clapper, Meyersdale, Pa.
Holly Dickerson, Shenandoah, Va.
Emily Fagan, Crozet, Va.
Renee Falls, Fredericksburg, Va.
Sheryl Frye, Fairfax, Va.
Evan Garber, Weyers Cave, Va.
Joel Geisert, Keezletown, Va.
Karen Hollinger, Manassas, Va.
Amy Johnson, Waynesboro, Va.
Jeremy Koster, Holland, Mich.
Gayle Long Krull, 
Williamsport, Md 
Harvey Leddy, Dayton, Va.
Aimee Lehman, Stoneville, NC.
Chris Merson, New Windsor, Md
Gregory Miller, Bridgewater
Stacey Perdue, Bassett, Va.
John Riley, Staunton, Va.
Heather Roberts, Staunton, Va.
Bryce Weaver, New Windsor, Md
Matthew Whitaker, 
Parkersburg, WVa. 
Sarah Williams, Dublin, Va.
DIRECTOR: 
Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins Jr., 
Bridgewater 
THE ENTOURAGE 
Chester and Eleanor Bowman 
McGaheysville, Va. 
Kimberly Frey, New Windsor, Md 
Margaret Hall, Lancaster, Pa.
Alice Lee Hopkins, Bridgewater
Ellen K. Layman, Harrisonburg, Va
Denise Merson, New Windsor, Md
Sam and Anne Reid, 
Roanoke, Va. 
Wayne and Carol Spangler, 
Vienna, Va. 
Phillip and John Stone 
Bridgewater 
Nancy G. Trout, Bridgewater
Steve and Ruth Watson, 
Bridgewater 
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; !I. Dr. d� Hessler's ;/;o 
:-;,)·I appointment -- -� i:··' "-
was announced Dr. Arthur C. Hessler (left), the new vice president and
by President dean for academic affairs, talks with junior Brent Mancha 
Phillip C. Stone, and soon-to-be graduate Shalom Black at the home of Presi-
who noted his dent and Mrs. Stone during the the Senior Great Tent Event 
credentials as a reception. 
scholar, his proven experience as an effective teacher and his track record in 
administration. 
When asked what attracted him to Bridgewater College, Dr. Hessler cited 
Bridgewater's mission statement and its commitment to educate the whole 
person as being consistent with the philosophy of St. Michael's College in 
Colchester, V t., where he was associate dean and professor of biology. 
He also made two observations while running on campus early one morn­
ing. One, that running "on soft grass and seeing crocus and daffodil blossoms" in 
early March was a real treat for someone accustomed to running in Vermont. 
And two, as he circled each building on campus he was impressed that there 
appeared to be "no deferred maintenance" visible on the buildings. He said that 
suggested to him that if there was "no deferred maintenance on the buildings 
there probably was also no deferred maintenance in the educational program." 
Dr. Hessler is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, with a 
degree in biology, and earned a master's degree at Eastern Michigan University. 
He received a Ph.D. in zoology from the University of Vermont in Burlington. 
He has participated in several national and state science grants to support 
river research and science teacher enhancement. He also served as consultant for 
the Illinois Rivers Curriculum Project at the Vermont Institute for Science, Math 
and Technology, and was principal investigator for the Vermont Rivers Project, a 
teacher enhancement project. 
Dr. Hessler has authored over 40 publications, abstracts and papers; most 
recently he presented "Transforming Teacher Enhancement Promotes Enhanced 
Student Learning," at the National Science Teachers National Convention, and 
"Bridging the Gap Between Theory and Practice: Fostering Active Learning 
Through the Case Study Method," at the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities annual meeting. 
He and his wife Kathy live in Bridgewater. T hey have two adult children. 
■-Mary K. Heatwole
Summer1998 
NEW TO THE FACULTY 
Bridgewater welcomes three new 
faculty members to its family at the be­
ginning of the 1998-99academic year. 
Dr. Brian M. Kelly has been appointed 
assistant professor of psychology. He gradu­
ated cum laude with a B.S. degree in psy­
chology and pre-medical biology from 
Geneva (Pa.) College in 1991. He earned 
his Ph.D. in experimental biological psy­
chology from Virginia Commonwealth 
University in Richmond in 1995. Most re­
cently he was a research associate in the 
Department of Psychiatry in the Center for 
Drug and Alcohol Programs (CDAP) at the 
Medical University of South Carolina in 
Charleston. He also completed a post-doc­
toral research fellowship in psychiatry with 
the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism at the CDAP in July 1995. 
The new assistant professor of math­
ematics is Dr. Verne E. Leininger. He 
graduated with a B.A. degree in mathemat­
ics and computer science from Manches­
ter (Ind.) College, earned an M.A. from 
Pennsylvania State University and his Ph.D. 
from The Ohio State University in 1997. 
Most recently Dr. Leininger has been a vis­
iting assistant professor at the University 
of Akron (Ohio). He also has been an in­
structor of mathematics at Lock Haven 
(Pa.) University. 
Joining the philosophy and religion 
department as an assistant professor is 
Dr. Carol A. Scheppard. She graduated 
magna cum laude with a B.A. degree in 
anthropology from Wesleyan (Conn.) Uni­
versity. She received an M.Ed. from Lesley 
College in Cambridge, Mass., an M.Div. 
degree from Princeton Theological Semi­
nary and her Ph.D. in religious studies from 
the University of Pennsylvania in May 
1997. She comes to Bridgewater from 
Villanova University, where she taught in 
the interdisciplinary Core Humanities 
Seminar program and from the University 
of Pennsylvania where she taught an intro­
duction to Christianity course. From 1979-
89, Dr. Scheppard taught and was an ad­
ministrator at Landmark School and Land­
mark College (schools specifically for stu­
dents with dyslexia). 
■ -Mary K. Heatwole
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Faculty & StaffNOTES 
FACULTY & STAFF NOTES 
Dr. K. Gary Adams, professor of music, 
had his book William Schuman: A Bio-Bib­
liography published by Greenwood Press 
in May. Schuman (1910-1992), an impor­
tant American composer, successfully com­
bined the occupations of composer, edu­
cator and arts administrator. 
Dr. Robert B. Andersen, the W. Harold 
Row Associate Professor of International 
Studies, presented a paper, "The Costa 
Rican Experience of Demilitarization: 
Regional and Global Implications," at the 
3 9t1, annual convention of the International 
Studies Association in March. 
Dr. James W. Eaton, professor of eco­
nomics, is co-editor with professor 
Frederic S. Mishkin of Columbia Univer­
sity, of "1998 Readings" to accompany The 
Economics of Money, Banking and Finan­
cial Markets, published by Addison-Wesley 
Publishers. 
Dr. Catherine L. Elick, associate profes­
sor of English, presented a paper at the 
25 th anniversary conference of the 
Children's Literature Association July 2-5 
in Paris. Dr. Elick's paper, "Animal Fan­
tasy as Kiinstlerroman: A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Mouse, Bat, Spider ... ," 
addresses such works as Abel's Island and 
Dominic by William Steig, Charlotte's Web 
by E.B. White, The Bat Poet by Randall 
Jarrell and The Wind in the Willows by 
Kenneth Grahame. 
Dr. Carole C. Grove, professor of educa­
tion, was appointed to the board of direc­
tors of the Rockingham County Educa­
tional Foundation. She also was appointed 
to a state task force committee to develop 
'Just a note of appreciation to all 
the women I have had the opportu­
nity to coach during my years at 
Bridgewater. I am most grateful for 
your attendance, and for the recog­
nition and kind words that were ex­
pressed at the luncheon on February 
14. The reward of my teaching and
coaching has been the dedication each
of you has given to our programs. I
thank you for that and for your con­
fidence, support and friendship over
the years. May God bless each of you
and your families. Take care."
Coach Laura Mapp 
guidelines for the training and supervision 
of paraprofessionals who assist in provid­
ing special education services. 
Dr. L .  Michael Hill, the Harry G.M. 
Jopson Professor of Biology, has been ap­
pointed by the town council of 
Bridgewater to serve as principal consult­
ant in a grant-funded project to reclaim 
Wildwood Park, which was devastated by 
the 1996 flood left by Hurricane Fran. 
Dr. Brian T. Howard, assistant professor 
of computer science, presented a lecture 
as part of the 1998 Great Plains Program­
ming Language Workshop held April 25 
in Lawrence, Kan. The lecture, "Visual 
Basic Dissected," was an examination of 
the underlying structure, from an academic 
language theorist's view, of the commer­
cially-successful Visual Basic programming 
language. 
Dr. Stephen Longenecker, associate pro­
fessor of history, presented a paper on 
"Antebellum Presbyterians in the 
Shenandoah Valley: Searching for Non­
conformity," at the convention of the Or­
ganization of American Historians, in In­
dianapolis, in April. 
Prof. Ralph MacPhail Jr., professor of 
theatre, speech and English, has been in­
vited to serve as an advisor for a Gilbert 
& Sullivan documentary being planned 
by Power Productions of Ann Arbor, Mich. 
"Gilbert and Sullivan: A Most Ingenious 
Paradox," is the working title for the two­
part, 180-minute program intended for 
broadcast on P BS, art-oriented cable net­
works and eventually stations in Canada 
and England. 
Chaplain Robbie Miller has been ap­
pointed by the Association of Brethren 
Caregivers board to a three-year term on 
the Brethren Chaplains Network Steering 
Committee beginning July 1998. 
Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins Jr., professor of 
music, is the author of "Counting the Cost 
of International Travel," published in the 
Spring 1998 edition of Virginia Harmony, 
the journal of the Virginia chapter of the 
American Choral Directors Association. 
Dr. Philip F. O'Mara, associate professor 
of English, presented a paper, "Demogra­
phy and Charity in Fragment A of the Can­
terbury Tales," at the International Con­
gress on Medieval Studies held in May at 
Western Michigan University Ill 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Dr. Jeffrey Pierson, associate professor 
of communication and director of foren­
sics, served on the faculty of the 58th an­
nual session of the Junior Statesmen 
Foundation's summer school for outstand­
ing high school students at Princeton Uni­
versity,June 28-July 24. Founded in 1934, 
the program allows 150 high school stu­
dents to take college level courses and hear 
speakers from the highest levels of gov­
ernment, including the president of the 
United States. Dr. Pierson taught a public 
speaking course and assisted with evening 
debates on current issues. 
Dr. Pierson also has been elected pro­
gram planner for the argumentation and 
forensics division for the 91st annual East­
ern Communication Association meeting 
to be held in Pittsburgh in April 2000. 
Dr. Alice Trupe, assistant professor of 
English, gave a presentation, "Whose Lit­
eracy is this Anyway? Narrating Urban 
Community College Re-entry Women Stu­
dents' Experience in Basic Writing in the 
Computer Lab," at the conference on 
College Composition and Communica­
tion, April 2-4 in Chicago. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole 
ON THE MOVE 
A List of Faculty Promotions 
Dr. William E .  Abshire 
1 associate professor, philosophy 
and religion 
Prof. Martha S. Armstrong 
I associate professor, accounting 
and business administration 
Dr. Laura Desportes Echols 
I associate professor, psychology 
Dr. Carole C. Grove 
I professor, education 
Dr. Susan L. Piepke 
I professor, foreign languages 
Dr. Jeffrey Pierson 
I associate professor, communica­
tion and director of forensics 
Dr. Nancy St. John 
I professor, family and consumer 
sciences 
Dr. Mwizenge S. Tembo 
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Mitra, '00, from 
India, whips up 
some cotton 
candy during 
the Spring Fest 
Carnival. 
LEFT: An easy 
shot for Jennifer 




TOP: Jude Clapper (left) 
as Dionysus and Justin 
Eaton as the Satyr 
perform in Garrison 
Keillor's Midlife Crisis of 
Dionysus directed by 
Shalom Black, '98
CENTER: Puck, played by 
Henry Jones (right), 
winner of this year's 
"best supporting 
actor" award, implores 
"fairy" Amy Messler in 
Shakespeare's A 
Midsummer Night's 
Dream directed by 
Brenna Fawley, '98
BELOW: Stephanie 
Rosheim as Jona and 
Tana Gomez as Geoff in A Dish Served 




Faculty & Staf(NOTES 
FACULTY & STAFF NOTES 
Dr. K. Gary Adams, professor of music, 
had his book William Schuman: A Bio-Bib­
liography published by Greenwood Press 
in May. Schuman (1910-1992), an impor­
tant American composer, successfully com­
bined the occupations of composer, edu­
cator and arts administrator. 
Dr. Robert B. Andersen, the W. Harold 
Row Associate Professor of International 
Studies, presented a paper, "The Costa 
Rican Experience of Demilitarization: 
Regional and Global Implications," at the 
39th annual convention of the International 
Studies Association in March. 
Dr. James W. Eaton, professor of eco­
nomics, is co-editor with professor 
Frederic S. Mishkin of Columbia Univer­
sity, of "1998 Readings" to accompany The 
Economics of Money, Banking and Finan­
cial Markets, published by Addison-Wesley 
Publishers. 
Dr. Catherine L. Elick, associate profes­
sor of English, presented a paper at the 
25 th anniversary conference of the 
Children's Literature Association July 2-5 
in Paris. Dr. Elick's paper, "Animal Fan­
tasy as Kunstlerroman: A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Mouse, Bat, Spider ... ," 
addresses such works as Abel's Island and 
Dominic by William Steig, Charlotte's Web 
by E.B. White, The Bat Poet by Randall 
Jarrell and The Wind in the Willows by 
Kenneth Grahame. 
Dr. Carole C. Grove, professor of educa­
tion, was appointed to the board of direc­
tors of the Rockingham County Educa­
tional Foundation. She also was appointed 
to a state task force committee to develop 
"Just a note of appreciation to all 
the women I have had the opportu­
nity to coach during my years at 
Bridgewater. I am most grateful for 
your attendance, and for the recog­
nition and kind words that were ex­
pressed at the luncheon on February 
14. The reward of my teaching and
coaching has been the dedication each
of you has given to our programs. I
thank you for that and for your con­
fidence, support and friendship over
the years. May God bless each of you
and your families. Take care."
Coach Laura Mapp 
guidelines for the training and supervision 
of paraprofessionals who assist in provid­
ing special education services. 
Dr. L. Michael Hill, the Harry G.M. 
Jopson Professor of Biology, has been ap­
pointed by the town council of 
Bridgewater to serve as principal consult­
ant in a grant-funded project to reclaim 
Wildwood Park, which was devastated by 
the 1996 flood left by Hurricane Fran. 
Dr. Brian T. Howard, assistant professor 
of computer science, presented a lecture 
as part of the 1998 Great Plains Program­
ming Language Workshop held April 25 
in Lawrence, Kan. The lecture, "Visual 
Basic Dissected," was an examination of 
the underlying structure, from an academic 
language theorist's view, of the commer­
cially-successful Visual Basic programming 
language. 
Dr. Stephen Longenecker, associate pro­
fessor of history, presented a paper on 
"Antebellum Presbyterians in the 
Shenandoah Valley: Searching for Non­
conformity," at the convention of the Or­
ganization of American Historians, in In­
dianapolis, in April. 
Prof. Ralph MacPhail Jr., professor of 
theatre, speech and English, has been in­
vited to serve as an advisor for a Gilbert 
& Sullivan documentary being planned 
by Power Productions of Ann Arbor, Mich. 
"Gilbert and Sullivan: A Most Ingenious 
Paradox," is the working title for the two­
part, 180-minute program intended for 
broadcast on PBS, art-oriented cable net­
works and eventually stations in Canada 
and England. 
Chaplain Robbie Miller has been ap­
pointed by the Association of Brethren 
Caregivers board to a three-year term on 
the Brethren Chaplains Network Steering 
Committee beginning July 1998. 
Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins Jr., professor of 
music, is the author of "Counting the Cost 
of International Travel," published in the 
Spring 1998 edition of Virginia Harmony, 
the journal of the Virginia chapter of the 
American Choral Directors Association. 
Dr. Philip F. O'Mara, associate professor 
of English, presented a paper, "Demogra­
phy and Charity in Fragment A of the Can­
terbury Tales," at the International Con­
gress on Medieval Studies held in May at 
Western Michigan University in 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Dr. Jeffrey Pierson, associate professor 
of communication and director of foren­
sics, served on the faculty of the 58th an­
nual session of the Junior Statesmen 
Foundation's summer school for outstand­
ing high school students at Princeton Uni­
versity,June 28-July 24. Founded in 1934, 
the program allows 150 high school stu­
dents to take college level courses and hear 
speakers from the highest levels of gov­
ernment, including the president of the 
United States. Dr. Pierson taught a public 
speaking course and assisted with evening 
debates on current issues. 
Dr. Pierson also has been elected pro­
gram planner for the argumentation and 
forensics division for the 91st annual East­
ern Communication Association meeting 
to be held in Pittsburgh in April 2000. 
Dr. Alice Trupe, assistant professor of 
English, gave a presentation, "Whose Lit­
eracy is this Anyway? Narrating Urban 
Community College Re-entry Women Stu­
dents' Experience in Basic Writing in the 
Computer Lab," at the conference on 
College Composition and Communica­
tion, April 2-4 in Chicago. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole
ON THE MOVE 
A List of Faculty Promotions 
Dr. William E. Abshire 
1 associate professor, philosophy 
and religion 
Prof. Martha S. Armstrong 
I associate professor, accounting 
and business administration 
Dr. Laura Desportes Echols 
I associate professor, psychology 
Dr. Carole C .  Grove 
I professor, education 
Dr. Susan L. Piepke 
I professor, foreign languages 
Dr. Jeffrey Pierson 
I associate professor, communica­
tion and director of forensics 
Dr. Nancy St . John 
I professor, family and consumer 
sciences 
Dr. Mwizenge S. Tembo 
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Mitra, '00, from 
India, whips up 
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candy during 
the Spring Fest 
Carnival. 
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TOP: Jude Clapper (left) 
as Dionysus and Justin 
Eaton as the Satyr 
perform in Garrison 
Keillor's Midlife Crisis of 
Dionysus directed by 
Shalom Black, '98
CENTER: Puck, played by 
Henry Jones (right), 
winner of this year's 
"best supporting 
actor" award, implores 
"fairy" Amy Messler in 
Shakespeare's A 
Midsummer Night's 
Dream directed by 
Brenna Fawley, '98
BELOW: Stephanie 
Rosheim as Jona and 
Tana Gomez as Geoff in A Dish Served 
Cold, a play written and directed by Nathan McCann, 
Class of 2000 
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en YOU V V MISS 
The Sociology of Birth and Death 
Each of us is born, and each of us will die. This is one of the few common denominators 
among human beings. These two constants exist in an otherwise rapidly changing world. 
We tend to define these events as "natural," assuming that they are not conditioned by social 
and cultural forces. 
In a new course, "The 
Sociology of Birth and 
Death," offered in the spring 
of 1998, the inquiry into 
these two events was framed 
by the following questions: 
How do biological certainties 
become masked by social 
realities? How do the most 
fundamental (and therefore 
"natural") transitions in our 
life become transformed by 
history, medicine, and 
technology-making the 
"natural" quite unnatural? 
>- students in a small book, 
� Tuesdays With Morrie: An
"' Old Man, A Young Man, And
Life's Greatest Lesson.,,.,,. As 
>-
al 
we read the book, the 
students watched three 
,: videotaped Nightline inter­
views between Ted Koppel 
and Morrie. Thus, the 
>-- students were able to visually 
"' witness Morrie's physical 
0 
deterioration and hear him 
tell his story. 
One of my favorite days 
of the course was actually a 
day I was absent. I had asked 
al the class to meet on their 
>--
own and had distributed a list 




with Morrie. What delighted 
IHrbl!��L_ _____ _J a. me was the greetings I
The course is at once 
both academic and personal. 
The topics hit us at the most 
visceral level by dealing with 
the basic stuff of life. 
Students entered each class 
with their own biography 
and memories. Talking 
about death, students 
confronted their own grief, 
anxiety, and denial. But as 
Dr. Harriett "Betsy" Hayes, assistant professor of soci­
ology, in her Bowman Hall office. 
received when I ran into 
students in the hall after 
class: "We had the best 
budding sociologists, the students had to learn to step 
outside themselves. They had to critically examine 
their own personal experiences in the context of the 
social institutions which organize and control our 
arrival into, and departure from, the social world. 
For the first five weeks, the students explored the 
archeology of death in cemeteries; the personification 
of death in popular culture; the drama of interaction in 
funeral homes; the ethical dilemmas of palliative care; 
and the dynamics of power and choice found in 
hospitals and hospice care, all fairly academic and 
arcane topics. Week six, however, was intensely 
personal. We began that week by reading the inspiring 
account of Morrie Schwartz. 
Morrie was my professor. On Nov. 4, 1995, 
during my last year of graduate school, Morrie died of 
amytrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), commonly known as 
Lou Gehrig's disease. The story of Morrie's meditation 
on his life and death was chronicled by one of his other 
discussion, Dr. Hayes. We 
covered everything!!" "All the questions?" I asked. 
"Oh, much more than that!" they responded. It is a 
test of your ego, of course, when you discover your 
students don't need you. But in truth, it is what all 
teachers strive for. We want our students to discover 
that they are the guides of their own learning. 
It was in that spirit that we moved through the rest 
of the course. Although our focus shifted to birth, we 
delved deeper into our exploration of our social beliefs 
regarding the body, the rules that govern our conversa­
tions about biology, the power we have to make choices 
regarding our physical beings, and the parameters of 
what we define as "normal." 
According to Morrie, "Learn how to live and 
you'll know how to die; learn how to die and you'll 
know how to live." ■ 
,>,>Mitch Alborn. Tuesdays with Morrie: An Old Man, A Young 
Man, and Life's Greatest Lesson. New York: Doubleday, 1997. 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
Athletic Hall of Fame Honors 
Bridgewater College's Athletic Hall of Fame will induct eight members Oct. 2, 1998, during Homecoming Weekend. joining 
the 26 previous inductees are two former coaches and six athletes who competed for the Eagles. The 1998 Class, the fifth to be 
inducted, includes: 0. Leon Garber, '42; Dr. Daniel S. Geiser; Dolores Heatwole Hoak, '56; William H. Littlepage, '58; Or.
James A. Reedy, '61; Laura S. Mapp; James Utterback, '53; and the late John C. Vance, '53.
0. Leon Garber was a three-year letterman in basketball
and track and field, leading the Eagles' basketball team
to 22 wins during his career. He excelled as the team's lead­
ing scorer in 1941 with an average of 11.0 points per game as 
a forward. He served as team captain in basketball and track 
and field in 1941 and 1942. In track and field, he partici­
pated in the 100-yard dash, 220-yard low hurdles, broad jump 
- capturing the Mason-Dixon Conference championship as a
senior - and javelin.
Following graduation, 
Leon served in the Marine 
Corps where he was awarded 
the Silver Star for heroism dur­
ing the invasion of Guam dur­
ing World War II. Leon spent 
his professional life in North 
Carolina where he was the chief 
probation officer for the U.S. 
District Court for middle North 
Carolina. 
l'"'\r. Daniel S. Geiser - head 
Ucoach, teacher and mentor 
- served the College during
1946-56 and 1957-66 as direc­
tor of athletics and physical edu­
cation.
Coach Geiser may be best 
remembered at Bridgewater 
College for re-instituting the in­
tercollegiate football program 
in 1949-50 - following its ces­
sation for World World II - on 
a budget of $500. He coached 
the football squad from 1949-
52 and the basketball team from 
1946-56 and 1957-62, winning 
a total of 115 games and guid­
0. Leon Garber, '42 
Dolores Heatwole Hoak, 
'56 
ing the 1959-60 team to one of the College's best records of 
that era - 17-4. Coach Geiser also coached baseball, leading 
the team to a share of the Virginia Little Eight championships 
in both 1960 and 1962. Dr. Geiser established health and 
physical education as a major and mentored the first graduat­
ing class in 1952. He earned his doctorate from Columbia 
University and retired as professor emeritus of health and 
physical education at American University. 
Summer1998 
Dolores Heatwole Hoak lettered in field hockey, basket­
ball and tennis each of her four years at Bridgewater 
and helped to usher in one of the College's finest eras in 
women's athletics. 
As a center forward, Dolores helped lead the field hockey 
team to a four-year record of 21-4-2, including undefeated 
seasons in 1953 and 1955. During the team's 6-0 campaign 
of 1953, Dolores scored 12 of the team's 29 goals. She con­
Or. Daniel S. Geiser 
William H. Littlepage, '58 
tributed to the basketball 
squad's superb 34-3 record over 
four years, including an unde­
feated, 9-0, season in 1954-55. 
Additionally, she helped the 
tennis team to a four-year, 24-1 
record. During her senior year, 
Dolores, fellow Hall of Fame 
member Louise Owens and 
Jane Heishman were instructors 
in the physical education pro­
gram and coached the 
women's field hockey, basket­
ball and tennis teams to a com­
bined record of 20-1-2 . 
Dolores obtained certifica­
tion as a national basketball and 
field hockey official. She 
worked as a flight attendant for 
United Airlines, earned teacher 
certification from James Madi­
son University in 1981 and 
worked as a substitute health 
and P.E. teacher. 
W illiam H. Littlepage is one of B.C.'s graduates 
who have become highly suc­
cessful coaches. 
As a student, Bill helped 
the Eagles to 33 basketball wins. However, it has been as a 
head coach and educator at Hopewell (Va.) High School 
where Bill has become a distinguished leader in athletics. He 
is one of only four Virginia High School League (VHSL) 
coaches to obtain 600 career wins in boys' basketball, be­
coming the all-time winningest coach with 606 victories on 
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The Sociology of Birth and Death 
Each of us is born, and each of us will die. This is one of the few common denominators 
among human beings. These two constants exist in an otherwise rapidly changing world. 
We tend to define these events as "natural," assuming that they are not conditioned by social 
and cultural forces. 
In a new course, "The 
Sociology of Birth and 
Death," offered in the spring 
of 1998, the inquiry into 
these two events was framed 
by the following questions: 
How do biological certainties 
become masked by social 
realities? How do the most 
fundamental (and therefore 
"natural") transitions in our 
life become transformed by 
history, medicine, and 
technology-making the 
"natural" quite unnatural? 
>- students in a small book, 
--' Tuesdays With Morrie: An 
a: Old Man, A Young Man, And 
Life's Greatest Lesson.,,.,,. As
>-
Cl we read the book, the 
students watched three 
videotaped Nightline inter­
views between Ted Koppel 
and Morrie. Thus, the 
students were able to visually 
a: witness Morrie's physical 
.0 
deterioration and hear him 
tell his story. 
One of my favorite days 
of the course was actually a 
>- day I was absent. I had asked 
"' the class to meet on their 
own and had distributed a list 
of questions for them to 
consider regarding Tuesdays 
0 
I with Morrie. What delighted 
....,....,..!U!j..,,L_ _____ 
__Jo.. me was the greetings I 
The course is at once 
both academic and personal. 
The topics hit us at the most 
visceral level by dealing with 
the basic stuff of life. 
Students entered each class 
with their own biography 
and memories. Talking 
about death, students 
confronted their own grief, 
anxiety, and denial. But as 
Dr. Harriett "Betsy" Hayes, assistant professor of soci­
ology, in her Bowman Hall office. 
received when I ran into 
students in the hall after 
class: "We had the best 
budding sociologists, the students had to learn to step 
outside themselves. They had to critically examine 
their own personal experiences in the context of the 
social institutions which organize and control our 
arrival into, and departure from, the social world. 
For the first five weeks, the students explored the 
archeology of death in cemeteries; the personification 
of death in popular culture; the drama of interaction in 
funeral homes; the ethical dilemmas of palliative care; 
and the dynamics of power and choice found in 
hospitals and hospice care, all fairly academic and 
arcane topics. Week six, however, was intensely 
personal. We began that week by reading the inspiring 
account of Morrie Schwartz. 
Morrie was my professor. On Nov. 4, 1995, 
during my last year of graduate school, Morrie died of 
amytrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), commonly known as 
Lou Gehrig's disease. The story of Morrie's meditation 
on his life and death was chronicled by one of his other 
discussion, Dr. Hayes. We 
covered everything!!" "All the questions?" I asked. 
"Oh, much more than that!" they responded. It is a 
test of your ego, of course, when you discover your 
students don't need you. But in truth, it is what all 
teachers strive for. We want our students to discover 
that they are the guides of their own learning. 
It was in that spirit that we moved through the rest 
of the course. Although our focus shifted to birth, we 
delved deeper into our exploration of our social beliefs 
regarding the body, the rules that govern our conversa­
tions about biology, the power we have to make choices 
regarding our physical beings, and the parameters of 
what we define as "normal." 
According to Morrie, "Learn how to live and 
you'll know how to die; learn how to die and you'll 
know how to live." ■
''''Mitch Alborn. Tuesdays with Morrie: An Old Man, A Young 
Man, and Life's Greatest Lesson. New York: Doubleday, 1997. 
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Athletic Hall of Fame Honors 
Bridgewater College's Athletic Hall of Fame will induct eight members Oct. 2, 1998, during Homecoming Weekend. Joining 
the 26 previous inductees are two former coaches and six athletes who competed for the Eagles. The 1998 Class, the fifth to be 
inducted, includes: 0. Leon Garber, '42; Dr. Daniel S. Geiser; Dolores Heatwole Hoak, '56; William H. Littlepage, '58; Or. 
James A. Reedy, '61; Laura S. Mapp; James Utterback, '53; and the late John C. Vance, '53. 
0. Leon Garber was a three-year letterman in basketball
and track and field, leading the Eagles' basketball team
to 22 wins during his career. He excelled as the team's lead­
ing scorer in 1941 with an average of 11.0 points per game as 
a forward. He served as team captain in basketball and track 
and field in 1941 and 1942. In track and field, he partici­
pated in the 100-yard dash, 220-yard low hurdles, broad jump 
- capturing the Mason-Dixon Conference championship as a
senior - and javelin.
Following graduation, 
Leon served in the Marine 
Corps where he was awarded 
the Silver Star for heroism dur­
ing the invasion of Guam dur­
ing World War IL Leon spent 
his professional life in North 
Carolina where he was the chief 
probation officer for the U.S. 
District Court for middle North 
Carolina. 
Dr. Daniel S. Geiser - head
coach, teacher and mentor 
- served the College during
1946-56 and 1957-66 as direc­
tor of athletics and physical edu­
cation.
Coach Geiser may be best 
remembered at Bridgewater 
College for re-instituting the in­
tercollegiate football program 
in 1949-50 - following its ces­
sation for World World II - on 
a budget of $500. He coached 
the football squad from 1949-
52 and the basketball team from 
1946-56 and 1957-62, winning 
a total of 115 games and guid­
0. Leon Garber, '42 
Dolores Heatwole Hoak,
156
ing the 1959-60 team to one of the College's best records of 
that era - 17 -4. Coach Geiser also coached baseball, leading 
the team to a share of the Virginia Little Eight championships 
in both 1960 and 1962. Dr. Geiser established health and 
physical education as a major and mentored the first graduat­
ing class in 1952. He earned his doctorate from Columbia 
University and retired as professor emeritus of health and 
physical education at American University. 
Summer1998 
Dolores Heatwole Hoak lettered in field hockey, basket­
ball and tennis each of her four years at Bridgewater 
and helped to usher in one of the College's finest eras in 
women's athletics. 
As a center forward, Dolores helped lead the field hockey 
team to a four-year record of 21-4-2, including undefeated 
seasons in 1953 and 1955. During the team's 6-0 campaign 
of 1953, Dolores scored 12 of the team's 29 goals. She con­
Or. Daniel S. Geiser 
William H. Littlepage, '58 
tributed to the basketball 
squad's superb 34-3 record over 
four years, including an unde­
feated, 9-0, season in 1954-55. 
Additionally, she helped the 
tennis team to a four-year, 24-1 
record. During her senior year, 
Dolores, fellow Hall of Fame 
member Louise Owens and 
Jane Heishman were instructors 
in the physical education pro­
gram and coached the 
women's field hockey, basket­
ball and tennis teams to a com­
bined record of 20-1-2 . 
Dolores obtained certifica­
tion as a national basketball and 
field hockey official. She 
worked as a flight attendant for 
United Airlines, earned teacher 
certification from James Madi­
son University in 1981 and 
worked as a substitute health 
and P.E. teacher. 
W illiam H. Littlepage is one of B.C.'s graduates 
who have become highly suc­
cessful coaches. 
As a student, Bill helped 
the Eagles to 33 basketball wins. However, it has been as a 
head coach and educator at Hopewell (Va.) High School 
where Bill has become a distinguished leader in athletics. He 
is one of only four Virginia High School League (VHSL) 
coaches to obtain 600 career wins in boys' basketball, be­
coming the all-time winningest coach with 606 victories on 





Bill has led his Hopewell squad to district, regional and 
state tournaments and championships including one Group 
AAA state title. Honors include being a charter member of 
the Virginia High School Hall of Fame; inducted into the 
National High School Athletic Coaches Association Hall of 
Fame; National Coach of the Year by the National High School 
�thletic Coaches Association; head coach for the East squad 
m the 1998 McDonald's All-America game; and a three- time 
head coach in the Virginia East-West All-Star game. 
I aura S. Mapp_ came to B�idgewater College in 1961 to
L teach physical educat10n and to coach women's field 
hockey, basketball and tennis. Through drive and determina­
tion, she built a 37-year legacy as a successful coach, profes­
sor and mentor. 
Coach Mapp has received many professional honors in­
cluding the Women's Basketball 
Coaches Association's presti­
gious Carol Eckman Award in 
1986 and numerous coach of 
the year awards. She was elected 
to the University of Richmond 
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1987. 
Because of her love of teaching, 
she treasures the Martha B. 
Thornton Faculty Recognition 
Award she received in 1994 
from Bridgewater College. 
Coach Mapp coached 
hockey and women's basketball Laura S. Mapp 
from 1961-96 and tennis from 
1961-81 and 1985-98. She led 
the field hockey team to 224 
wins including an Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW) regional cham­
pionship in 1979 and a berth 
in the national tournament. 
During her tenure, the basket­
ball team compiled a 484-262 
record with three VAIAW state 
championships; eight AIAW re­
gional and two national tourna­
ment appearances; two ODAC 
regular season titles and the James Utterback, '53 
tournament title in 1990. 
. On Oct. 2, Bridgewater College will dedicate "Mapp Field"m her honor, recognizing the labor she invested and the encour­
agement she imparted on the hockey/lacrosse field. 
D
r. James A. Reedy is one of the most prolific basketball
players m Bndgewater College history. 
. Jim became the team's leading scorer, achieving a 28.7pomts per game average by his junior year when he was the 
Virginia college division leader. The No. 2 all-time scorer in 
Bridgewater history, he concluded his career with 2,000 points 
and, at the time, was only the sixth player in Virginia to reach 
that plateau. Jim's many honors included being voted the 
Virginia Sportswriters and Sportscasters College Division 
Player of the Year as a junior. He was the Mason-Dixon scor­
ing champion for three seasons and was voted First Team All 
Mason-Dixon and All-Little Eight each of those years. Jim 
also lettered in tennis and baseball. 
He earned a master's degree from Long Beach State and 
a doctorate in education from Vanderbilt University. Jim re­
turned to Bridgewater as an associate professor from 1966-
78 and moved to the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1978. 
J
ames Utterback lettered in both basketball and baseball at
B.C. He was a four-year starter and two-time basketball
team captain. He helped the team achieve 24 wins during his 
career. Jim excelled in baseball, however, and was the team's 
starting catcher for four seasons. He was the team captain in 
1952 and 1953 and won All-State Little Six honors both years. 
Dr. James A. Reedy, '61 
The team achieved a 37-25 
record during his career, includ­
ing records of 11-5 in 19 5 0 and 
'52. 
Jim returned to B.C. in 
1958 as assistant football and 
basketball coach. He then 
moved to Fairfax County (Va.), 
where he taught high school 
and coached the baseball team 
to the Northern Virginia 
League championship in 1961. 
Since 1964, Jim has worked as 
a personnel analyst and direc­
tor for secondary education, a 
management analyst and direc­
tor of plant operations. 
J
ohn C. Vance is being hon­
ored posthumously. A three­
sport athlete in football, basket­
ball and baseball, he earned 11 
letters as an Eagle. 
One of the football team's 
top offensive backs, John was 
selected to the Associated Press 
All-Little Six football team in 
John C. Vance, '53 1952. As a top pitcher, he led 
the baseball team to two 11-5 
seasons, forming a powerful 1-2 pitching combination with 
fellow Hall of Fame member Bill Burkholder. 
He served in the U.S. Army, starring for the W hite Sands 
Proving Ground Rockets baseball team at Fort Bliss, N.M. 
He had a two-year record of 21-6 and batted .400 as a Rocket. 
John returned to Loudoun County (Va.) in 1955 to teach 
health and physical education and to coach football, basket­
ball an_d baseball. He earned a master's degree in secondaryeducation and was assistant vice principal of J. Lupton Simpson 
Middle School until his retirement in 1991. John died in 





Amy Rafalski, a 1998 health and
physical education graduate, was 
named lacrosse Player of the Year by the 
Virginia Sports Information Directors. 
Rafalski, a four-year letter winner in la­
crosse and field hockey at Bridgewater, 
Amy Rafalski (No. 27) in a regular sea­
son match against Roanoke. 
she was named the 1998 Old Dominion 
Athletic Conference (ODAC) Player of 
the Year in lacrosse after being a First Team 
All-ODAC selection the three previous 
seasons. Rafalski was also a First Team 
All-ODAC selection for field hockey last 
season. 
Rafalski concluded her Bridgewater 
career as the most prolific scorer in Col­
lege history. The Bel Air, Md., native set 
school records for both goals scored in a 
season with 95 and for points with 109. 
During the 1998 season, she set 
Bridgewater and ODAC records for ca­
reer goals (264) and career points (299). 
She was selected to the Division III North/ 
South game as an All-American and was a 
finalist for the Brine/Tommy Hilfiger Col­
lege Lacrosse USA Player of the Year hon­
ors. As a junior, Rafalski was an Intercol­
legiate Women's Lacrosse Coaches Asso­
ciation (IW LCA) All-American Third 
Team selection after scoring 58 goals. In 
1998, she was named a Second Team 
IWLCA All-American selection and also 
Summer1998 
SportsBEAT 
was named to the GTE Academic All­
American Second Team. 
Rafalski now resides in Bel Air, Md., 
where she is teaching health and physical 
education and coaching junior varsity field 
hockey and lacrosse at J oppatowne High 
School. 
■- Cyndi Justice 
B.C. Track Members
Compete at NCAA Meet 
After setting an ODAC Track and
Field Championship record in April 
to provisionally qualify for the NCAA 
championships, and setting a B.C. record 
in the 4x100 relay a week before the 
NCAA's, the men's 4x100-meter relay 
team finished 12'h at the NCAA Division 
III Track and Field Championship held in 
May in St. Paul, Minn. The team, Wilbert 
Coleman, Kevin Fee, Willie Grayson and 
Mario Webb, ran the distance in 41.67 
seconds. 
Freshman Melissa Baker and sopho­
more Tara Strawderman also competed 
in the NCAA championships - Baker in 
the 400-meter run where she finished 17th 
with a time of 58.8 seconds and 
Strawderman in the long jump where she 
placed 18'h with a leap of 4.86 meters. 
Strawderman qualified for the NCAA 
championship during the ODAC cham­
pionships held at Bridgewater, when she 
set an O DAC long jump record of 18 feet, 
111/4 inches. 
■ - Roberta W. Byerly
The men's 4x100 relay team receives 
awards from Doc Jopson at the ODAC 
Championship at B.C. 's Jopson Field. 
Spring Sports Wrap-Up 
The LACROSSE team tied the 
school record for victories in a season with 
an 11-6 season. The Eagles advanced to 
the semifinals of the ODAC tournament. 
The BASEBALL team finished the 
year 19-20, 10-6 in the ODAC, and quali­
fied for the ODAC tournament for a 
record-tying 15tl, consecutive time. Sopho­
more first baseman Robbi Moose was 
voted the ODAC Player of the Year after 
setting school records in hits, doubles and 
runs batted in. 
The GOLF team placed eighth in the 
1998 ODAC championship tournament. 
The SOFTBALL team finished the 
year 23-17 overall and ranked third in the 
ODAC with a 6-4 record. The Eagles had 
three first team All-ODAC honorees: out­
fielder Stacy Clark, second baseman Shan­
non Ingle and first baseman Colleen Reid. 
The men's and women's TENNIS 
teams both finished seventh in the ODAC 
championship tournament, the women 
scoring 16.5 points and the men, 22. 
The women's TRACK AND 
FIELD team won its first-ever ODAC 
Outdoor Championship, winning three 
events and capturing eight second place 
finishes. The men's team finished in 
second place behind Lynchburg. 
■ - Douglas Barton 
Women's Soccer 
Joins Eagle Sports 
P resident Phillip C. Stone an­nounced that Bridgewater College 
has hired former Radford University soc­
cer star Ian Spooner to start a women's 
club soccer program in 1998 with the 
intent to move it to varsity status for the 
1999 season. 
Spooner, the Big South Conference 
most valuable player in both 1994 and 
'95, was the second leading scorer in 
the nation for Division I in 1995 when 
he captured honorable mention All­
America honors. He was selected to the 
Big South All-Conference squad for four 
straight seasons and finished second in 
career goals (58) and points (140) at 
Radford. Since graduation, he has stayed 
active playing for three years in the 




Bill has led his Hopewell squad to district, regional and 
state tourna_ments and championships including one Group
AAA state title. Honors include being a charter member of 
the Virginia High School Hall of Fame; inducted into the 
National High School Athletic Coaches Association Hall of 
Fame; National Coach of the Year by the National High School 
Athletic Coaches Association; head coach for the East squad 
m the 1998 McDonald's All-America game; and a three- time 
head coach in the Virginia East-West All-Star game. 
I aura S. Mapp came to Bridgewater College in 1961 to 
L teach physical education and to coach women's field 
hockey, basketball and tennis. Through drive and determina­
tion, she built a 37-year legacy as a successful coach, profes­
sor and mentor. 
Coach Mapp has received many professional honors in­
cluding the Women's Basketball 
Coaches Association's presti­
gious Carol Eckman Award in 
1986 and numerous coach of 
the year awards. She was elected 
to the University of Richmond 
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1987. 
Because of her love of teaching, 
she treasures the Martha B. 
Thornton Faculty Recognition 
Award she received in 1994 
from Bridgewater College. 
Coach Mapp coached 
hockey and women's basketball Laura S. Mapp
from 1961-96 and tennis from 
1961-81 and 1985-98. She led 
the field hockey team to 224 
wins including an Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW) regional cham-
pionship in 1979 and a berth I. -
in the national tournament. �
During her tenure, the basket­
ball team compiled a 484-262 
record with three VAIAW state 
championships; eight AIAW re­
gional and two national tourna­
ment appearances; two ODAC 
regular season titles and the 
James Utterback, '53
tournament title in 1990. 
. On Oct. 2, Bridgewater College will dedicate "Mapp Field" 
m her honor, recognizing the labor she invested and the encour­
agement she imparted on the hockey/lacrosse field. 
D
r. James A. Reedy is one of the most prolific basketball
players m Bndgewater College history.
. Jim became the team's leading scorer, achieving a 28.7
pomts per game average by his junior year when he was the 
Virginia college division leader. The No. 2 all-time scorer in 
Bridgewater history, he concluded his career with 2,000 points 
and, at the time, was only the sixth player in Virginia to reach 
that plateau. Jim's many honors included being voted the 
Virginia Sportswriters and Sportscasters College Division 
Player of the Year as a junior. He was the Mason-Dixon scor­
ing champion for three seasons and was voted First Team All 
Mason-Dixon and All-Little Eight each of those years. Jim 
also lettered in tennis and baseball. 
He earned a master's degree from Long Beach State and 
a doctorate in education from Vanderbilt University. Jim re­
turned to Bridgewater as an associate professor from 1966-
78 and moved to the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1978. 
J
ames Utterback lettered in both basketball and baseball at 
B.C. He was a four-year starter and two-time basketball
team captain. He helped the team achieve 24 wins during his 
career. Jim excelled in baseball, however, and was the team's 
starting catcher for four seasons. He was the team captain in 
1952 and 1953 and won All-State Little Six honors both years. 
Dr. James A. Reedy, '61 
The team achieved a 37-25 
record during his career, includ­
ing records of 11-5 in 19 5 0 and 
'52. 
Jim returned to B.C. in 
1958 as assistant football and 
basketball coach. He then 
moved to Fairfax County (Va.), 
where he taught high school 
and coached the baseball team 
to the Northern Virginia 
League championship in 1961. 
Since 1964, Jim has worked as 
a personnel analyst and direc­
tor for secondary education, a 
management analyst and direc­
tor of plant operations. 
J
ohn C. Vance is being hon-
� ored posthumously. A three-
sport athlete in football, basket­
ball and baseball, he earned 11 
letters as an Eagle. 
One of the football team's 
top offensive backs, John was 
selected to the Associated Press 
All-Little Six football team in 
John C. Vance, '53 1952. As a top pitcher, he led 
the baseball team to two 11-5 
seasons, forming a powerful 1-2 pitching combination with 
fellow Hall of Fame member Bill Burkholder. 
He served in the U.S. Army, starring for the W hite Sands 
Proving Ground Rockets baseball team at Fort Bliss, N.M. 
He had a two-year record of 21-6 and batted .400 as a Rocket. 
John returned to Loudoun County (Va.) in 1955 to teach 
health and physical education and to coach football, basket­
ball and baseball. He earned a master's degree in secondary 
education and was assistant vice principal of J. Lupton Simpson 
Middle School until his retirement in 1991. John died in 





Amy Rafalski, a 1998 health and
physical education graduate, was 
named lacrosse Player of the Year by the 
Virginia Sports Information Directors. 
Rafalski, a four-year letter winner in la­
crosse and field hockey at Bridgewater, 
Amy Rafalski (No. 27) in a regular sea­
son match against Roanoke. 
she was named the 1998 Old Dominion 
Athletic Conference (ODAC) Player of 
the Year in lacrosse after being a First Team 
All-ODAC selection the three previous 
seasons. Rafalski was also a First Team 
All-ODAC selection for field hockey last 
season. 
Rafalski concluded her Bridgewater 
career as the most prolific scorer in Col­
lege history. The Bel Air, Md., native set 
school records for both goals scored in a 
season with 9 5 and for points with 109. 
During the 1998 season, she set 
Bridgewater and ODAC records for ca­
reer goals (264) and career points (299). 
She was selected to the Division III North/ 
South game as an All-American and was a 
finalist for the Brine/Tommy Hilfiger Col­
lege Lacrosse USA Player of the Year hon­
ors. As a junior, Rafalski was an Intercol­
legiate Women's Lacrosse Coaches Asso­
ciation (IW LCA) All-American Third 
Team selection after scoring 58 goals. In 
1998, she was named a Second Team 
IWLCA All-American selection and also 
Summer1998 
SportsBEAT 
was named to the GTE Academic All­
American Second Team. 
Rafalski now resides in Bel Air, Md., 
where she is teaching health and physical 
education and coaching junior varsity field 
hockey and lacrosse at J oppatowne High 
School. 
■ - Cyndi Justice 
B.C. Track Members
Compete at NCAA Meet 
After setting an ODAC Track and
Field Championship record in April 
to provisionally qualify for the NCAA 
championships, and setting a B.C. record 
in the 4x100 relay a week before the 
NCAA's, the men's 4x100-meter relay 
team finished 12th at the NCAA Division 
III Track and Field Championship held in 
May in St. Paul, Minn. The team, Wilbert 
Coleman, Kevin Fee, Willie Grayson and 
Mario Webb, ran the distance in 41.67 
seconds. 
Freshman Melissa Baker and sopho­
more Tara Strawderman also competed 
in the NCAA championships - Baker in 
the 400-meter run where she finished 17th 
with a time of 58.8 seconds and 
Strawderman in the long jump where she 
placed 18'11 with a leap of 4.86 meters.
Strawderman qualified for the NCAA 
championship during the ODAC cham­
pionships held at Bridgewater, when she 
set an ODAC long jump record of 18 feet, 
111/4 inches. 
■ - Roberta W. Byerly
The men's 4x100 relay team receives 
awards from Doc Jopson at the ODAC 
Championship at B.C. 's Jopson Field. 
Spring Sports Wrap-Up 
The LACROSSE team tied the 
school record for victories in a season with 
an 11-6 season. The Eagles advanced to 
the semifinals of the ODAC tournament. 
The BASEBALL team finished the 
year 19-20, 10-6 in the ODAC, and quali­
fied for the ODAC tournament for a 
record-tying 15d' consecutive time. Sopho­
more first baseman Robbi Moose was 
voted the ODAC Player of the Year after 
setting school records in hits, doubles and 
runs batted in. 
The GOLF team placed eighth in the 
1998 ODAC championship tournament. 
The SOFTBALL team finished the 
year 23-17 overall and ranked third in the 
ODAC with a 6-4 record. The Eagles had 
three first teamAll-ODAC honorees: out­
fielder Stacy Clark, second baseman Shan­
non Ingle and first baseman Colleen Reid. 
The men's and women's TENNIS 
teams both finished seventh in the O DAC 
championship tournament, the women 
scoring 16.5 points and the men, 22. 
The women's TRACK AND
FIELD team won its first-ever ODAC 
Outdoor Championship, winning three 
events and capturing eight second place 
finishes. The men's team finished in 
second place behind Lynchburg. 
■ - Douglas Barton 
Women's Soccer 
Joins Eagle Sports 
President Phillip C. Stone an­nounced that Bridgewater College 
has hired former Radford University soc­
cer star Ian Spooner to start a women's 
club soccer program in 1998 with the 
intent to move it to varsity status for the 
1999 season. 
Spooner, the Big South Conference 
most valuable player in both 1994 and 
'95, was the second leading scorer in 
the nation for Division I in 1995 when 
he captured honorable mention All­
America honors. He was selected to the 
Big South All-Conference squad for four 
straight seasons and finished second in 
career goals (58) and points (140) at 
Radford. Since graduation, he has stayed 
active playing for three years in the 
Continued on Page 12 
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Soccer ... Continued from Page 11
USISL (United States Interregional Soc­
cer League) and serving as coach and 
director of operations for the Roanoke 
Wrath in 1997. He has been an active 
coach in Roanoke club soccer and holds 
an NSCAA Officiating Advanced Na­
tional Degree. 
Bridgewater will become the 11th 
ODAC member in the women's soccer 
league when it goes to varsity status in 
1999. ■- Douglas Barton 
Coaching Changes 
The Bridgewater College Athletic 
Department welcomes Mimi Knight and 
Bob Colbert to the staff this coming year. 
Knight, who was the associate Dean 
of student development last year, moves 
to the Department of Health and Physi­
cal Education, where she will takeover 
the class load of retired professor Laura 
Mapp. In addition to her instructing du­
ties, Knight will be the assistant volley­
ball coach and will succeed Mapp as the 
women's tennis coach. Knight previ­
ously was director of athletics and held 
coaching duties at Southern Seminary 
in Buena Vista, Va. 
Bob Colbert replaces Terry Brooks 
on the football coaching staff this year. 
Brooks left Bridgewater to take over the 
head coaching job at Woodlawn High 
School in Baltimore. Colbert, a 28-year 
veteran of the coaching ranks, was the 
offensive coordinator under Rip Scherer 
at James Madison University when the 
Dukes twice advanced to the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA I-AA play­
offs. Colbert will be the team's offen­
sive coordinator and offensive line 
coach. 
■- Douglas Barton
Willi New Associate AD 
Jean Willi, head women's basketball 
coach, has been named senior 
women's administrator and associate 
athletic director, replacing Coach 
Mapp as associate atheltic director. 
Coach Willi, a 1980 B.C. alumna, has 
been a member of the Bridgwater staff 














24 JOHNS HOPKINS 
Parents' Weekend 
















29 ODAC Officiating Clinic 
at Sweet Briar College 
September 
Longwood 
5 COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME 
10 Mary Washington 
12 Elizabethtown 
15 RANDOLPH-MACON• 
16 Mary Baldwin 
18 Virginia Tech 
23 Lynchburg• 
25 FERRUM 







14 Randolph-Macon Woman's• 
18 Frostburg State 
21 Eastern Mennonite• 
24 VIRGINIA WESLYAN• 
27 ODAC Tournament 
Higher Seed 


























Eastern Mennonite (scrimmage) 
FERRUM 




Christopher Newport, Roanoke 
16 Shenandoah 
22 Sweet Briar* 
23 MARY WASHINGTON 
26 Emory & Henry• (Varsity & JV) 
29 Washington & Lee* 
October 
RANDOLPH-MACON• 








6 RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S• 6:30 P.M. 
Roanoke• 6,30 p.m. 
10 GUILFORD• 2 P.M. 
13 Eastern Mennonite* 6:30 p.m. 
16-17 Western Maryland Tournament TBA 
23 MESSIAH 7 P.M. 
27 LYNCHBURG• 6 P.M. 
29 HOLLINS• (Varsity & JV) 6:30 P.M. 
November 
6-7 ODAC Tournament at Bridgewater TBA 
13-14 NCAA Tournament TBA 
SOCCER 
September 
5 WARREN WILSON 1 P.M. 
9 COLUMBIA UNION 4 P.M. 
12 WESTERN MARYLAND 2 P.M. 
15 Hampden-Sydney* 4 p.m. 
19 Averett 3 p.m. 
22 Villa Julie 4 p.m. 
27 GUILFORD• 2 P.M. 
30 RANDOLPH-MACON• 4 P.M. 
October 
3 SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 4P.M. 
Homecoming 
7 ROANOKE• 4 P.M. 
10 Lynchburg• 2 p.m. 
11 Virginia Wesleyan* 3 p.m. 
13 Washington & lee* 4 p.m. 
18 Shenandoah 2 p.m. 
22 FERRUM 4 P.M. 
Parent's Weekend 
24 ALUMNI GAME 4 P.M. 
28 Eastern Mennonite* 4 p.m. 
31 EMORY & HENRY* 2P.M. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
September 
19 BRIDGEWATER HOME MEET BRIDGEWATER 
Lynchburg, Hampden-Sydney 
Virginia Wesleyan 
26 Roanoke College Invitational Roanoke 
October 
Hampden-Sydney Invitational 
10 Virginia State Meet 
at Christopher Newport Univ. 
17 Southern Virginia Invitational 
30 Roanoke College 
November 
7 ODAC Championships 
14 NCAA Regional Meet 









Home Games in BOLD CAPS 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
RECOGNITION UPGRADE 
Giving Clubs Restructured to Recognize Growth 
N
ow in its 30th year, Bridgewater College's program of recognizing Annual Fund contributors and 
major donors through Giving Club membership has been modernized, beginning with the 1998-99 
fiscal year, to recognize higher levels of giving. 
Donors are increasingly generous - and merit the 
College's warmest and most appreciative gratitude. 
College's supporters an opportunity to be increasingly gen­
erous. 
When the Giving Clubs were established in the fall of 
1969, the top level of Annual Fund recognition could be 
attained with a gift of $1,000. By the fall of 1977, another 
club level was added to pay tribute to those who made an 
Annual Fund donation of $5,000 or more. 
Also in 1977, clubs were established to recognize major 
donors whose cumulative giving had reached $50,000 and 
$100,000. 
''At the same time," Mr. Scott added, "we must not lose 
sight of the value of the many, many gifts that do not ap­
proach the category of a 'major' gift, but still represent a 
substantial monetary commitment on the part of the donor. 
We cherish both the contribution and the affection for 
Bridgewater College that the gift conveys." 
As alumni and friends have re­
sponded to opportunities to help the 
College get ready to greet the 21st 
Century, levels of giving have risen 
and are expected to continue to rise. 
An additional level of Annual Fund 
recognition has been added to honor 
those who give $10,000 or more in 
a fiscal year Guly 1- June 30). Club 
recognition begins with a gift of 
$100, as in the past. 
The cumulative giving clubs 
also have been increased in response 
to the College's receipt in recent 
years of major gifts, some exceed­
ing $1 million. 
The Giving Clubs program will 
continue to be segmented between 
Annual Fund contributions and cu­
mulative giving (major gifts received 
over a period of years). See inset. 
"In revamping our Giving 
Clubs, we are recognizing that the 
alumni and friends of Bridgewater 
College are increasingly philan­
thropic," said Charles H. Scott, vice 
president for institutional advance­
ment. "The pleasure a donor re­
ceives in making a gift can be multi­
plied when the College extends a 
special recognition for the contribu­
tion." 
He also noted that a robust 
economy has afforded many of the 
Summer1998 
The Annual Fund ti.er now 















■- Ellen K. Layman
s 
The Cumulati.ve Giving ti.er 
now includes fi.ve 
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Soccer ... Continued from Page 11
USISL (United States Interregional Soc­
cer League) and serving as coach and 
director of operations for the Roanoke 
Wrath in 1997. He has been an active 
coach in Roanoke club soccer and holds 
an NSCAA Officiating Advanced Na­
tional Degree. 
Bridgewater will become the 11th 
ODAC member in the women's soccer 
league when it goes to varsity status in 
1999. ■-Douglas Barton 
Coaching Changes 
The Bridgewater College Athletic 
Department welcomes Mimi Knight and 
Bob Colbert to the staff this corning year. 
Knight, who was the associate Dean 
of student development last year, moves 
to the Department of Health and Physi­
cal Education, where she will takeover 
the class load of retired professor Laura 
Mapp. In addition to her instructing du­
ties, Knight will be the assistant volley­
ball coach and will succeed Mapp as the 
women's tennis coach. Knight previ­
ously was director of athletics and held 
coaching duties at Southern Seminary 
in Buena Vista, Va. 
Bob Colbert replaces Terry Brooks 
on the football coaching staff this year. 
Brooks left Bridgewater to take over the 
head coaching job at Woodlawn High 
School in Baltimore. Colbert, a 28-year 
veteran of the coaching ranks, was the 
offensive coordinator under Rip Scherer 
at James Madison University when the 
Dukes twice advanced to the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA I-AA play­
offs. Colbert will be the team's offen­
sive coordinator and offensive line 
coach. 
■-Douglas Barton
Willi New Associate AD 
Jean Willi, head women's basketball 
coach, has been named senior 
women's administrator and associate 
athletic director, replacing Coach 
Mapp as associate atheltic director. 
Coach Willi, a 1980 B.C. alumna, has 
been a member of the Bridgwater staff 
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RECOGNITION UPGRADE 
Giving Clubs Restructured to Recognize Growth 
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ow in its 30th year, Bridgewater College's program of recognizing Annual Fund contributors and 
major donors through Giving Club membership has been modernized, beginning with the 1998-99 
fiscal year, to recognize higher levels of giving. 
Donors are increasingly generous - and merit the 
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Annual Fund donation of $5,000 or more. 
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As alumni and friends have re­
sponded to opportunities to help the 
College get ready to greet the 21st 
Century, levels of giving have risen 
and are expected to continue to rise. 
An additional level of Annual Fund 
recognition has been added to honor 
those who give $10,000 or more in 
a fiscal year Guly 1- June 30). Club 
recognition begins with a gift of 
$100, as in the past. 
The cumulative giving clubs 
also have been increased in response 
to the College's receipt in recent 
years of major gifts, some exceed­
ing $1 million. 
The Giving Clubs program will 
continue to be segmented between 
Annual Fund contributions and cu­
mulative giving (major gifts received 
over a period of years). See inset. 
"In revamping our Giving 
Clubs, we are recognizing that the 
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FOR REGENERATION ... 
An Overview of the New Annual Fund Committee 
J\fter many years of raising annual funds with the help of 
1"\. a few volunteers and staff members, the College's Institutional Advancement 
Office has restructured the Annual Fund Committee to eventually involve some 
250 volunteers in the fundraising efforts. 
By increasing the number of volunteers in the field asking for contributions 
and segmenting those volunteers into interest identity constituencies, the College 
will be working smarter, not harder. As a result, donors will have more personal­
ized contact with the College and its people at all levels and from all groups. 
Under the new structure, Larry Johnson, '75, will continue to serve as the 
committee's national chairman. Johnson has served in this capacity for several 
years, and the experience, leadership and continuity he brings to the committee 
will help make the restructuring a smooth process. 
Committee members Alan Borgwardt, '88, Edward Burgess,'62, Rick 
Claybrook and Jeff Heppard, both '7 4, and Matthew Smith,'89, also will continue 
serving the committee. As senior committee members, these volunteers will work 
directly with the annual fund staff and will serve as field liaisons to the volunteers 
who will be assisting with the 1998-99 Annual Fund Campaign. 
Five sub-committee chairmen have been added to the Annual Fund Commit­
tee. These chairmen represent the constituent volunteer groups they will be guid­
ing and supporting. Dr. Jeffrey Pierson will head the efforts of the Faculty and 
Staff Fund Sub-Committee. Jeff Heppard will guide the Alumni Fund Sub-Com­
mittee. Ron and Janice Sink of Roanoke will spearhead the Parents Fund Sub -
Committee; Ralph Shively will coordinate the Friends Fund Sub-Committee cam­
paign, and D'Earcy Davis will head the Business and Professional Campaign Sub­
Committee. 
Pierson, associate professor of communications and director of forensics, will 
work with captains from four major curricular divisions to conduct the faculty/ 
staff campaign. The captains, representing the divisions of the arts, math and the 
sciences, social sciences, and athletics and physical education, will recruit volun­
teers from those divisions to call on their colleagues and invite them to participate 
in the Annual Fund Campaign either through payroll deduction or with an out-
right gift. 
Heppard, attorney for environmental litigation for the Cigna Corp., will be 
working with class agents to conduct the alumni segment of the annual fund cam­
paign. He will extend an invitation to five alumni who have worked as class agents 
to serve as captains who will coordinate the campaign efforts for designated classes 
clustered by decades. The captains will recruit other alumni from the class agents 
lists for the important work of making the actual solicitation visits and phone calls 
during the fall run of the campaign. In the late winter, the class agents will then be 
asked to mail appeal letters to classmates who have not yet pledged or contributed 
to the fall campaign. 
Ron Sink, an executive with Norfolk Southern Corp., will work with his wife 
Janice to select parents of current students to serve as captains. They will select 
those volunteers from the freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior parents lists. 
Those captains will then recruit parent volunteers from their assigned class levels 
and regions to call on other parents at those levels and living within their regions. 
Shively also will structure the friends campaign around the visitation regions. 
The regional captains will recruit volunteers from lists that the College will provide,and 
those volunteers will call on other friends of the College living within those regions. 
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Fund ... Continued from Page 14
D'Earcy Davis, '70, of Merril 
Lynch, will lead the business and pro­
fessional campaign which will undergo 
the least amount of volunteer restruc­
turing. The success of that campaign 
will continue to rely on the volunteer 
efforts of local businessmen and women 
who will work on teams and call on 
designated companies to seek their fi­
nancial support for Bridgewater. 
Each of the volunteers working the 
Annual Fund '98 Campaign will receive 
a complete job description which will 
detail the beginning and ending times 
of the volunteer service, the duties in­
volved and the expectations. 
Following an intensive, volunteer 
training session on Sept. 19, the cam­
paign will officially kick off Monday, 
Sept. 21 and end Dec. 31, 1998. Al­
though the campaign volunteers will 
make their visits and calls to prospec­
tive donors during the fall months, 
pledges and gifts will remain payable 
up to the last day of Bridgewater's fis­
cal year, June 30, 1999. 
Apart from the follow-up class 
agents' letters that will go out in Feb­
ruary, the only other spring communi­
cations from the national committee 
chairman will be the annual proof sheet 
which is mailed in May to everyone on 
the College's database. The purpose of 
the proof sheet is to verify name spell­
ings and listings of contributors for 
printing in the annual President's Re­
port, and to give potential contributors 
another opportunity to help make a dif­
ference to Bridgewater before the fis­
cal year's books close. 
In addition to the face-to-face, peer­
to-peer, and mail solicitations, the 
phonathon program will continue to af­
ford students an opportunity to call con­
tributors and potential contributors to 
seek gifts and pledges to the Annual Fund. 
Anyone wishing to volunteer for 
service to one of the Annual Fund Cam­
paign committees may call the Annual 
Fund office at 540-828-5636 for assis­
tance. 
■- Judy Williams 
Executive Director for Campus 




Wine Takes Over as Director 
0. Walton Wine Jr. joined the
Office of Institutional Advance­
ment on May 18 as director of 
planned giving. In accepting the 
position, Mr. Wine said he had 
reached a point in his life where he 
"wanted to do something that would 
make a difference in the lives of 
others" and he felt that his "back­
ground could contribute to that end at 
Bridgewater College." 
Mr. Wine graduated in 1960 with a 
B.A. degree in economics from 
Randolph-Macon College and in 1971 
graduated from the Graduate School 
of Banking of the South at Louisiana 
State University. 
He comes to Bridgewater with 30 
years of banking experience, including 
president and chief executive officer of 
Walt Wine
Director of Planned Giving
Valley National Bank from 1974-83, president of the Valley Region of First 
American Bank of Virginia from 1983-92, and president of the Shenandoah 
Valley Region of First American Bank from 1992-93. 
For the past five years, he was a financial consultant with Wheat First Union. He 
is a member of the National Endowment for Financial Education and a member 
of the Financial Planning Institute. 
Mr. Wine and his wife Judith live in Harrisonburg. Their son Ted, who lives in 
Richmond, Va., is a 1992 graduate of Bridgewater. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole 
Join the Tour - Support the Chorale 
While faculty and staff accompanying the Chorale paid the full cost of 
the tour in China, the Chorale members were asked to pay only a portion 
of the cost. Some of them have just graduated; others are still in school; 
almost all have significant school debt and are not able to cover the entire 
cost of the tour. Each was required to pay $600 in addition to their own 
incidental expenses. The College must absorb the remaining cost for the 
student expenses. Many of our alumni and friends have made contribu­
tions toward that cost. Trips of this magnitude generally cost in the neigh­
borhood of $40,000. If you are interested in helping to cover some of the 
student expense, it would be very much appreciated. A fund is main­
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and segmenting those volunteers into interest identity constituencies, the College 
will be working smarter, not harder. As a result, donors will have more personal­
ized contact with the College and its people at all levels and from all groups. 
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committee's national chairman. Johnson has served in this capacity for several 
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Fund ... Continued from Page 14 
D'Earcy Davis, '70, of Merril 
Lynch, will lead the business and pro­
fessional campaign which will undergo 
the least amount of volunteer restruc­
turing. The success of that campaign 
will continue to rely on the volunteer 
efforts of local businessmen and women 
who will work on teams and call on 
designated companies to seek their fi­
nancial support for Bridgewater. 
Each of the volunteers working the 
Annual Fund '98 Campaign will receive 
a complete job description which will 
detail the beginning and ending times 
of the volunteer service, the duties in­
volved and the expectations. 
Following an intensive, volunteer 
training session on Sept. 19, the cam­
paign will officially kick off Monday, 
Sept. 21 and end Dec. 31, 1998. Al­
though the campaign volunteers will 
make their visits and calls to prospec­
tive donors during the fall months, 
pledges and gifts will remain payable 
up to the last day of Bridgewater's fis­
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Through Sept. 4 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Art Department Showcase 
1 
Fall Term Begins 
6 
Organ Recital by Dr. John Barr 
9 - Oct. 16 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Sabine Carlson, painter - Exhibit 
15 
LYCEUM 
Taming of the Shrew 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express 
OCTOBER 
2 




ANNA BEAHM Mow LECTURE 
Karen Armstrong
19- NOV. 6 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
"Open & Experimental" 
Student Art Exhibit 
22-26 
THE PINION PLAYERS PRESENT 









11 - DEC. 18 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Robert Flory, collage artist 
16 
LYCEUM 
Richmond Symphony Orchestra 
The Taming of the Shrew 
performed by 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express 
Immerse yourself in Shakespeare's 
comedic study of love - The Taming of 
the Shrew - presented open-air in true 
Shakespearean fashion on the Bridgewater 
College campus. Enjoy a picnic dinner, then gather your blanket or lawn chair 
around the stage for this dynamic production that will keep you thoroughly 
entertained and entranced. Reservations required. Tickets (include dinner and 
play): $15 Adults; $12 for children, non B. C. students and senior citizens. 
Tuesday, picnic 5:30-6:30 p.m. - performance follows B.C. Campus 
OCTOBER 19 & 20
Karen Armstrong 
A History of God 
Karen Armstrong, author of The New York Times best-seller, 
A History of God, explores the 4,000-year-old history of 
monotheism - a belief in the idea of God, supreme and 
almighty - which is the quest of Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam; and the evolution of the "idea" and the "experience" 
of God. 
Monday, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, 9:10 a.m. 
College Chapel 
Cole Hall 
Tffl@kllll&lf' OCTOBER -, - 26presented by B.C.'s Pinion Players 
@lK\ tt"Uu@ Music by Jerry Bock, Lyrics by Sheldon Harnick, Book by Joseph 
, io){c5) l/2 Stein, Based on stories by Sholem Aleichem with special permission 
� 
1{ 
of Arnold Perl 
This beloved musical tale of Tevye, a poor, Jewish dairyman 
and his family who live in turn-of-the-century Russia, has become 
an American musical theatre classic and delighted audiences 
around the world for more than four decades. The Bridgewater 
College Pinion Players are proud to present this delightful show and its popular 
musical score to local audiences. 
Thursday - Saturday, 8 p.m. Cole Hall 
Sunday, 3 p.m. Cole Hall 
NOVE BEil 
The Richmond Symphony 
Chamber Orchestra 
Under direction of guest conductor Paul 
Polivnick, the Richmond Symphony 
Chamber Orchestra brings a combined 
program of classical masterworks and folk 
music selections to B.C. Featured on the program will be a short choral work 
highlighting the Bridgewater College Concert Choir, Russell Peck's Signs of Life II; 
Gerald Plaine's Clawhammer; Libby Larsen's Weaver's Song and Jig; Bach's Air from 
Third Suite; and Franz Schubert's Symphony No. 10. 





Mother's Day have 
traditionally fallen on the 
same day. For 1998 
graduate, Linda Rodeffer 
Shifflett, this year was made 
even more special as she 
celebrated two lifetime 
dreams - being a mother 
and becoming a teacher. 
As a little girl, Mrs. 
Shifflett would line up her 
dolls, scrubbed and in clean 
clothes, and "teach" them 
using a little green 
chalkboard - the beginning 
of her dream of one day 
becoming a teacher. T his 
dream was replaced by 
another when she married 
her high school sweetheart, David, 
and their three sons were born over 
the next 11 years. Her dream of being 
home with the boys until they started 
to school meant delaying her own 
education. 
When her youngest son started 
kindergarten - 17 years after she 
graduated from high school - Mrs. 
Shifflett began working toward her 
childhood dream of teaching by 
enrolling at Blue Ridge Community 
College. Following graduation from 
Blue Ridge, she entered the education 
program at Bridgewater at the same 
time her oldest son was entering 
Spotswood High School. 
Not only did Mrs. Shifflett 
achieve her dream of graduating with 
a Bachelor of Science degree in music 
with a middle education 
endorsement, she was the only 
graduate to maintain a perfect 4.0 
grade point average all through her 
college career. She also received the 
1998 Phi Delta Kappa Scholarship 
Summer1998 
FEATURE STO RY 
Briduewater 
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the four area colleges and 
universities - Bridgewater 
College, Eastern 
Mennonite University, 
James Madison University 
and Mary Baldwin College. 
T
he Class of 1998 had 
66 honor graduates 
among its 192 members -
eight summa cum laude, 
17 magna cum laude and 
41 cum laude. 
Drawing from his first­
hand experience in peace­
making, the commen­
cement speaker, Dr. M. 
Andrew Murray, director 
of the Baker Institute for 
Peace and Conflict Studies 
at Juniata College in 
---=-.-----�=----=---------,>- Huntingdon, Pa., encouraged 
Linda Rodeff er Shifflett smiles proudly as she 
walks in the commencement procession. 
Grant for Teacher Education Students 
presented by the Shenandoah 
Chapter. T he grant is given annually 
to the most outstanding student 
enrolled in teacher education from 
� 
Bridgewater's 1998 graduates to 
w "search for the truth and light some 
>- fires of peace." 
a, 
Speaking to a crowd of over 
:;: 3,000, Dr. Murray, who directs a 
United Nations International Seminar 
"" on Arms Control and Disarmament, 
"' told of a fire in Mali, West Africa, in 
1996 when 3,000 weapons - from 
"' 
rifles to rocket launchers - were 
0 
"' turned in during a peace initiative 
and then set ablaze. 
>-
He said an image of that fire has 
been etched into his memory. Two 
0 
>-
soldiers, one black and one white, 
o stood with their arms around each
:i: 
other, weeping, as the flames
destroyed the instruments they had
once used to oppose each other in
Mali's civil war.
Fire, he said, is "such a 
marvelous analogy for truth. One 
cannot question that it exists; on the 





Through Sept. 4 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Art Department Showcase 
1 
Fall Term Begins 
6 
Organ Recital by Dr. John Barr 
9 - Oct. 16 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Sabine Carlson, painter - Exhibit 
15 
LYCEUM 
Taming of the Shrew 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express 
OCTOBER 
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11 - DE C. 18 
IN THE ART GALLERY 
Robert Flory, collage artist 
16 
LYCEUM 
Richmond Symphony Orchestra 
The Taming of the Shrew 
per( armed by 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express 
Immerse yourself in Shakespeare's 
comedic study of love - The Taming of 
the Shrew - presented open-air in true 
Shakespearean fashion on the Bridgewater 
College campus. Enjoy a picnic dinner, then gather your blanket or lawn chair 
around the stage for this dynamic production that will keep you thoroughly 
entertained and entranced. Reservations required. Tickets (include dinner and 
play): $15 Adults; $12 for children, non B.C. students and senior citizens. 
Tuesday, picnic 5:30-6:30 p.m. - performance follows B.C. Campus 
OCTOBER 19 & 20 
Karen Armstrong 
A History of God 
Karen Armstrong, author of The New York Times best-seller, 
A History of God, explores the 4,000-year-old history of 
monotheism - a belief in the idea of God, supreme and 
almighty - which is the quest of Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam; and the evolution of the "idea" and the "experience" 
of God. 
Monday, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, 9:10 a.m. 
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James Madison University 
and Mary Baldwin College. 
T
he Class of 1998 had 
66 honor graduates 
among its 192 members -
eight summa cum laude, 
17 magna cum laude and 
41 cum laude. 
Drawing from his first­
hand experience in peace­
making, the commen­
cement speaker, Dr. M. 
Andrew Murray, director 
of the Baker Institute for 
Peace and Conflict Studies 
at Juniata College in 
--=--�=-----=-------.>- Huntingdon, Pa., encouraged 
Linda Rodeffer Shifflett smiles proudly as she 
walks in the commencement procession. 
Grant for Teacher Education Students 
presented by the Shenandoah 
Chapter. The grant is given annually 
to the most outstanding student 
enrolled in teacher education from 
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Bridgewater's 1998 graduates to 
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"search for the truth and light some 
>- fires of peace." 
Speaking to a crowd of over 
;,: 3,000, Dr. Murray, who directs a 
United Nations International Seminar 
" on Arms Control and Disarmament,
told of a fire in Mali, West Africa, in 
1996 when 3,000 weapons -from 
"' 
rifles to rocket launchers -were 
a: 
turned in during a peace initiative 
and then set ablaze. 
He said an image of that fire has 
been etched into his memory. Two 
>--
soldiers, one black and one white, 
o stood with their arms around each
:i: 
other, weeping, as the flames
destroyed the instruments they had
once used to oppose each other in
Mali's civil war.
Fire, he said, is "such a 
marvelous analogy for truth. One 
cannot question that it exists; on the 
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Dr. M. Andrew Murray addresses members 
of the class of 1998 gathered for commen­
cement on May 10. 
Continue to search for the truth, 
he told the graduates. "Take the search 
seriously and yourself lightly, and try 
along the road to light some fires of 
peace." 
During the afternoon ceremony on 
the campus mall, Dr. Murray was 
awarded an honorary degree, Doctor 
of Humane Letters, by President 
Phillip C. Stone. 
20 
FEATURE STORY 
A 1964 graduate of Bridgewater, 
Dr. Murray received master of divinity 
and doctor of divinity degrees from 
Bethany Theological Seminary and 
was a Fulbright-Hayes Scholar in India 
during the summer of 1978. 
He held Church of the Brethren 
pastorates in Virginia, Illinois, 
Washington and Oregon before being 
named campus minister at Juniata in 
1971. He has written articles for 
Brethren Life and Thought and is co­
author of We Gather Together, a book 
published by Brethren Press. 
Dr. Murray enjoys writing music, 
and with his wife, the former Teresa 
K. Robinson, a Bridgewater alumna
of the Class of '65, has recorded three 
albums. His music, which reflects 
both his Virginia and his Brethren 
heritage, includes "Summertime 
Children," the theme song of the 
Church of the Brethren's National 
Youth Conference in 1974 at 
Glorieta, N.M.; "Little John," telling 
of the life of Elder John Kline; and 
"Sister Anna, Beauty Queen," relating 
the "real beauty" of Anna Beahm 
Mow. 
During the morning's baccalaure-
Grads Ross Levesque and Jennifer M. 
Brown, share a congratulatory moment 
following commencement. 
ate service in Nininger Hall, Dr. W. 
Robert McFadden, the Anna B. Mow 
Professor of Religion, spoke on "Our 
Story." He asked the graduates to make 
a positive difference in solving the 
Earth's problems of population growth, 
depletion of resources and pollution. 
The current age, he said, is one in 
which "humans consciously can have 
an impact on the well-being of Earth." 
Dr. McFadden retired in June after 
3 7 years on the Bridgewater faculty. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole
At left, members of the Class of 1998 and their guests dance 
the night away under a big tent on the campus mall. The Great 
Tent Event - '98, sponsored by the College administration, was a 
festive send-off for the graduates. A reception at the home of 
President and Mrs. Stone began the evening, followed by dinner, 
where members of the faculty and staff worked as wait-staff to 
serve the students, and dancing under the tent. President Stone 
toasted the graduates and bid them farewell, remembering that 
they were freshmen together. This year's graduates were freshmen 
when Dr. Stone began his tenure as president. Then, speaking 
for the class, Senior Class President Jennifer Knupp and V ice 
President Shalom Black presented Dr. Stone with the class gift -
an ecological pond to be placed near the McKinney Center. 
This was the inaugural year for the Great Tent Event which 




Ripples, Distinguished & Young Alumnus Awards Presented 
B
ridgewater's 1998 Distinguished Alumnus, Dr. Otis D. Kitchen, has
used music as his creative outlet to meet important people - the Pope 
- and visit exotic locales - China, England, Mexico and Russia.
Throughout his 31 years conducting the concert and jazz bands and
teaching conducting and instrumental methods at Elizabethtown (Pa.) 
College, Bridgewater's sister Church of the Brethren college, Dr. Kitchen 
called forth creative talents in young people, enriching their lives and 
inspiring their audiences. 
Dr. Kitchen summed up his career by saying "To teach is to touch a life 
forever." This was made evident by his winning Teacher of the Year and the 
Steinman Award for Excellence in Teaching, both at Elizabethown, and cita­
tions of excellence from the National Band Association among other awards. 
Also active in the community, he led the Lancaster Youth Symphony and 
the Lancaster Youth Honors Ensemble and for 30 years was organist at St. 
Paul's United Methodist Church. Since 1981, he has conducted the All­
American Honors Band, an assemblage of talented high school and college 
musicians, on tours to Portugal, Germany, Austria, Greece, Spain, Italy, 
France, England, Hong Kong and Russia. In June 1984, Pope John Paul II 
was so impressed with Dr. Kitchen's band as it played Sousa's "Stars and 
Stripes Forever" in St. Peter's Square that the Pope actually shook hands and 
conversed with the young musicians. 
Upon retiring from Elizabethtown in 1996 and receiving the rank of 
professor emeritus of music, Dr. Kitchen said he yearned to return to playing 
music instead of conducting it. He also will be spending New Year's in Europe 
serving as music director for the 1998 Music Festival in Vienna, Austria. 
Also at the Alumni Day banquet, Young Alumnus Awards were pre­
sented to Jean Willi of Mt. Solon, Va., a 1980 alumna, and to Sean R. 
O'Connell of Fredericksburg, Va., a 1985 graduate. 
Coach Willi was cited for her ability to shape individual players into a 
team and to turn that team into the embodiment of excellence and good 
sportsmanship. 
In her first two seasons as head women's basketball coach at 
Bridgewater, Coach Willi has surpassed all expectations. During her first 
season, she guided the Eagles to a 22-6 record and the team's first National 
Collegiate Athletic Association post-season bid, and was named Old Domin­
ion Athletic Conference Coach of the Year. In her second season, the Eagles 
ran to a 19-0 start, went into NCAA post-season play as the South Region's 
No. 1 seed and advanced to the "Sweet Sixteen" sectional playoffs before 
losing to the eventual national champion, Washington University of St. Louis. 
Coach Willi's success should come as no surprise as she played college 
basketball under her predecessor, Coach Laura Mapp, before becoming her 
assistant coach for 11 years. During her senior year, she pulled down 264 
rebounds, which stands No. 2 on the College's ranking of season records, and 
was a member of the 1980 lacrosse team that finished fourth in the nation. 
In addition to coaching basketball, Coach Willi was head coach of the 
lacrosse team from 1985-96 and named ODAC Coach of the Year in 1991. 
Mr. O'Connell was cited for his professional achievements, his unselfish 
support of his community and his church, his loyalty to his alma mater and 
his commitment to family values. Continued on Page 22 
Summer1998 
Dr. Otis Kitchen, 1998 Distinguished 
Alumnus, talks with Jim Bryant, director 
of church relations and former alumni di­
rector, at the Alumni Honorees reception. 
Young Alumnus Jean Willi (right) spends a 
few minutes with her guests, assistant 
coach, Cyndi Justice (left) and retired 
coach Laura Mapp before the Alumni 
Awards banquet. 
Young Alumnus Sean O'Connell 
chats with his former professor and 
mentor, Prof. Martha Armstrong. 
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Dr. M. Andrew Murray addresses members 
of the class of 1998 gathered for commen­
cement on May 10. 
Continue to search for the truth, 
he told the graduates. "Take the search 
seriously and yourself lightly, and try 
along the road to light some fires of 
peace." 
During the afternoon ceremony on 
the campus mall, Dr. Murray was 
awarded an honorary degree, Doctor 
of Humane Letters, by President 
Phillip C. Stone. 
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FEATURE STORY 
A 1964 graduate of Bridgewater, 
Dr. Murray received master of divinity 
and doctor of divinity degrees from 
Bethany Theological Seminary and 
was a Fulbright-Hayes Scholar in India 
during the summer of 1978. 
He held Church of the Brethren 
pastorates in Virginia, Illinois, 
Washington and Oregon before being 
named campus minister at Juniata in 
1971. He has written articles for 
Brethren Li( e and Thought and is co­
author of We Gather Together, a book 
published by Brethren Press. 
Dr. Murray enjoys writing music, 
and with his wife, the former Teresa 
K. Robinson, a Bridgewater alumna
of the Class of '65, has recorded three
albums. His music, which reflects
both his Virginia and his Brethren
heritage, includes "Summertime
Children," the theme song of the
Church of the Brethren's National
Youth Conference in 1974 at
Glorieta, N.M.; "Little John," telling
of the life of Elder John Kline; and
"Sister Anna, Beauty Queen," relating
the "real beauty" of Anna Beahm
Mow.
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Grads Ross Levesque and Jennifer M. 
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fallowing commencement. 
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3 7 years on the Bridgewater faculty. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole
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Coach Willi was cited for her ability to shape individual players into a 
team and to turn that team into the embodiment of excellence and good 
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In her first two seasons as head women's basketball coach at 
Bridgewater, Coach Willi has surpassed all expectations. During her first 
season, she guided the Eagles to a 22-6 record and the team's first National 
Collegiate Athletic Association post-season bid, and was named Old Domin­
ion Athletic Conference Coach of the Year. In her second season, the Eagles 
ran to a 19-0 start, went into NCAA post-season play as the South Region's 
No. 1 seed and advanced to the "Sweet Sixteen" sectional playoffs before 
losing to the eventual national champion, Washington University of St. Louis. 
Coach Willi's success should come as no surprise as she played college 
basketball under her predecessor, Coach Laura Mapp, before becoming her 
assistant coach for 11 years. During her senior year, she pulled down 264 
rebounds, which stands No. 2 on the College's ranking of season records, and 
was a member of the 1980 lacrosse team that finished fourth in the nation. 
In addition to coaching basketball, Coach Willi was head coach of the 
lacrosse team from 1985-96 and named ODAC Coach of the Year in 1991. 
Mr. O'Connell was cited for his professional achievements, his unselfish 
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chats with his former professor and 




Alums ... Continued from Page 21 
Upon graduating magna cum laude from Bridgewater, 
he joined the accounting firm of Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert 
& Huffman, first in its Harrisonburg office and then in 
Fredericksburg. In 1987 he passed the Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA) exam and on Jan. 1, 1997, was made a 
partner in the firm, where he specializes in business and tax 
planning for individuals and closely-held businesses. 
He has served on the board of directors of the Virginia 
Society of CPAs and is a member of the American Institute 
of CPAs. 
Active in community 
Following retirement in 1971, Mrs. Young and her 
husband Glenn moved from Arlington to Salem, Va. and 
soon began spending the winters in Florida, where she 
enjoyed golfing and hiking. Mr. Young died in 1988, and she 
moved to Bridgewater to live closer to family and friends. 
Living in Bridgewater also lets her indulge her enthus­
iasm for sports by attending basketball and baseball games 
on campus when her health permits. 
Mr. Wampler, a native of Rockingham County, attended 
Bridgewater College for two years and later attended Rutgers 
University. At 21, he joined 
his father, Charles W 
Wampler Sr., in the family 
business, Wampler Feed and 
Seed. Now, more than 60 
years later, Mr. Wampler is 
Chairman of the Board of 
WLR Foods, Inc., a publicly­
traded company with $1 
billion in annual sales and 
more than 8,500 employees. 
service, Mr. O'Connell serves 
on the board of directors and 
is a past president of the 
Rappahannock Area YMCA. 
He has served on the Fred­
ericksburg Area Regional 
Health Council and is a past 
president of the Maury 
Kiwanis Club in Fredericks­
burg. He also is an active 
member of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints. 
Mr. O'Connell and his 
wife, the former Sharon 
Lambert, a 1983 Bridgewater 
graduate, have two children, a 
daughter, Kelly Virginia, 10, 
and a son, Geoffrey Chase, 5. 
Charles Wampler receives his Ripples Medal from Dr. 
Samuel Flora, '97-'98 Ripples Society president, while 
President Phil Stone looks on. 
Mr. Wampler has been 
an active member of his 
community. He served in the 
Virginia House of Delegates 
from 1954-66 and is a 
former member of the 
Rockingham County School 
Board. He was president of 
the Rockingham County Fair 
for 25 years, served on the 
executive committee of the 
State Fair of Virginia and 
chaired the State Board of 
Agriculture in Virginia. He 
also has served as president of 
the Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital Board of Directors. 
At the annual Ripples 
banquet on May 8, two other 
Bridgewater alumni who 
exemplify friendship and 
loyalty were recognized with 
Ripples Medals, which 
recognize lifetime achieve­
ments of Bridgewater alumni 
whose classes graduated 50 
or more years ago. 
Nellie Jones Young, '30, 
was cited for her loyalty to 
family, friends, and church, 
Medal recipient Nellie Jones Young is congratulated by 
friends following the Ripples banquet. 
His generosity and 
friendship have earned him 
many accolades. Among his 
many honors are being 
named Businessperson of the 
and for her enduring devotion to her alma mater. Charles W. 
Wampler Jr., '37, was honored for his devotion to his home 
community and to Bridgewater College, his community 
service and his philanthropy. 
Following graduation from Bridgewater, Mrs. Young 
completed a master's degree in education at Virginia Tech 
in 1953. For 35 years, she taught English, French and 
physical education, specializing in teaching reading in the 
later years of her career. Her students came to appreciate 
her interest in how they developed academically as well as 
athletically. Mrs. Young also was known for encouraging her 
students to push beyond limits they might set for themselves. 
Year by the Harrisonburg­
Rockingham Chamber of Commerce; recipient of the James 
Madison University Commonwealth Award and in 1997, he 
was presented the Life Achievement Award in Industry from 
the Science Museum of Virginia. Mr. Wampler and his wife 
Dorothy also were saluted as Philanthropists of the Year by 
the Shenandoah Valley Chapter of the National Society of 
Fund-Raising Executives. 
A long-time friend of Bridgewater College, Mr. 
Wampler chaired the College's Crusade for Excellence in 
1963, served as president of the Alumni Association in 
1964 and, in 1973-74, chaired the annual Business and 
Professional Campaign. ■ - Mary K. Heatwole




A Word from the New Alumni Board President 
"\V7hen Ellie Hodge Draper '72 
W talks about her days as a 
Bridgewater student, it's difficult not to 
pick up on her loyalty to the College. 
Not only did she make many life-long 
friends at the College, she also met her 
husband, Glen '73. 
Bridgewater College, 
she says, changed her 
life. 
As the new 
president of the Alumni 
Association Board, Ellie 
hopes her enthusiasm 
will be contagious 
among fellow alumni. 
"I want our alumni 
to know that we on the 
"First we need to find out what alumni 
want. If any of our alumni want to call 
me and talk, I'd be happy to listen." 
Ellie praises the board's efforts to 
serve the College, particularly Bill 
Earhart's diligence in coordinating an 
Art Auction in Septem-
a: 
� ber, which will raise 
: funds for the Alumni 
� Scholarship Fund (see
::; page 25). Additionally, 
_, the Alumni Board and 
� recent past presidents 
� contributed more than 
Alumni Board are 
listening to them," she 
says. "We have 
brainstormed about 
ways alumni could be 
helpful to Bridgewater 
Ellie Hodge Draper 
President, Alumni 
Association Board 
'98 - '99 
;'.' $700 to that fund in 
honor of Jim Bryant, 
who served as director of 
alumni relations for 11 
years until assuming the 
position of director of 
church relations this 
spnng. 
The Alumni Board 
College. To ensure that we are on the 
right track, we are planning to meet 
with key faculty and staff members to 
hear their ideas of how we could be 
helpful." 
As director of volunteer services 
for the Bridgewater Retirement 
Community, Ellie works with many 
student volunteers, allowing her the 
opportunity to stay abreast of the 
happenings at the College. She worked 
as an admissions counselor at the 
College from 1972-73 and served as 
secretary on the Alumni Board in the 
early 1980s. She and her husband live 
near Bridgewater and have three 
daughters: Jennie, Rebecca and Carrie. 
Ellie says she hopes the Alumni 
Association will sponsor programs that 
help students to meet the challenges of 
college life, as well as aid the faculty 
and staff in meeting their responsibili­
ties. She also wants to promote a sense 
of pride among alumni and provide 
more opportunities for their involve­
ment. 
"I just loved my college years, and 
now I want to give back," Ellie says. 
Summer1998 
strives to keep in tune 
with alumni concerns, Ellie says, and 
board members are exploring ways to 
implement programs that meet 
alumni's desires, including increased 
career networking opportunities, 
continuing education activities for 
alumni and combining all reunion 
activities to Homecoming. 
"Bridgewater College is blessed 
with an outstanding, vibrant and 
diverse student body, extraordinary 
faculty and staff, and exceptional 
alumni who have excelled personally 
and professionally," Ellie says. "In 
talking to many alumni, I know that 
enthusiasm for the College and alumni 
activities is high. I hope that we will 
have the support and opportunity to 
implement these hopes and dreams." 
Ellie may be reached by phone at 
(540) 828-6255 (home) or (540) 828-
2682 (work), or by mail at 6897 Spring
Hill Road, Bridgewater, Va., 22812.
She is eager to hear from fellow
alumni. ■ - Karen Doss
Director, Alumni Relations 
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Upon graduating magna cum laude from Bridgewater, 
he joined the accounting firm of Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert 
& Huffman, first in its Harrisonburg office and then in 
Fredericksburg. In 1987 he passed the Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA) exam and on Jan. 1, 1997, was made a 
partner in the firm, where he specializes in business and tax 
planning for individuals and closely-held businesses. 
He has served on the board of directors of the V irginia 
Society of CPAs and is a member of the American Institute 
of CPAs. 
Active in community 
Following retirement in 1971, Mrs. Young and her 
husband Glenn moved from Arlington to Salem, Va. and 
soon began spending the winters in Florida, where she 
enjoyed golfing and hiking. Mr. Young died in 1988, and she 
moved to Bridgewater to live closer to family and friends. 
Living in Bridgewater also lets her indulge her enthus­
iasm for sports by attending basketball and baseball games 
on campus when her health permits. 
Mr. Wampler, a native of Rockingham County, attended 
Bridgewater College for two years and later attended Rutgers 
University. At 21, he joined 
his father, Charles W 
Wampler Sr., in the family 
business, Wampler Feed and 
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President Phil Stone looks on. 
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community. He served in the 
Virginia House of Delegates 
from 1954-66 and is a 
former member of the 
Rockingham County School 
Board. He was president of 
the Rockingham County Fair 
for 25 years, served on the 
executive committee of the 
State Fair of Virginia and 
chaired the State Board of 
Agriculture in Virginia. He 
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the Rockingham Memorial 
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At the annual Ripples 
banquet on May 8, two other 
Bridgewater alumni who 
exemplify friendship and 
loyalty were recognized with 
Ripples Medals, which 
recognize lifetime achieve­
ments of Bridgewater alumni 
whose classes graduated 50 
or more years ago. 
Nellie Jones Young, '30, 
was cited for her loyalty to 
family, friends, and church, 
Medal recipient Nellie Jones Young is congratulated by 
friends following the Ripples banquet. 
His generosity and 
friendship have earned him 
many accolades. Among his 
many honors are being 
named Businessperson of the 
and for her enduring devotion to her alma mater. Charles W. 
Wampler Jr., '37, was honored for his devotion to his home 
community and to Bridgewater College, his community 
service and his philanthropy. 
Following graduation from Bridgewater, Mrs. Young 
completed a master's degree in education at Virginia Tech 
in 1953. For 35 years, she taught English, French and 
physical education, specializing in teaching reading in the 
later years of her career. Her students came to appreciate 
her interest in how they developed academically as well as 
athletically. Mrs. Young also was known for encouraging her 
students to push beyond limits they might set for themselves. 
Year by the Harrisonburg­
Rockingham Chamber of Commerce; recipient of the James 
Madison University Commonwealth Award and in 1997, he 
was presented the Life Achievement Award in Industry from 
the Science Museum of Virginia. Mr. Wampler and his wife 
Dorothy also were saluted as Philanthropists of the Year by 
the Shenandoah Valley Chapter of the National Society of 
Fund-Raising Executives. 
A long-time friend of Bridgewater College, Mr. 
Wampler chaired the College's Crusade for Excellence in 
1963, served as president of the Alumni Association in 
1964 and, in 1973-74, chaired the annual Business and 
Professional Campaign. ■ - Mary K. Heatwole 
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'91 Grad Returns to the B. C. Community 

















Karen Doss, '91 
returning to her alma mater and being part of a 
team working to strengthen Bridgewater College 
for the future. 
As director of alumni relations, Karen's goal 
is to help alumni feel connected to the College, 
both on- and off-campus. "When you're a 
prospective student, the college community 
makes you feel really special and important," 
she says. "Then while you're a student, you feel 
very special and loved by the faculty and staff. I 
hope that spirit of community will continue 
after graduation." 
She would like to find "alumni willing to 
volunteer to help out with activity planning, 
career networking with students and student 
recruitment." 
Since graduating cum laude with a B.A. 
degree in English and a minor in music, Karen 
has kept close ties working with alumni. 
Most recently, she was alumni editor in the 
Office of Comunications at Georgetown Univer­
sity. She also has been a public relations specialist 
and graduate intern in the Office of Public Infor­
mation and Relations at Radford University. 
She hopes that alumni will feel free to call 
or send email to her with ideas or suggestions at 
kdoss@bridgewater.edu. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole 
CLASS NOTES 
1 9 3 
Dr. Olden D .  Mitchell of North 
Manchester, Ind., began June 1 
serving a Church of the Breth­
ren congregation in Hunting­
ton, Ind., as interim pastor. 
1 9 
Ethe l Pritche tt Kintner of 
Maryville, Tenn., has written 
her first book, Growing Up in 
Appalachia, in which she draws 
upon her more than 8 0 years of 
experience, memories and in­
sight into a community that has 
been looked down upon for 
years. Trained as a registered 
nurse and later earning a 
master's degree in education 
from the University of Tennes­
see, Ethel has founded a learn­
ing lab for Adult Basic Educa­
tion and offered her time to the 
auxiliary of the Blount Medi­
cal Association, a shelter for 
battered and abused women and 
the Senior Citizens Home As­
sistance Program. Ethel's book 
may be purchased through the 
Dorrance Publishing Co. Inc. of 
Pittsburgh, Pa., for $9. 
1 J 4 .., 
Roland Z. Arey of Bridgewater 
received the 1998 annual Ap­
preciation Award for contribu­
tions to the Rockingham Young 
Farmers Association. R.Z. be­
came a Young Farmer chapter 
advisor in 1954 and has been 
the only coordinator the 
Rockingham County associa­
tion has had. He taught voca­
tional agriculture from 1950 
until retiring in 1984. Although 
officially retired, he continued 
to substitute almost daily until 
suffering a stroke in December. 
Through the years, R.Z. has 
been involved in the community 
as well, serving on the 
Bridgewater Town Council and 
as mayor for 20 years. 
1 :3 4 5 
Margaret Kendig Tabler and 
her husband George celebrated 
their 5 0'h wedding anniversary 
on Dec. 28 with a reception 
given by family members. The 
couple was married Dec. 30, 
1947. Margaret retired from 
teaching at Musselman High 
School in 1983, after 34 years. 
George was an elementary 
school principal for 3 7 years. 
The Tablers live in Martinsburg, 
WVa. 
9 4 9 
Charles S. Kiracofe Jr. and his 
wife Nelsie celebrated their 50'h 
wedding anniversary on May 1 
with a card shower. The 
Kiracofes live in Bridgewater. 
1 
Dr. Harold S. Moyer and his 
wife Hazel celebrated their 5 0'h 
wedding anniversary on March 
27. The Moyers live in
Roanoke, Va. 
W. Wallace Hatcher of Broad­
way, Va., has been named chair­
man of the board of directors 
for F&M Bank/Massanutten.
Wallace is president and chief 
executive officer of Lantz Con­
struction Co. He also serves on 
the board of Rockingham Mu­
tual Insurance Co. and is chair­
man of the Bridgewater College 
Board of Trustees. 
Dr. Tom Nicholson, of Celebra­
tion, Fla., has retired from den­
tistry and currently helps plan 
family vacation trips to Or­
lando, Fla. 
1 5 6 
J o ann Kline Mower of 
Woodbridge, Va., has retired 
from teaching 6 th grade in 
Prince William County. She is 
now employed as the women's 
program coordinator for "Turn­
ing Points," a domestic abuse 
program. 
B 5 8 
Dr. Owen L. Wright has retired 
as professor of health and physi­
cal education and soccer coach at 
the University of La Verne in Cali­
fornia. He has moved to a horse 
ranch in Cottage Grove, Ore. 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
Alumni Art Auction 
The Northern Virginia 
chapter of the Bridgewater 
College Alumni Association is 
hosting an art auction on 
Saturday, Sept. 26, to benefit 
the Alumni Scholarship Fund. 
A reception begins at 7 p.m., 
followed by the auction from 
8 -10 p.m. The reception and 
auction, presented by The 
Heisman Fine Arts Gallery 
Inc., will take place at 
Arlington-Fairfax Elks Lodge 
in Fairfax, Va. The auction 
features high quality prints at 
reasonable prices. Tickets cost 
$7.50 each, or $25 for four. 
Please contact the Alumni 
Office at (540) 828-5451 to 
order tickets or for more 
information. Many thanks to 
Bill Earhart '66, president­
elect of the Alumni Associa­
tion board, for spearheading 
this project, and to the 
planning committee. 
A/umniCONNECTION 
Bill Earhart, '66, displays artwork of the style to 
be auctioned at the Alumni Association Art Auc­
tion on Sept. 26, 1998. 
1 9 5 9 
Rosalie Buchanan Walker of 
New Market, Va., has retired 
from the U.S. Postal Service. 
Her husband Keith is retired 
from the Virginia Department 
of Transportation, and together 
they enjoy traveling - several 
ski trips to Vail, Colo. - and 
visiting their children. 
in the Shenandoah District 
Church of the Brethren, became 
part-time interim pastor of Ar­
bor Hill Church of the Breth­
ren on April 1. He is a gradu­
ate of Bethany Theological 
Seminary and did graduate 
work in pastoral counseling at 
ALUMNI DAV Class of '28 
70 th Reunion 
Edna "Peg" Miller 
Summer1998 
1 9 6 
The Rev. Earl Hammer of 
Waynesboro, Va., retired pastor 
ALUMNI DAV Class of '33 
65'h Reunion 
Vera Woodie Mitchell, Edna Blough Williams, Alva J. Row,
Frances Utz Moyers, Helen Dovel Andrew 
James Madison University. He 
also completed CPE training at 
the University of Virginia. 
William G. Kinzie II of Roanoke, 
Va., retired in June after a 36-
year career as a strings music 
teacher. When Bill began teach­
ing in the early 1960s, he taught 
at seven schools, including some 
elementary schools. In recent 
years, he has taught at Patrick 
Henry and William Fleming high 
schools and Addison Middle 
School. Bill, who began playing 
the violin at age 6, said he al­
ways wanted to teach. On his 
last day, he left his students a 
challenge - "I got to live my 
dream (a strings teacher). Pre­
pare to live yours." An original 
member of the Roanoke Sym­
phony Orchestra, Bill played 
with the orchestra for over two 
decades. He currently is a mem­
ber of a group that entertains at 
private dinners and other events 
at the Greenbrier Hotel in W hite 
Sulphur Springs, WVa., at wed­
dings and other social occasions. 
1 9 6 1 
D .  Richard Bohn is retired af­
ter 3 0 years at Armstrong World 
Industries in Lancaster, Pa., and 
is working full-time as an in­
vestment representative for the 
Bank of Lancaster County. He 
has passed the certification 
exam of the Certified Financial 
Planner Board of Standards. 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '38 
60th Reunion 
Charles W. Miller, Vera Miller 
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Karen Doss, '91 
returning to her alma mater and being part of a 
team working to strengthen Bridgewater College 
for the future. 
As director of alumni relations, Karen's goal 
is to help alumni feel connected to the College, 
both on- and off-campus. "When you're a 
prospective student, the college community 
makes you feel really special and important," 
she says. "Then while you're a student, you feel 
very special and loved by the faculty and staff. I 
hope that spirit of community will continue 
after graduation." 
She would like to find "alumni willing to 
volunteer to help out with activity planning, 
career networking with students and student 
recruitment." 
Since graduating cum laude with a B.A. 
degree in English and a minor in music, Karen 
has kept close ties working with alumni. 
Most recently, she was alumni editor in the 
Office of Comunications at Georgetown Univer­
sity. She also has been a public relations specialist 
and graduate intern in the Office of Public Infor­
mation and Relations at Radford University. 
She hopes that alumni will feel free to call 
or send email to her with ideas or suggestions at 
kdoss@bridgewater.edu. 
■ - Mary K. Heatwole 
CLASS NOTES 
1 9 3 
Dr. O lden D. Mitchell of North 
Manchester, Ind., began June 1 
serving a Church of the Breth­
ren congregation in Hunting­
ton, Ind., as interim pastor. 
1 9 . 
Ethe l Pritchett Kintner of 
Maryville, Tenn., has written 
her first book, Growing Up in 
Appalachia, in which she draws 
upon her more than 80 years of 
experience, memories and in­
sight into a community that has 
been looked down upon for 
years. Trained as a registered 
nurse and later earning a 
master's degree in education 
from the University of Tennes­
see, Ethel has founded a learn­
ing lab for Adult Basic Educa­
tion and offered her time to the 
auxiliary of the Blount Medi­
cal Association, a shelter for 
battered and abused women and 
the Senior Citizens Home As­
sistance Program. Ethel's book 
may be purchased through the 
Dorrance Publishing Co. Inc. of 
Pittsburgh, Pa., for $9. 
1 4 .,:, 
Roland Z. Arey of Bridgewater 
received the 1998 annual Ap­
preciation Award for contribu­
tions to the Rockingham Young 
Farmers Association. R.Z. be­
came a Young Farmer chapter 
advisor in 1954 and has been 
the only coordinator the 
Rockingham County associa­
tion has had. He taught voca­
tional agriculture from 1950 
until retiring in 1984. Although 
officially retired, he continued 
to substitute almost daily until 
suffering a stroke in December. 
Through the years, R.Z. has 
been involved in the community 
as well, serving on the 
Bridgewater Town Council and 
as mayor for 20 years. 
1 :l 5 
Marg aret Kendig Tabler and 
her husband George celebrated 
their 50'6 wedding anniversary 
on Dec. 28 with a reception 
given by family members. The 
couple was married Dec. 30, 
1947. Margaret retired from 
teaching at Musselman High 
School in 1983, after 34 years. 
George was an elementary 
school principal for 3 7 years. 
The Tablers live in Martinsburg, 
WVa. 
9 4 9 
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the University of La Verne in Cali­
fornia. He has moved to a horse 
ranch in Cottage Grove, Ore. 
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at seven schools, including some 
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Henry and William Fleming high 
schools and Addison Middle 
School. Bill, who began playing 
the violin at age 6, said he al­
ways wanted to teach. On his 
last day, he left his students a 
challenge - "I got to live my 
dream (a strings teacher). Pre­
pare to live yours." An original 
member of the Roanoke Sym­
phony Orchestra, Bill played 
with the orchestra for over two 
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A L U M N P R O F L E 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Paul W. Petcher of Millry, Ala., and a member of the College's board of trustees since 1965, spent 
seven years as a missionary in Nigeria from 1951-54 and 1956-60. Traveling with a group of people going to Nigeria to be 
part of the Silver Jubilee celebration of the Church of the Brethren, Dr. Petcher returned to Nigeria on March 4, 1998, after 
being away for 38 years. The following is taken from "Nigeria Revisited," a series of articles written by Dr. Petcher for the 
Washin�on County News. 
Among the 31 members of our group which met in 
Amsterdam, 26 were former missionaries to Nigeria and 
two members were born there. For most of the group, 
returning to Nigeria felt like goirig 
home after a long absence. 
made to raise money to rebuild three Mosques which were 
burned by Christians. Through this act of kindness some 
Muslims became Christians. I felt I had seen a church rise 
out of the ashes. 
Traveling about 2,000 
miles in 16 days, we felt like 
"chosen people" visiting the 
Ekklesiya Yan'uwa A Nigeria 
(EYN) - the Church of the 
Brethren in Nigeria. Empha­
sizing that our trip was not 
political, we were warmly 
welcomed everywhere by 
both church and government 
officials. 
DR. PAUL W. PETCHER, '43 A highlight of the trip for 
me was seeing my adopted 
African son, Darbariju 
Mamza, and his family. In 
1958 Darbariju was chosen 
by my wife Pat to become 
part of our African house 
staff. He was the "little boy" 
whose job it was to follow 
our children, Christine and 
Steven, and keep them from 
harm by watching for 
poisonous snakes, since they 
were found even in the house. 
Darbariju was later educated 
in the United States and is 
director of a large govern­
ment agriculture program. 
Our travel took us from 
the newly built capital of 
Abuja, to Kano, to Jos, to 
Maiduguri and finally to 
Garkida, the village in bush 
country where the first 
Church of the Brethren 
mission was started and 
where I served as a mission­
ary. 
Each evening would find 
us at one of the EYN (Church 
of the Brethren) churches. In 
Abuja, we visited "Church 
Alley," a small area of the city 
where all the churches were 
built. We were told that if a 
church was not active, the 
government would send a 
bulldozer and push the 
ABOVE: Dr. Paul Petcher 
(left) visits with Gana 
Dibal, '74, and his wife 
during his visit to Abuja, 
Nigeria. 
BELOW: Gana Dibal's 
wife proudly displays her 
new Bridgewater College 
T-shirt.
building down. The church in Abuja has been given new 
land in the center of town on which to build a church with 
room for 2,000 people. 
Having gone to Nigeria to visit one of the fastest 
growing churches in Africa, I was not prepared to find the 
EYN church in Kano was nothing more than two tin 
buildings, much of which had been burned by the Muslims 
- not once, but twice - along with 99 other churches.
Following a week of prayer and fasting, the decision was
Another wonderful 
surprise awaited me in Abuja 
- Gana Dibal. I met Gana
while attending trustee
meetings at Bridgewater
College. I visited him several
times before he graduated in
1974, but had not heard from
him since he returned to
Africa. Gana has had a long
career in the field of educa­
tion and is currently deputy
director of training for
Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing.
As our group visited from church to church, we were 
told, "You planted a seed, we will water and care for it." It 
was estimated that between 5-10,000 people were present 
for the celebration on March 17 commemorating the first 
religious service held by Church of the Brethren missionar­
ies Stover Kulp and Albert Helser on March 17, 1923, 
under the "Tamarind tree" in Garkida. 
■ - Dr. Paul W. Petcher 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
Freeda Wood Mills of Riner, 
Va., has taken early retirement 
from Virginia Tech, where she 
was assistant registrar. She 
writes that she is enjoying her 
retirement with her husband 
Bill, who also retired from Vir­
ginia Tech. 
John "Woody" Woodzell ran 
for re-election to the Covington 
(Va .. ) Town Council in May. He 
is retired from 24 years as a bi­
ology teacher and track coach 
in the Covington school system. 
Woody is a member of the Life 
Line Ministries Church and has 
served on the deacon board and 
the Christian education board. 
He also has served as a Sunday 
school superintendent and 
teacher. 
9 6 3 
Sonja Berger Davi s of 
Hagerstown, Md., retired in 
June after 33 years of teaching 
elementary school in Virginia 
and Maryland. 
o 4
Dr. Allen T. Hansell of 
Mountville, Pa., became direc­
tor of ministry for the General 
Board of the Church of the 
Brethren in October 1997. One 
of his first challenges to the 
denomination is the calling of 
500 men and women to the 
ministry during the next five 
years. Allen received a master 
of divinity degree in 1967 and 
a doctor of ministry degree in 
1983 from Bethany T heologi­
cal Seminary. He also has served 
23 years as a minister in the 
Atlantic Northeast District, 
where he pastored congrega­
tions in Wilmington, Del., and 
Mountville. 
Allen T. Hansell 
Summer1998 
AlumniCONNECTION 
Larry R .  Huffman of Singers 
Glen, Va., retired July 1 after 
34 years with the Rockingham 
County public schools. Larry 
began his teaching career at 
Elkton Elementary School, 
where he taught sixth grade for 
three years. Next, he taught and 
was principal at Tenth Legion 
Elementary School from 1967 
until it closed in 1972. He be­
came principal of Plains El­
ementary School in Timberville 
until 1989 when the Lacey 
Spring Elementary School 
opened. In retirement, Larry 
plans to finish a book he is co­
authoring about the 125-year 
history of Rockingham County 
schools. 
1 9 6 5 
James L. Peak Jr. of Stuarts 
Draft, Va., has retired as prin­
cipal of Robert E. Lee High 
School. He will be volunteer­
ing his services to help organize 
Waynesboro Christian Acad­
emy, which plans to open this 
fall with grades 4, 5 and possi­
bly 6 to complement the city's 
Christian pre-schools. 
Roger Seale of Rocky Mount, 
Va., has been named field coor­
dinator for the state-funded 
Blackwater River Riparian 
Non-point Source Pollution 
Control Project. From 1971-97, 
he was director of the U.S. De­
partment of Agriculture's Farm 
Service Agency, administering 
various federal farm programs. 
He also has written a column, 
"Agri-Notes," for the Franklin
News-Post for over 15 years. 
Gary Shell of Harrisonburg is 
principal of South River El­
ementary School in Grottoes. 
As a reward for his students' 
reaching their goal during Read 
Across America month, Gary -
dressed in buckskins - gath­
ered the students in a teepee and 
told them about Indians and the 
mountain way of life in 
America. 
1 9 6 8 
Barbara Mart in High retired in 
June from the Baltimore public 
schools after 30 years of teach­
ing home economics. She now 
is selling residential real estate. 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '43 
55,h Reunion 
Front Row: Garnett E. Phibbs, Betty Scrogum Clague, 
Margaret Mason Norton, John T. Glick Jr. 
Back Row: Carl F. Smith, Harold D. Smith, S. Flory Diehl, 
Wayne L. Myers, Harold A. Jennings 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '48 
50'h Reunion 
Front Row: Doris Ruth Myers Brubaker, Esther Landis 
Bittinger, Dorothy Jones Viers, Alma Moyers Long, Lois 
C. Shank, Evelyn Roller Wilson, Louise Bowman
Callahan, Eva Lee White Sencindiver
Second Row: Frances Roller Crabill, Mabel Driver Flora,
Constance Lunsford Johansson, Ina Mason Shank,
Eleanor Hoover White, V. Ruth West, Aleene Wright
Wagner, Janice Parks Lloyd
Third Row: Winifred "Win" Beckner, Leon W. Rhodes,
Joseph L. GlickJr.,James Mason, Wendell C. Eller, David
E. Flora, David M. Brillhart, Nelson L. Armstrong, Glenn
W. Suter, Lloyd Gochenour, "jack" Penick.
P. Clinton Midkiff of Elizabeth 
City, N.C., received Chartered 
Property Casualty Underwriter 
(CPCU) designation and holds 
the Associate in Claims (AIC)
designation. He is executive vice 
president and chief operating 
officer of Crittenden Adjustment 
Co. with offices in V irginia, 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Paul W. Fetcher of Millry, Ala., and a member of the College's board of trustees since 1965, spent 
seven years as a missionary in Nigeria from 1951-54 and 1956-60. Traveling with a group of people going to Nigeria to be 
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Front Row: Doris Ruth Myers Brubaker, Esther Landis 
Bittinger, Dorothy Jones Viers, Alma Moyers Long, Lois 
C. Shank, Evelyn Roller Wilson, Louise Bowman
Callahan, Eva Lee White Sencindiver
Second Row: Frances Roller Crabill, Mabel Driver Flora,
Constance Lunsford Johansson, Ina Mason Shank,
Eleanor Hoover White, V. Ruth West, Aleene Wright
Wagner, Janice Parks Lloyd
Third Row: Winifred "Win" Beckner, Leon W. Rhodes,
Joseph L. GlickJr.,James Mason, Wendell C. Eller, David
E. Flora, David M. Brillhart, Nelson L. Armstrong, Glenn
W. Suter, Lloyd Gochenour, '7ack" Penick.
P. Clinton Midkiff of Elizabeth 
City, N.C., received Chartered 
Property Casualty Underwriter 
(CPCU) designation and holds 
the Associate in Claims (AIC)
designation. He is executive vice 
president and chief operating 
officer of Crittenden Adjustment 
Co. with offices in Virginia, 




ALUMNI DAY Class of '53 
45th Reunion 
Front Row: Kathryn Miller Roche, Betty Lou Fike Myers, 
Mary Lee Wampler Spangler, Betty Kline Simmers, Helen 
Wine Shickel 
Second Row:]. Williard Bowman, J.H. Caricofe, Marion 
E. Mason, Paul M. Kline, Wayne E. Spangler 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '5 8 
40th Reunion 
Front Row: Laura Fries Lipscomb, Nancy Crockett 
Carter, Dawn Spangler Jeffries, K itty Garber 
Puffenberger, Gladys Pfister Moss, Loretta Hartman 
Lohr 
Second Row: Nancy Cline Driver, Edgar B. Simmons, 
William H. Littlepage, J.N. Jones Jr., Faye Byerly Dav­
enport 
Third Row: R. Allen Driver, John E. White, F. Leroy 
Carter, Ed Jeffries Jr. 
Carolene Grossnickle Perry of 
Signal Mountain, Tenn., works 
as a dietitian's assistant at Siskin 
Hospital for Physical Rehabili­
tation in Chattanooga, Tenn. 
As superintendent for Manassas 
City Schools, Dr. James E. 
Upperman has reduced drop-
out rates, improved test scores 
and presented advanced studies 
diplomas to more students in 
the past five years. Jim gives the 
credit to what he considers the 
most important part of a school 
system - the teachers. He be­
gan his career teaching Spanish 
in Rockingham County and, 
following retirement from 
school administration, hopes to 
return to his passion - teach­
ing foreign language. 
Christine Egge of Mechanics­
ville, Va., received the Preceptor 
Award for 1998 from the Na­
tional Association for Commu­
nity Leadership. The award rec­
ognizes outstanding leadership 
and dedication to community 
improvement. Since 1992, Tina 
has been executive director of 
Leadership Metro Richmond. 
She is president of the Hanover 
County Domestic Task Force 
Board and a member of the Rich­
mond Urban Forum. She also is 
a founding member of the Execu­
tive Women's Roundtable. 
Robert Morgan ran for a seat on 
the Waynesboro (Va.) City Coun­
cil, but was defeated in the May 
election. Robert is controller at 
F.R. Drake Co., a manufacturer 
of high-speed equipment for the 
food industry, and was formerly 
a certified public accountant for 
18 years with Hantzmon Wiebe! 
& Co. in Charlottesville. 
1 3 
Darlene Myers Pollard of Al­
exandria, Va., is a management 
analyst with the U.S. Navy in 
Crystal City, Va. In April, she 
completed 3 0 years of service 
with the Navy. 
1 7 
Sue Ellen Myers Polise is a li­
brary media assistant at 
Glenwood Middle School in 
Glenwood, Md. This fall, she 
will begin work toward a 
master's degree in library and 
information services at the Uni­
versity of Maryland. Sue al­
ready earned an M.A. in English 
from Duke University. 
Edward Clark Jr. of 
Waynesboro, Va., has been 
elected eastern region vice chair­
man of the National Wildlife 
Federation's board of directors. 
He has served 14 years on the 
V irginia Wildlife Federation 
board and received the Conser­
vation Educator of the Year 
award in 1987. 
Dr. Marilyn Shrum Lockhart, of 
Afton, Va., received her doctor 
of education degree from the 
University of Virginia in May. 
Her dissertation was "Comput­
erized Business Systems Training 
for Employees at Virginia Pub­
lic Colleges and Universities." 
During 1998, The Rev. Elwood 
Johnson of McA!isterville, Pa., 
is serving in the Southern 
Pennsylvania District Church of 
the Brethren. 
a:;. 
Ellen L. Good of Hopkinton, 
Mass., has completed training as 
a coach with Coaches Training 
Institute. She works with small 
business owners, job/career chang­
ers and workers in transition. 
Ronald D. Cassell of Roanoke, 
Va., is a sales director for Vir­
ginia, Maryland and Delaware 
with F.W. Fan ch 1 
"Cablecomm." Ron has a 
daughter, Amelia, 7. 
I 
Raylene Ballard Grazer re­
ceived her master's degree in 
clinical chemistry from West 
Chester University in May. 
Raylene and her husband Peter 
live in Kutztown, Pa. 
1 9 
Dr. Patsy K. Shank became prin­
cipal of the Elementary School 
for the Deaf, pre-kindergarten 
through Grade 6, and the Deaf­
Blind Multi-handicapped Unit 
of the West V irginia School for 
the Deaf in Romney, WVa., on 
July 1, 1997. She also is coor­
dinator of federal programs/ 
grants, coordinator of technol­
ogy and coordinator of staff 
development for the West Vir­
ginia Schools for the Deaf and 
the Blind. She is a director of 
the schools' foundation and 
represents the schools on the 
West Virginia Commission for 
the Deaf and Hard-of-hearing. 
Patsy taught science in Grades 
7-12 at the Junior-Senior High
School for the Deaf for 15
years. She currently serves on 
the West Virginia Department 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
of Education's Project CATS 
cadre, a group of the state's 
outstanding science educators. 
0 
Clois Walton Bell of Little 
Rock, Ark., continues teaching 
music at Mabelvale Elementary 
School. She directed a play, 
"The Elves' Impersonator," in 
December, which was televised 
by a local television station over 
the holidays. In February, her 
choir, rhythm corps, recorder 
group and dance group per­
formed a program honoring 
Black History Month, which 
was illustrated in the Arkansas 
Democrat-Gazette. Clois and 
her husband Richard, a geolo­
gist/hydrologist with the U.S. 
Geological Survey, have two 
children, Shannon Lynn, 11, 
and Jeffrey Walton, 7. 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '63 
35'h Reunion 
J. Ed Henneberger, B. Ray
Fike, Barbara Winters
Huffman, Douglas M. Jones
ALUMNI DAY Class of '68 
30'h Reunion 
Front Row: Sally  Tabb 
Wilkerson, Elaine Hartman­
McGann 
Second Row: James L. 




Rebecca Long Jackson of 
Centreville, Va., received a 
master's degree in church mu­
sic from Shenandoah University 
in May. She has completed 10 
years as organist and director of 
music ministries at Centreville 
United Methodist Church. 
Susan Stickley Mallon is teach­
ing life science and physical sci­
ence at Byrd Middle School in 
Richmond, Va. 
2 
Roderick Johnson of 
Greenbelt, Md., received a 
Masters in Business Administra­
tion degree in 1997 from the 
University of Maryland at Col­
lege Park. This fall, Rod will 
attend seminary at Capitol Bible 
College in Lanham, Md., to 
pursue a master's degree in the­
ology. 
Tammy Cover Balser is ac­
counting manager for the James 
Madison University Founda­
tion. Her husband, T homas 
Brian Balser, '95, is production 
scheduling coordinator for Per­
due Farms Inc. The Balsers live 
in Bridgewater. 
Michele Carpenter-Cruz has 
completed three years of teach­
ing art and photography at 
Rocky Mount (N.C.) Senior 
High School. She is now run­
ning Cruz Gallery of Fine Arts 
and Crafts, opened by her hus­
band Derrick, in Tarboro, N.C., 
about 20 minutes from their 
home in Rocky Mount. 
Duane W. Dinkel is project 
leader for 3M Fiber Optic Cable 
Development in Austin, Texas. 
He and his wife Kristin have 
two sons, Sam, 4, and Will, 2. 
Duane may be contacted at 
dwdinkel@mmm.com. 
Jeffrey L. Dean of Haddon 
Heights, N.J., has completed 
his fifth season as baseball coach 
at Rutgers University/Camden. 
This spring, Jeff's team played 











Eagles at Camden Yards 
Nearly 175 alumni and friends of Bridgewater Col­
lege gathered at Oriole Park at Camden Yards in 
Baltimore, Md., on June 21. T hree vans trans­
ported 30 excited fans from Bridgewater College. 
Alumni and friends gathered for a pre-game pic­
nic before the game like Paul Kline, '53, retired 
professor of art, and his wife Betty, '55, pictured 
above. Despite the Orioles' defeat by the Toronto 
Blue Jays and the intense summer sun, most of the 
Bridgewater crowd held out until the very end of 
the game. 
the Bridgewater Eagles for the 
third straight year. 
Jennifer Phillips Webster of 
Radford, Va., has been selected 
for a solo exhibition of origi­
nal colored pencil drawings in 
February 1999 at the 
Shenandoah Valley Art Center 
in Waynesboro, Va. Her draw­
ing, "Highs in the Low to Mid­
thirties," has been accepted into 
the 6'1, annual International 
Colored Pencil Exhibition be­
ing held this summer at the El­
lipse Arts Center and Gallery in 
Alexandria, Va. Last year, Jen­
nifer was awarded Signature 
Status in the Colored Pencil 
Society of America. 
David Raina rd was promoted to 
plant controller at American 
Safety Razor in Verona, Va., 
where he has worked for the 
past four years. His wife, Ann 
Ringgold Rainard, '87, is a stay­
at-home mom to daughter, 
Erin, 3, and son, Philip, 1, and 
does part-time computer pro-
gramming for Bridgewater Col­
lege from her home. The 
Rainards live in Dayton. 
Randy H. Shomo has been pro­
moted to vice president/finan­
cial specialist at First Union 
National Bank in Lexington, 
Va. Most recently, he was assis­
tant vice president/assistant 
manager at the bank. Randy 
serves on the board of United 
Way of Lexington/Rockbridge 
County and is an elder and 
member of the finance commit­
tee at Lexington Presbyterian 
Church. He and his wife, the 
former Tammy Huffman, '87, 
live in Lexington. 
1 9 9 
Rhonda Pittman Gingrich of 
Minneapolis, Minn, graduated 
in May from Bethany Theologi­
cal Seminary with a Master of 
Divinity degree. 
Teresa Glick is working as a li­
censed veterinary technician in 
a private mixed animal practice 




ALUMNI DAY Class of '53 
45th Reunion 
Front Row: Kathryn Miller Roche, Betty Lou Fike Myers, 
Mary Lee Wampler Spangler, Betty Kline Simmers, Helen 
Wine Shickel 
Second Row:]. Williard Bowman, J.H. Caricofe, Marion 
E. Mason, Paul M. Kline, Wayne E. Spangler
ALUMNI DAY Class of '5 8 
40th Reunion 
Front Row: Laura Fries Lipscomb, Nancy Crockett 
Carter, Dawn Spangler Jeffries, Kitty Garber 
Puffenberger, Gladys Pfister Moss, Loretta Hartman 
Lohr 
Second Row: Nancy Cline Driver, Edgar B. Simmons, 
William H. Littlepage, J.N. Jones Jr., Faye Byerly Dav­
enport 
Third Row: R. Allen Driver, John E. White, F. Leroy 
Carter, Ed Jeffries Jr. 
Carolene Grossnickle Perry of 
Signal Mountain, Tenn., works 
as a dietitian's assistant at Siskin 
Hospital for Physical Rehabili­
tation in Chattanooga, Tenn. 
As superintendent for Manassas 
City Schools, Dr. James E. 
Upperman has reduced drop-
out rates, improved test scores 
and presented advanced studies 
diplomas to more students in 
the past five years. Jim gives the 
credit to what he considers the 
most important part of a school 
system - the teachers. He be­
gan his career teaching Spanish 
in Rockingham County and, 
following retirement from 
school administration, hopes to 
return to his passion - teach­
ing foreign language. 
Christine Egge of Mechanics­
ville, Va., received the Preceptor 
Award for 1998 from the Na­
tional Association for Commu­
nity Leadership. The award rec­
ognizes outstanding leadership 
and dedication to community 
improvement. Since 1992, Tina 
has been executive director of 
Leadership Metro Richmond. 
She is president of the Hanover 
County Domestic Task Force 
Board and a member of the Rich­
mond Urban Forum. She also is 
a founding member of the Execu­
tive Women's Roundtable. 
Robert Morgan ran for a seat on 
the Waynesboro (Va.) City Coun­
cil, but was defeated in the May 
election. Robert is controller at 
F.R. Drake Co., a manufacturer 
of high-speed equipment for the 
food industry, and was formerly 
a certified public accountant for 
18 years with Hantzmon Wiebe! 
& Co. in Charlottesville. 
1 7 
Darlene Myers Pollard of Al­
exandria, Va., is a management 
analyst with the U.S. Navy in 
Crystal City, Va. In April, she 
completed 30 years of service 
with the Navy. 
1 7 
Sue Ellen Myers Polise is a li­
brary media assistant at 
Glenwood Middle School in 
Glenwood, Md. This fall, she 
will begin work toward a 
master's degree in library and 
information services at the Uni­
versity of Maryland. Sue al­
ready earned an M.A. in English 
from Duke University. 
Edward Clark Jr. of 
Waynesboro, Va., has been 
elected eastern region vice chair­
man of the National Wildlife 
Federation's board of directors. 
He has served 14 years on the 
V irginia Wildlife Federation 
board and received the Conser­
vation Educator of the Year 
award in 1987. 
Dr. Marilyn Shrum Lockhart, of 
Afton, Va., received her doctor 
of education degree from the 
University of Virginia in May. 
Her dissertation was "Comput­
erized Business Systems Training 
for Employees at Virginia Pub­
lic Colleges and Universities." 
During 1998, The Rev. Elwood 
Johnson of McAlisterville, Pa., 
is serving in the Southern 
Pennsylvania District Church of 
the Brethren. 
"7 a:: 
Ellen L. Good of Hopkinton, 
Mass., has completed training as 
a coach with Coaches Training 
Institute. She works with small 
business owners, job/career chang­
ers and workers in transition. 
Ronald D. Cassell of Roanoke, 
Va., is a sales director for V ir­
ginia, Maryland and Delaware 
with F.W. Fanch 1 
"Cablecomm." Ron has a 
daughter, Amelia, 7. 
1 
Raylene Ballard Grazer re­
ceived her master's degree in 
clinical chemistry from West 
Chester University in May. 
Raylene and her husband Peter 
live in Kutztown, Pa. 
Dr. Patsy K. Shank became prin­
cipal of the Elementary School 
for the Deaf, pre-kindergarten 
through Grade 6, and the Deaf­
Blind Multi-handicapped Unit 
of the West V irginia School for 
the Deaf in Romney, WVa., on 
July 1, 1997. She also is coor­
dinator of federal programs/ 
grants, coordinator of technol­
ogy and coordinator of staff 
development for the West V ir­
ginia Schools for the Deaf and 
the Blind. She is a director of 
the schools' foundation and 
represents the schools on the 
West Virginia Commission for 
the Deaf and Hard-of-hearing. 
Patsy taught science in Grades 
7-12 at the Junior-Senior High
School for the Deaf for 15 
years. She currently serves on 
the West Virginia Department 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
of Education's Project CATS 
cadre, a group of the state's 
outstanding science educators. 
Clois Walton Bell of Little 
Rock, Ark., continues teaching 
music at Mabelvale Elementary 
School. She directed a play, 
"The Elves' Impersonator," in 
December, which was televised 
by a local television station over 
the holidays. In February, her 
choir, rhythm corps, recorder 
group and dance group per­
formed a program honoring 
Black History Month, which 
was illustrated in the Arkansas 
Democrat-Gazette. Clois and 
her husband Richard, a geolo­
gist/hydrologist with the U.S. 
Geological Survey, have two 
children, Shannon Lynn, 11, 
and Jeffrey Walton, 7. 
ALUMNI DAY Class of '63 
35'h Reunion 
J. Ed Henneberger, B. Ray
F ike, Barbara Winters
Huffman, Douglas M. Jones
ALUMNI DAY Class of '68 
30'h Reunion 
Front Row: Sally Tabb 
Wilkerson, Elaine Hartman­
McGann 
Second Row: James L. 




Rebecca Long Jackson of 
Centreville, Va., received a 
master's degree in church mu­
sic from Shenandoah University 
in May. She has completed 10 
years as organist and director of 
music ministries at Centreville 
United Methodist Church. 
0 
Susan Stickley Mallon is teach­
ing life science and physical sci­
ence at Byrd Middle School in 
Richmond, Va. 
Roderick Johnson of 
Greenbelt, Md., received a 
Masters in Business Administra­
tion degree in 1997 from the 
University of Maryland at Col­
lege Park. This fall, Rod will 
attend seminary at Capitol Bible 
College in Lanham, Md., to 
pursue a master's degree in the­
ology. 
Tammy Cover Balser is ac­
counting manager for the James 
Madison University Founda­
tion. Her husband, T homas 
Brian Balser, '95, is production 
scheduling coordinator for Per­
due Farms Inc. The Balsers live 
in Bridgewater. 
Michele Carpenter-Cruz has 
completed three years of teach­
ing art and photography at 
Rocky Mount (N.C.) Senior 
High School. She is now run­
ning Cruz Gallery of Fine Arts 
and Crafts, opened by her hus­
band Derrick, in Tarboro, N.C., 
about 20 minutes from their 
borne in Rocky Mount. 
Duane W. Dinkel is project 
leader for 3M Fiber Optic Cable 
Development in Austin, Texas. 
He and his wife Kristin have 
two sons, Sam, 4, and Will, 2. 
Duane may be contacted at 
dwdinkel@mmm.com. 
Jeffrey L. Dean of Haddon 
Heights, N.J., bas completed 
his fifth season as baseball coach 
at Rutgers University/Camden. 
This spring, Jeff's team played 














Eagles at Camden Yards 
Nearly 17 5 alumni and friends of Bridgewater Col­
lege gathered at Oriole Park at Camden Yards in 
Baltimore, Md., on June 21. T hree vans trans­
ported 30 excited fans from Bridgewater College. 
Alumni and friends gathered for a pre-game pic­
nic before the game like Paul Kline, '53, retired 
professor of art, and his wife Betty, '5 5, pictured 
above. Despite the Orioles' defeat by the Toronto 
Blue Jays and the intense summer sun, most of the 
Bridgewater crowd held out until the very end of 
the game. 
the Bridgewater Eagles for the 
third straight year. 
Jennifer Phillips Webster of 
Radford, Va., bas been selected 
for a solo exhibition of origi­
nal colored pencil drawings in 
February 1999 at the 
Shenandoah Valley Art Center 
in Waynesboro, Va. Her draw­
ing, "Highs in the Low to Mid­
thirties," has been accepted into 
the 6'h annual International 
Colored Pencil Exhibition be­
ing held this summer at the El­
lipse Arts Center and Gallery in 
Alexandria, Va. Last year, Jen­
nifer was awarded Signature 
Status in the Colored Pencil 
Society of America. 
B 
David Rainard was promoted to 
plant controller at American 
Safety Razor in Verona, Va., 
where be bas worked for the 
past four years. His wife, Ann 
Ringgold Rainard, '87, is a stay­
a t-ho me mom to daughter, 
Erin, 3, and son, Philip, 1, and 
does part-time computer pro-
gramming for Bridgewater Col­
lege from her home. The 
Rainards live in Dayton. 
Randy H. Shomo has been pro­
moted to vice president/finan­
cial specialist at First Union 
National Bank in Lexington, 
Va. Most recently, he was assis­
tant vice president/assistant 
manager at the bank. Randy 
serves on the board of United 
Way of Lexington/Rockbridge 
County and is an elder and 
member of the finance commit­
tee at Lexington Presbyterian 
Church. He and bis wife, the 
former Tammy Huffman, '87, 
live in Lexington. 
1 9 
Rhonda Pittman Gingrich of 
Minneapolis, Minn, graduated 
in May from Bethany Theologi­
cal Seminary with a Master of 
Divinity degree. 
Teresa Glick is working as a li­
censed veterinary technician in 
a private mixed animal practice 
in Lebanon, Va. 
29 
30 
Susan Ha ll Satterfield teaches 
Spanish in the Orange County 
(Va .) School System. She a lso 
does interpreting for the school 
system and teaches students 
English as a second language. 
Kenneth S .  Stroupe will begin 
graduate studies in American 
government this fal  at the Uni­
versity of Virginia. 
Louis Brown of Luray, Va ., is 
an employment counselor by 
day and an artist at night. In 
April , h e  exhi bite d oi l an d 
a cryl ic p aintin gs at th e Sy­
ca m o r e  H o u s e  G al l er y  i n  
Harrisonburg. Most of his work 
features surrealist or abstract 
themes. 
Karen Swope Moats of Dayton 
h as b e e n  pro mote d by First 
Union National Bank to branch 
officer for the Waterman Square 
branch in H arrison burg. S h e  
j oine d the bank in 1 9 9 6  and is 
a financial specialist I I .  
Neil Porter of Brunswick, Md . ,  
teaches health and physical edu­
c a t i o n a t  Wa l k e r sv i l l e  H i gh 
S cho ol. He also is an assistant 
head football coach at his alma 
mater, Brunswick High S chool, 
where he has been coaching for 
eight years .  Neil ' s  wi fe Mary 
teaches special education at Tho­
mas Johnson Middle S chool .  
1 9 9 1 
Connie  G o o d  Hess is o ffice  
manager for Adelphia Commu­
nications Corp.  Most recently, 
she was lead customer service 
r e p r e s e nt a t i v e  fo r War n e r  
Cable, where s h e  was named 
1 9 9 6  Employee of  the Ye ar. 
Connie and her husband, C.M.,  
l ive in Harrisonburg with their 
daughter, Lindsey. 
Laura J. Weatherford Latham 
and  her husband Wad e  c e l ­
ebrated their fifth wedding an­
niversary on July 2. Laura is o f­
f i ce  m a n a g e r  for  M o d e r n  
Woodmen of America, a frate r­
nal l ife insurance society, and 
Wade is a designer and project 
manager for S ign Management 
Consultants. The couple lives in 
Smryna ,  Te n n . ,  a n d  att e n d  
Hamilton United Metho dist  
Church. 
AlumniCONNECTION 
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Alan and Sarah Dean Litten, 
both '92, are living in Nashville, 
Tenn. Sarah is a marketing as­
s istant for M .  Lee Smith Pub­
lishers, LLC, and Alan is a free­
lance recording engineer. His 
latest credits in clu d e  " Bo b  
Carlisle Presen ts . . . Bu tterfly 
Kisses and Bedtime Prayers, " 
and Michael W Smith 's " Live 
the Life. " Alan and Sarah can 
be reached at their e- mail ad­
dresses : ALitten @aol. com or 
SDLitten@aol .com . 
1 9 .., 
Teresa D. Eastep is rehab di­
rector and physical therapist for 
Progressive Therap y Services at  
Avante in Harrisonburg. 
M i c h a e l  A .  W i l l i a m s  o f  
Fre d e ri cks burg, Va . ,  te ach e s  
fourth grade at Winding Creek 
Elemen tary S chool in Stafford 
County, where he was named 
1 99 7- 9 8  Teacher of the Year. 
1 :} 9 4 
Dr. Ch rist i na Shaffe r Ca nody 
graduated from West Virginia 
University ' s  School of Medicine 
in May 1 99 8 .  S he is now com­
pleting he r residency in pediat­
rics at All Children's  Hospital 
in S t .  Petersburg, Fla . ,  and a t  
Ta m p a  G e n e r a l  H o s p i t a l .  
Christie's husband Je rem y, also 
'94,  is working for the Univ e r ­
sity o f  South Florida in Tampa 
as  a proposal and grants writer 
for the alumni development o f­
fice.  Jeremy also is an assistant 
track coach at USF. The couple 
is liv ing in St. Petersburg. 
The Rev. Jeffrey W. Carter  
graduated from Bethany Theo­
logical Seminary in the spring 
of ' 9 8 .  In May, he was ordained 
in the Church of the Brethren 
and is  associate pastor of  the 
Manassas Church of the Breth­
r e n .  J e ff a n d  h i s  wife ,  t h e  
former K imberly F lora,  '94, 
live in Manassas. 
Jennifer Osborne Terrasi is a 
recruiter for Institutional Ser­
vices Group of Charles Schwab 
& C o .  J e n n i fe r ' s  h u s b a n d  
Frank, a n  engineer, is working 
on one of the six Islands of Ad­
venture for Universal Studios 
Orlando.  The couple is living 
in Ocoee, Fla.  
1 9 9 6 
David M. F ike is a communica­
tions consultant for Re ynolds 
Meta ls Co. in Richmond, Va ., 
and is co m p le ting gradua te 
school a t  Virginia Common­
wealth University. 
Brandon Reynolds is an assis­
tan t athletic trainer at Method­
ist College in Faye ttevil e, N. C . 
Brandon received his M .S. de­
gree from Northwestern State 
University in Lo uisian a .  He 
com ple ted an a thle tic trainer 
internship at Bridge- water Col­
lege . 
Heather Wood of Harrisonburg 
teaches work and family stud­
ies at Strasburg High School . 
Heather is making a success of 
a p r o gr a m  th a t  t h e  s c h o o l  
dropped five years ago by prov­
ing there is a need for the class. 
Along with n u trition an d cook­
ing, the s tudents learn ho w to 
prepare budge ts and plan a fam­
ily. 
1 9 9 7 
Amy Raene Johnson is l iving 
in Richmond, Va ., where she is 
working on her master 's degree 
in urban and regional planning, 
spec ializing in emergency man­
agement, at Virginia Common­
wealth University. She is a re­
search assistant for the depart­
ment and began an internship 
in May with the Virginia De­
par tmen t of Emergenc y Ser­
vices. 
Aa ro n C .  To o t h m a n  o f  
Bridgewater is a loan officer for 
F &M B ank Ma ss an u t ten in  
Harrisonburg. 
Chris White is doing gradua te 
work a t  Ra dfor d Un iv ersity. 
T h e  u n iv e rsi t y ' s  Wi n d  En ­
semble gave a performance at 
Bridge wa ter Col ege in March, 
wh e r e  C h r i s c o n d u c te d  th e 




A 1 2 -day tour hosted by President­
emeritus Wayne F. Geisert 
March 9 - March 20, 1999 
Tour leaves from SAN J UAN and 
sails to - St. Thomas - Martinique - Grenada -
Caracas - Curacao - through the Panama Canal -
then sails to ACAPULCO 
COST: from $2,099 per person (double occupancy) . Includes 
round- trip a ir f rom Dulles International Airport; sh ipboard 
transit on the Sun Princess; twin -bed accommodations with 
pri vate bath; all mea ls while aboard ship; sigh tseeing. 
FOR AN INFORMA TIONAL BROCHURE WRI TE:
The Panama Canal Cruise; c/o Wayne F. Geisert, 
Bridgewater College, B ox 40, Bridgewater, VA 228 1 2-
1 5 9 9 ;  OR PHONE: (540) 433-1433 or 828 -5 494 
FUTURE TO UR 
Contact Dr. Geisert NOW to reserve your ticket to 
THE YEAR 2000 OBERAMMERGAU "PASSION PLAY" 
Tour departs on Aug. 28, 2000 
VtSit Budapest, Vienna, Prague, Berlin, Nuremberg & Munich 
Cost: $3,29 8 per person 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
A/umniCONNEC TION 
A L U M N P R O F L E 
Who would have kno wn that Paul Wampler was 
quietly amassing a stamp collection so rare and compre­
hensive that even those who make their living buying 
and selling stamps would be awe -struck? 
When Dr. Wampler, a 1954 Bridge water graduate 
and recently retired surgeon in Manassas, Va ., shared 
with the Bridgewater College Board of Trustees the 
catalog for the April auction of his col ection, other 
trustees admitted they didn't know he collected stamps. 
He showed them a richly -covered, hardbound 
book featuring each lot of stamps to be sold at auction 
by Shreves Philatelic Galleries Inc. at the firm's New 
York City galleries. " Even that catalog will become a 
collector 's item, " according to Charles Shreves of the 
Dallas -based firm. 
DR. J .  PAUL WAMPLER '5 4
Mr. Shreves appraised the collection at up to $ 1 . 8  
million when Dr. Wampler decided earlier this year to 
dispose of the stamps he had acquired o ver decades of 
buying, trading and keeping a shar p eye for a rare find. 
The Philatelic Insider described Dr. Wampler 's 
stamps as "a collection of United States plate blocks 
unprecedented in its breadth and scope. " 
On auction day, hundreds of bidders participated 
- by phone, by mail and in person. " There were 
innumerable items that a collector could wait a lifetime 
before they would come up for sale again. If they 
missed this sale, they might not e ver have another 
oppor tunity," Mr. Shre ves explained. 
The most expensive item, the plate block of 1 9 03 
$5 stamps shown on the catalog cover, sold for 
$ 70,000. Only two are known to exist. And the grand 
tally in sales for the day was $2.6 million. 
So, why didn't any body know about Dr. Wampler 's 
fantastic collection ? 
He told his fellow tr ustees it was simply a hobby he 
enjoyed and considered a good inv estment. 
Mr. Shre v es has a theor y, after acknowledging Dr. 
Wampler 's inherent humility. He say s that often "people 
look at y o u  funny a little bit if y o u  tell them y o u  collect 
stamps. " ■ - Elle n K. L a y m a n
Summer 1 998 
WEDDINGS 
D r. Joseph M. Maso n. '45, and 
Dorotha Winger Fry were mar ­
ried Aug. 1 7, 1 9 9 7. In July 
1 9 9 8 ,  Joe comple ted a six ­
month term as interim execu ­
tive director of the General 
Board of th e Church of the 
Bre thren. 
Ca roly n Haag, ·so, and Nicho ­
las Kmecza were married March 
1 4, 1 99 8 ,  in Ashe ville, N. C . ,
wh e r e  th e c o u p l e  i s  l ivi n g . 
Carolyn is a social worker in a 
n ursing home, and Nicholas is 
a heating and air conditioning 
con tractor . They enjoy camp ­
ing, mo torcycling, s uppor ting 
the arts and their t wo cats, Lois 
and Cosmo . 
Joh n D. Hu lve y, '83, an d Jen ­
nife r Markham we re marri e d  
May 1 6, 1 9 9 8 . Bo th J . D . and 
Jennifer work a t James Madi­
s o n  Un iv e r sit y ;  t h e y  l iv e i n  
Harrisonburg. 
Dr. Martha Jane Kline, '84, and 
Richard L. All en were married 
Ap ril 2 6 ,  1 9 9 7, in Manassas, 
Va . Mar th a gr adua te d  from the 
Me dical College of Virginia in 
1 9 9 5  an d is a p h a r m a ci s t  a t
F a u q u i e r  H o s p i t a l  i n 
War r enton . Rick is a sales rep ­
rese ntative for RIS Pap er Inc . in 
Cap ito l  Heights , Md . 
Dr. Conni e Swa r tz,  '84, and 
Tim Ke tte n we r e mar ried April 
25 , 1 9 9 8 ,  in Manassas, Va ., by 
her fathe r, D r. Fred W. Swar tz,
'58 . The co up l e  is  maki ng i ts 
home in El izabe th C i t y, N . C . 
Daph n e  Dil lon . '8 7 ,  and Gr a­
ham Alcock wer e  mar r i e d  May 
3 1 , 1 9 9 7 . T he couple l i v e s  in 
P h i l o m o n t , Va . , w h e r e t h e y  
w e r e ge n e r al co n t r ac to r s  for 
b uilding their log cabin h ome. 
Daphne b uy s and se l ls ho r s e s
and gi v es r iding lessons . She has 
tr ained and sho w e d  ac tor Rob­
er t  D u v al ' s sho w j umper s  up to 
the gr and pr ix le v el . In 1 9 9 3 ,
she w o n  a $25 ,000  gr an d  p r ix . 
Gr ah am, o r igi n a l l y fr om En ­
gl a n d , w a s  an a c c o mp l i s h e d
s teep lechase j ocke y a n d  is no w 
an eq uine dentis t . 
Beth L. St rohmaye r, '87, and Jeffrey M. Gamb le were mar ­
ri e d S ep t. 2 7 , 1 9 9 7, in 
Centre ville, Va. Beth is a com ­
p u ter specialis t with the Na ­
tional Museum of Natural His ­
tory at the Smithsonian Institu ­
tion. Jeff is a graduate of Penn ­
sylvania State University and is 
vice presiden t  of engineering at 
OER Inc. in Res ton, Va . The 
co uple is living in Burke, Va. 
Beth L. Stro hmayer, 
wea ring her m o ther ' s 4 0 -
yea r- o ld
, 
r esto red wedding 
go wn and her husband 
Lora Bu rri s Pitman,  '88, and 
Fr ank Cap er t o n  III we re mar ­
r i e d J u n e 6 ,  1 9 9 8 ,  i n 
M u r f r e e s b o r o , Te n n . L o r a 
w orks for Burris & Asso ci ates 
as the manage r o f sur v e y ser ­
v i c e s . S h e h a s a d a u g h t e r , 
Co ur tne y, 5 . Fr ank is o wner of 
D a t a Wo r ks ,  LLC,  a n d  h as a 
da ugh te r, Amanda, 4 . T h e  fam­
ily li v es in Mur fre esbor o . 
D r. David A. Br o y les, '90, and 
Dr. Melissa Pagano w e r e  mar ­
r ied June 7 , 199 7 . Da v e gr ad u ­
a t e d  from the Philadelphia Co l ­
lege of Os teopathic Me d icine in 
May 199 7 ,  In J une 1 9 9 8 ,  h e
complete d  a y ear of tr a d i tional 
r o tating in ternship at Dela w ar e 
Co un ty Memo r i al Hospi tal and 
began r esi d ency tr aini ng a t the 
Cr oze r  Ke y s t one s  He alth Sy s­
t e m i n fam i l y  p r a c t i c e . T h e
co up le i s  li v ing in Br y n Ma w r, 
Pa. 
3 1  
30 
Susan Hall Satterfield teaches 
Spanish in the Orange County 
(Va.) School System. She also 
does interpreting for the school 
system and teaches students 
English as a second language. 
Kenneth S. Stroupe will begin 
graduate studies in American 
government this fall at the Uni­
versity of V irginia. 
9 
Louis Brown of Luray, Va., is 
an employment counselor by 
day and an artist at night. In 
April, he exhibited oil and 
acrylic paintings at the Sy­
camore House Gallery in 
Harrisonburg. Most of his work 
features surrealist or abstract 
themes. 
Karen Swope Moats of Dayton 
has been promoted by First 
Union National Bank to branch 
officer for the Waterman Square 
branch in Harrisonburg. She 
joined the bank in 1996 and is 
a financial specialist II. 
Neil Porter of Brunswick, Md., 
teaches health and physical edu­
cation at Walkersville High 
School. He also is an assistant 
head football coach at his alma 
mater, Brunswick High School, 
where he has been coaching for 
eight years. Neil's wife Mary 
teaches special education at Tho­
mas Johnson Middle School. 
1 9 9 1 
Connie Good Hess is office 
manager for Adelphia Commu­
nications Corp. Most recently, 
she was lead customer service 
representative for Warner 
Cable, where she was named 
1996 Employee of the Year. 
Connie and her husband, C.M., 
live in Harrisonburg with their 
daughter, Lindsey. 
Laura J. Weatherford Latham 
and her husband Wade cel­
ebrated their fifth wedding an­
niversary on July 2. Laura is of­
fice manager for Modern 
Woodmen of America, a frater­
nal life insurance society, and 
Wade is a designer and project 
manager for Sign Management 
Consultants. The couple lives in 
Smryna, Tenn., and attend 
Hamilton United Methodist 
Church. 
AlumniCONNECTION 
Alan and Sarah Dean Litten, 
both '92, are living in Nashville, 
Tenn. Sarah is a marketing as­
sistant for M. Lee Smith Pub­
lishers, LLC, and Alan is a free­
lance recording engineer. His 
latest credits include "Bob 
Carlisle Presents ... Butterfly 
Kisses and Bedtime Prayers," 
and Michael W Smith's "Live 
the Life." Alan and Sarah can 
be reached at their e-mail ad­
dresses : ALitten@aol.com or 
SDLitten@aol.com. 
1 9 3 3 
Teresa D. Eastep is rehab di­
rector and physical therapist for 
Progressive Therapy Services at 
Avante in Harrisonburg. 
Michael A. Williams of 
Fredericksburg, Va., teaches 
fourth grade at Winding Creek 
Elementary School in Stafford 
County, where he was named 
1997-98 Teacher of the Year. 
1 9 9 4 
Dr. Christina Shaffer Canody 
graduated from West Virginia 
University's School of Medicine 
in May 1998. She is now com­
pleting her residency in pediat­
rics at All Children's Hospital 
in St. Petersburg, Fla., and at 
Tampa General Hospital. 
Christie's husband Jeremy, also 
'94, is working for the Univer­
sity of South Florida in Tampa 
as a proposal and grants writer 
for the alumni development of­
fice. Jeremy also is an assistant 
track coach at USF. The couple 
is living in St. Petersburg. 
T he Rev. Jeffrey W. Carter 
graduated from Bethany Theo­
logical Seminary in the spring 
of '98. In May, he was ordained 
in the Church of the Brethren 
and is associate pastor of the 
Manassas Church of the Breth­
ren. Jeff and his wife, the 
former Kimberly Flora, '94, 
live in Manassas. 
Jennifer Osborne Terrasi is a 
recruiter for Institutional Ser­
vices Group of Charles Schwab 
& Co. Jennifer's husband 
Frank, an engineer, is working 
on one of the six Islands of Ad­
venture for Universal Studios 
Orlando. The couple is living 
in Ocoee, Fla. 
1 9 9 6 
David M. Fike is a communica­
tions consultant for Reynolds 
Metals Co. in Richmond, Va., 
and is completing graduate 
school at V irginia Common­
wealth University. 
Brandon Reynolds is an assis­
tant athletic trainer at Method­
ist College in Fayetteville, N.C. 
Brandon received his M.S. de­
gree from Northwestern State 
University in Louisiana. He 
completed an athletic trainer 
internship at Bridge-water Col­
lege. 
Heather Wood of Harrisonburg 
teaches work and family stud­
ies at Strasburg High School. 
Heather is making a success of 
a program that the school 
dropped five years ago by prov­
ing there is a need for the class. 
Along with nutrition and cook­
ing, the students learn how to 
prepare budgets and plan a fam­
ily. 
1 9 9 7 
Amy Raene Johnson is living 
in Richmond, Va., where she is 
working on her master's degree 
in urban and regional planning, 
specializing in emergency man­
agement, at Virginia Common­
wealth University. She is a re­
search assistant for the depart­
ment and began an internship 
in May with the V irginia De­
partment of Emergency Ser­
vices. 
Aaron C. Toothman of
Bridgewater is a loan officer for 
F &M Bank Massanutten Ill 
Harrisonburg. 
Chris White is doing graduate 
work at Radford University. 
The university's Wind En­
semble gave a performance at 
Bridgewater College in March, 
where Chris conducted the 




A 12-day tour hosted by President­
emeritus Wayne F. Geisert 
March 9 - March 20, 1999 
Tour leaves from SAN JUAN and 
sails to - St. Thomas - Martinique - Grenada -
Caracas - Curacao - through the Panama Canal -
then sails to ACAPULCO 
COST: from $2,099 per person (double occupancy). Includes 
round-trip air from Dulles International Airport; shipboard 
transit on the Sun Princess; twin-bed accommodations with 
private bath; all meals while aboard ship; sightseeing. 
FOR AN INFORMATIONAL BROCHURE WRIT E: 
The Panama Canal Cruise; c/o Wayne F. Geisert, 
Bridgewater College, Box 40, Bridgewater, VA 22812-
1599; OR PHONE: (540) 433-1433 or 828-5494 
FUTURE TOUR 
Contact Dr. Geisert NOW to reserve your ticket to 
THE YEAR 2000 OBERAMMERGAU "PASSION PLAY" 
Tour departs on Aug. 28, 2000 
Visit Budapest, Vienna, Prague, Berlin, Nuremberg & Munich 
Cost: $3,298 per person 
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A L U M N P R O F L E 
W ho would have known that Paul Wampler was 
quietly amassing a stamp collection so rare and compre­
hensive that even those who make their living buying 
and selling stamps would be awe-struck? 
W hen Dr. Wampler, a 1954 Bridgewater graduate 
and recently retired surgeon in Manassas, Va., shared 
with the Bridgewater College Board of Trustees the 
catalog for the April auction of his collection, other 
trustees admitted they didn't know he collected stamps. 
He showed them a richly-covered, hardbound 
book featuring each lot of stamps to be sold at auction 
by Shreves Philatelic Galleries Inc. at the firm's New 
York City galleries. "Even that catalog will become a 
collector's item," according to Charles Shreves of the 
Dallas-based firm. 
DR. J. PAUL WAMPLER '54
Mr. Shreves appraised the collection at up to $1.8 
million when Dr. Wampler decided earlier this year to 
dispose of the stamps he had acquired over decades of 
buying, trading and keeping a sharp eye for a rare find. 
The Philatelic Insider described Dr. Wampler's 
stamps as "a collection of United States plate blocks 
unprecedented in its breadth and scope." 
On auction day, hundreds of bidders participated 
- by phone, by mail and in person. "There were
innumerable items that a collector could wait a lifetime
before they would come up for sale again. If they
missed this sale, they might not ever have another
opportunity," Mr. Shreves explained.
The most expensive item, the plate block of 1903 
$5 stamps shown on the catalog cover, sold for 
$70,000. Only two are known to exist. And the grand 
tally in sales for the day was $2.6 million. 
So, why didn't anybody know about Dr. Wampler's 
fantastic collection? 
He told his fellow trustees it was simply a hobby he 
enjoyed and considered a good investment. 
Mr. Shreves has a theory, after acknowledging Dr. 
Wampler's inherent humility. He says that often "people 
look at you funny a little bit if you tell them you collect 
stamps." ■- Ellen K. Layman 
Summer1998 
WEDDINGS 
Dr. Joseph M. Mason, '45, and 
Dorotha Winger Fry were mar­
ried Aug. 17, 1997. In July 
1998, Joe completed a six­
month term as interim execu­
tive director of the General 
Board of the Church of the 
Brethren. 
Carolyn Haag, '80, and Nicho­
las Kmecza were married March 
14, 1998, in Asheville, N.C., 
where the couple is living. 
Carolyn is a social worker in a 
nursing home, and Nicholas is 
a heating and air conditioning 
contractor. They enjoy camp­
ing, motorcycling, supporting 
the arts and their two cats, Lois 
and Cosmo. 
John D. Hulvey, '83, and Jen­
nifer Markham were married 
May 16, 1998. Both J.D. and 
Jennifer work at James Madi­
son University; they live in 
Harrisonburg. 
Dr. Martha Jane Kline, '84, and 
Richard L. Allen were married 
April 26, 1997, in Manassas, 
Va. Martha graduated from the 
Medical College of Virginia in 
1995 and is a pharmacist at 
Fauquier Hospital Ill 
Warrenton. Rick is a sales rep­
resentative for RIS Paper Inc. in 
Capitol Heights, Md. 
Dr. Connie Swartz, '84, and 
Tim Ketten were married April 
25, 1998, in Manassas, Va., by 
her father, Dr. Fred W. Swartz, 
'58. The couple is making its 
home in Elizabeth City, N.C. 
Daphne Dillon, '87, and Gra­
ham Alcock were married May 
31, 1997. The couple lives in 
Philomont, Va., where they 
were general con tractors for 
building their log cabin home. 
Daphne buys and sells horses 
and gives riding lessons. She has 
trained and showed actor Rob­
ert Duval's show jumpers up to 
the grand prix level. In 1993, 
she won a $25,000 grand prix. 
Graham, originally from En­
gland, was an accomplished 
steeplechase jockey and is now 
an equine dentist. 
Beth L. Strohmayer, '87, and 
Jeffrey M. Gamble were mar­
ried Sept. 27, 1997, in 
Centreville, Va. Beth is a com­
puter specialist with the Na­
tional Museum of Natural His­
tory at the Smithsonian Institu­
tion. Jeff is a graduate of Penn­
sylvania State University and is 
vice president of engineering at 
OER Inc. in Reston, Va. The 
couple is living in Burke, Va. 
Beth L. Strohmayer, 
wearing her mother's 40-
year-old, restored wedding 
gown and her husband 
Lora Burris Pitman, '88, and 
Frank Caperton III were mar­
ried June 6, 1998, in 
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Lora 
works for Burris & Associates 
as the manager of survey ser­
vices. She has a daughter, 
Courtney, 5. Frank is owner of 
Data Works, LLC, and has a 
daughter, Amanda, 4. The fam­
ily lives in Murfreesboro. 
Dr. David A. Broyles, '90, and 
Dr. Melissa Pagano were mar­
ried June 7, 1997. Dave gradu­
ated from the Philadelphia Col­
lege of Osteopathic Medicine in 
May 1997, In June 1998, he 
completed a year of traditional 
rotating internship at Delaware 
County Memorial Hospital and 
began residency training at the 
Crozer Keystones Health Sys­
tem in family practice. The 





(Continued from page 31) 
Kathr yn Sue Hitt, '93, and 
Steven Izikoff were married 
April 5, 1998, in Brentwood, 
Tenn. Kathryn is employed by 
the Sumner County school sys­
tem in Tennessee, and Steven is 
operations manager of H.H.
Gregg Appliances in Clarksville. 
Sher ry Renee Kite, '93, and 
Tony L. Hensley were married 
March 21, 1998, in Elkton, Va. 
Sherry is an analyst for Merck 
& Co. Inc., and Tony is em­
ployed by R.R. Donnelley and 
Sons in Harrisonburg. 
Julie Christine Colaw, '94, and 
SSgt. Benjamin R. Salmon were 
married April 11, 1998, in 
Bridgewater. The couple is liv­
ing in Fort Lewis, Wash. 
Stephanie Renee Switzer, '97, 
and Andrew Ryan Clements 
were married May 30, 1998. 
The couple is living in Chester, 
Va., where Andrew is an engi­
neer with DataCorp. 
CORRECTION 
In the Spring 1998 edition of 
Bridgewater, we listed Sara 
Dickerson instead of Sara
Dickinson, '92, as having mar­
ried Stacy McDonald, '86, on 





James J. and Kathleen 
Scharon Burns, both '74, have 
a daughter, V irginia Grace, 
born June 3, 1998. V irginia 
joins four brothers, Thomas, 
14; Michael, 12; Timothy, 7; 
and Joseph, 5; and three sisters, 
Jessica, 11; Sara, 9; and 
Hannah, 5, at the family's home 
in Richmond, Va. Kate contin­
ues to manage the household 
and homeschool the children. 
Jim practices law at Williams, 
Mullen, Christian & Dobbins, 
P.C., where he manages the
Creditors Rights and Bank­
ruptcy Practice group.
Dana G. Walbridge, '74, and 
Penny have a daughter, Dulcy 
Joy Cameron, born June 6, 
1997. The family lives in Elgin, 
Ill. 
John Bare, '79, and Kim have 
a son, Zachary Joseph, born 
Oct. 28, 1997. 
Dr. Debra Mason Altland, '80, 
and Jim have a daughter, Chris­
tina Lauree, born May 5, 1996. 
She joins big brother, Jonathan 
Alan, 4, at the family's home in 
York, Pa. 
Erich M. Kyger, '81, and Shirley 
have a son, Colin Matthew, 
born Oct. 27, 1997. Colin joins 
his brother, Ryan, 5, at the 
family's home in Antioch, Ca­
lif. Erich is a research scientist 
for Roche Diagnostics 
Boehringer-Mannheim Corp. 
Dr s. G. Benjamin Wampler, 
'82, and Sherrie K. Wampler, 
'85, have a daughter, Sarah 
Kimberly, born April 20, 1998. 
Sarah was welcomed by older 
sister, Katelyn, 6, and older 
brother, Matthew, 3, at the 
family's home in Nokesville, 
Va. Ben is a general surgeon 
with offices in Manassas and 
Warrenton, Va., and Sherrie, 
who completed her doctorate in 
education in the spring of 1996, 
is currently a stay-at-home 
mom. 
Kather ine Jenks Widmann, 
'83, and Dan have a son, Liam 
Daniel, born June 16, 1997. Big 
sister Maeve, 3, is so proud. 
The family moved from Alaska 
to Colorado in June, where Dan 
is the pastry chef at the Brown 
Palace Hotel in Denver, and 
Katherine is a catering assistant 
at the Adam's Mark Hotel. 
Sherry Teague Carpenter, '84, 
and John have a daughte� 
Molly Jane, born Feb. 15, 1998. 
She joins big brother Jesse, 17 
months, at the family's home in 
Durham, N.C. Sherry is a full­
time mom and domestic engi­
neer. 
Scott Howerton, '84, and Lisa 
have their first child, a son, 
James Montgomery, born April 
23, 1998. Scott is a fiber optics 
technician for Bell Atlantic in 
Herndon, Va., and Lisa is a 
pharmacist in Alexandria. The 
Howertons live in Springfield, 
Va. 
Paul E. Sappington, '84, and 
Sandra have their first child, a 
son, Alex Douglas, born April 
3, 1998. The Sappingtons live 
in Gaithersburg, Md. 
Mac and Molly Metzger 
Edelen, both '85, have a son, 
Jacob McDonald, born March 
23, 1998. He joins older 
brother Lonnie, 3 ½, at the 
family's home in LaVale, Md. 
Mac and Molly both work with 
Mineral County (W.Va.) 
schools, Mac as adult education 
coordinator and Molly in spe­
cial education. 
Mark G. Luiggi, '85, and Karen 
have a son, Matthew Stephen, 
born in June 1997. Matthew 
joins Alexa Marie, 2, at the 
family's home in Manassas, Va. 
Jer r y  Anne Thompson Kines, 
'86, and Landon have a son, 
Miller Evan, born May 5, 1998. 
The family lives in Amissville, 
Va. 
Mary Schultz Moomaw, '87, 
and Kevin Moomaw, '88, have 
a daughter, Elizabeth Stewart, 
born Feb. 25, 1998. The 
Moomaws live in Orkney 
Springs, Va. 
Randy D. Smith, '87, and 
Donna have their second 
daughter, Jenna Elizabeth, born 
March 21, 1998. Jenna joins 
older sister Kaitlyn, 21 months, 
at the family's home in Luray, 
Va. Randy is a teacher in the 
Page County Public Schools. 
Baby Jenna Elizabeth 
Smith with big sister 
Beverly Watson Heydon, '88, 
and Bryan have a son, Nolan 
Bryce, born April 7, 1998. 
Beverly is an associate attorney 
for a law firm in Columbia, 
Md., and Bryan is an engineer 
at Johns Hopkins Applied Phys­
ics Laboratory. The Heydons 
live in Columbia, Md. 
Sarah Lachar ite Miller, '89, 
and Howard L. Miller, '90, have 
their second child, a son, Jacob 
Leighton, born Feb. 16, 1998. 
Since September 1997, Howard 
has been employed by E.I. 
Dupont & Co. in Waynesboro, 
Va. 
Patr ick Shiflet, '89, and 
Denise Miller Shiflet, '94, have 
a daughter, Abbie Leigh, born 
March 29, 1998. The Shiflets 
live near Dayton, Va. 
Lisa Bowden Cox, '90, and 
Curtis have a son, Joseph 
Connor, born April 24, 1998. 
He joins brother, Matthew 
Duncan, 3, at the family's home 
in Chester, Va. Lisa is a stay-at­
home mom, and Curtis is a 
planned giving representative 
with the Salvation Army. 
BridgewaterMAGAZINE 
Frank Lezotte, '90, and Lea 
Ann Mason Lezotte, '91, have 
a son, Michael Robert, born 
May 10, 1998. Michael joins 
older brother Joey at the 
family's home in Woodstock, 
Va. 
Chadwick and Rebecca Smith 
McMurray, both '90, have their 
first daughter, Susanna Lynne, 
born March 16, 1998. She joins 
brother Solomon Engle, 2, at 
the family farm, Great Horn 
Dairy, in Rockingham County. 
The farm was ranked 5,h out of 
270 farms in the Massanutten 
Chapter of the Dairy Herd Im­
provement Association for milk 
quality for 1997. 
P hillip and Laura Munson 
Morgan, both '90, have a son, 
Luke Charles, born March 1, 
1998. The Morgans live in 
Staunton, Va. 
Blaine Simmer s, '90, and 
Stacie Foster Simmers, '92, 
have a son, Andrew Michael, 
born May 7, 1998. Blaine is as­
sistant director of the Kline 
Campus Center at Bridgewater 
College, and Stacie is a teacher 
in the Rockingham County 
schools. 
Amy Homan Depoy, '91, and 
William have a daughter, Evelyn 
Carter, born March 29, 1998. 
The family lives 111 
Harrisonburg. 
Debbie Fulk Fox, '91, and 
Steven have a son, Austin 
Steven, born May 14, 1998. 
The family lives in Grand Rap­
ids, Mich., where Debbie is a 
stay-at-home mom and Steve is 
an executive protective special­
ist for a family. 
Margar et Landes Alger, '92, 
and Brian have a son, Grant 
Benjamin, born April 16, 1998. 
He joins sister, Madyson, 2 ½, 
at the family's home in 
Harrisonburg. Margaret teaches 
5,h grade at Pleasant Valley El­
ementary School, and Brian is 
a physical education teacher at 




Brydon Mark and Lisa Loving 
DeWitt, both '92, have a son, 
Brydon John, born March 13, 
1998. Brydon John's grandpar­
ents are Brydon Merrill DeWitt, 
'65, and Louise Wampler
DeWitt, '66. The De Witts all 
live in Richmond, Va. 
Alan D. Foster, '92, and Pamela 
have a daughter, Abigail Paige, 
born April 19, 1998. The Fos­
ters live in Waynesboro, Va. 
Todd W. Miller, '92, and Tami 
have a son, Brandon Joeb, born 
June 20, 1997. The Millers live 
in Pottstown, Pa. 
Sonya Bucher Miller, '93, and 
Chris have a daughter, Lizzie 
Rowena, born Dec. 31, 1997. 
Lizzie is named after two of her 
great-grandmothers. Sonya is a 
computer operator for Schenck 
Foods in Winchester, Va. The 
Millers live in Strasburg, Va. 
Lizzie Rowena Miller 
Debra Hampton Jessup, '95, 
and Tyler have a daughter, 
Abigail Denise, born April 17, 
1998. The Jessups live in 
Bridgewater. 
Har vey S. Leddy, '98, and 
Amanda VanLear have a daugh­
ter, Rebecca Grace, born April 
20, 1998. The family is living 
in Dayton, Va., until a late sum­
mer move to Nigeria, where 
Harvey will be teaching music. 
MEMORIALS 
Hilda Englar Speicher, '19, of 
Carroll Lutheran V illage in 
Westminster, Md., died March 
26, 1998. 
M. Vir ginia Miller, '22, of 
Hollidaysburg, Pa., died March 
27, 1998, at the age of 98. Miss 
Miller retired in 1970 after 43
years as secretary to the dean
of the Medical College of Vir­
ginia in Richmond. She was a
member of the Episcopal
Church and enjoyed reading,
genealogy and needlework. She
is survived by two sisters, Mar-
garet Miller Far rell, '33, and 
Helen Miller K iracofe, '25, 
both of Hollidaysburg. 
Maude Estelle Hockman Ford, 
'23, of Oakton, and formerly of 
Winchester, Va., died April 29, 
1998, at the Birmingham Green 
Nursing Home in Manassas, Va. 
Mrs. Ford was 9 5. She was a 
member of the Calvary Church 
of the Brethren and the South 
Frederick Homemakers Club of 
Winchester. Survivors include a 
daughter, Bettie Ford White, 
'58, of Oakton, and a grand-
Dr.]. Boyd Harshbarger, '28 
Dr. J. Boyd Harshbarger, professor emeritus of 
statistics at Virginia Tech, died May 20, 1998, in 
Blacksburg, Va., at the age of 92. 
Dr. Harshbarger, a 1928 graduate of 
Bridgewater, received an M.A. in mathematics from 
the University of Illinois, an M.S. from Virginia 
Tech and a Ph.D. in statistics from George Washing­
ton University. In March 1955, he received an 
honorary Doctor of Science degree from 
Bridgewater College. 
Widely respected by students and colleagues 
for his enthusiasm for, and vision of, statistics, Dr. 
Harshbarger began his long, illustrious career at 
Virginia Tech in 1931. 
He founded the Department of Statistics, 
served as head of the department from 1949-72and 
retired in 1976. 
He also served as president of the Virginia 
Academy of Science from 1949-50 and was 
founding editor of the Virginia Journal of Science, 
from 1950-55. 
Dr. Harshbarger received many honors, 
including being named a fellow of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the 
American Statistical Association, the Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics and the Virginia Academy of 
Science. 
In 1950, Dr. Harshbarger was the recipient of 
the Bridgewater College Alumnus of the Year 
Award. 
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Isabelle 
Hume Hoge. Also among his survivors are a son 
and daughter-in-law, John H. Harshbarger, '59, and 
Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger, '65, of Richmond, 
Va., and a brother, John Carl Harshbarger, '33, of 




(Continued from page 31) 
Kathr yn Sue Hitt, '93, and 
Steven Izikoff were married 
April 5, 1998, in Brentwood, 
Tenn. Kathryn is employed by 
the Sumner County school sys­
tem in Tennessee, and Steven is 
operations manager of H.H. 
Gregg Appliances in Clarksville. 
Sher ry Renee Kite, '93, and 
Tony L. Hensley were married 
March 21, 1998, in Elkton, Va. 
Sherry is an analyst for Merck 
& Co. Inc., and Tony is em­
ployed by R.R. Donnelley and 
Sons in Harrisonburg. 
Julie Christine Colaw, '94, and 
SSgt. Benjamin R. Salmon were 
married April 11, 1998, in 
Bridgewater. The couple is liv­
ing in Fort Lewis, Wash. 
Stephanie Renee Switzer, '97, 
and Andrew Ryan Clements 
were married May 30, 1998. 
The couple is living in Chester, 
Va., where Andrew is an engi­
neer with DataCorp. 
CORRECTION 
In the Spring 1998 edition of 
Bridgewater, we listed Sara 
Dickerson instead of Sara 
Dickinson, '92, as having mar­
ried Stacy McDonald, '86, on 




James J. and Kathleen 
Scharon Burns, both '74, have 
a daughter, V irginia Grace, 
born June 3, 1998. V irginia 
joins four brothers, Thomas, 
14; Michael, 12; Timothy, 7; 
and Joseph, 5; and three sisters, 
Jessica, 11; Sara, 9; and 
Hannah, 5, at the family's home 
in Richmond, Va. Kate contin­
ues to manage the household 
and homeschool the children. 
Jim practices law at Williams, 
Mullen, Christian & Dobbins, 
P.C., where he manages the 
Creditors Rights and Bank­
ruptcy Practice group. 
Dana G. Walbridge, '74, and 
Penny have a daughter, Dulcy 
Joy Cameron, born June 6, 
1997. The family lives in Elgin, 
Ill. 
John Bare, '79, and Kim have 
a son, Zachary Joseph, born 
Oct. 28, 1997. 
Dr. Debra Mason Altland, '80, 
and Jim have a daughter, Chris­
tina Lauree, born May 5, 1996. 
She joins big brother, Jonathan 
Alan, 4, at the family's home in 
York, Pa. 
Erich M. Kyger, '81, and Shirley 
have a son, Colin Matthew, 
born Oct. 27, 1997. Colin joins 
his brother, Ryan, 5, at the 
family's home in Antioch, Ca­
lif. Erich is a research scientist 
for Roche Diagnostics 
Boehringer-Mannheim Corp. 
Or s.  G. Benjamin Wampler, 
'82, and Sherrie K. Wampler, 
'85, have a daughter, Sarah 
Kimberly, born April 20, 1998. 
Sarah was welcomed by older 
sister, Katelyn, 6, and older 
brother, Matthew, 3, at the 
family's home in Nokesville, 
Va. Ben is a general surgeon 
with offices in Manassas and 
Warrenton, Va., and Sherrie, 
who completed her doctorate in 
education in the spring of 1996, 
is currently a stay-at-home 
mom. 
Kather ine Jenks Widmann, 
'83, and Dan have a son, Liam 
Daniel, born June 16, 1997. Big 
sister Maeve, 3, is so proud. 
The family moved from Alaska 
to Colorado in June, where Dan 
is the pastry chef at the Brown 
Palace Hotel in Denver, and 
Katherine is a catering assistant 
at the Adam's Mark Hotel. 
Sherry Teague Carpenter, '84, 
and John have a daughter, 
Molly Jane, born Feb. 15, 1998. 
She joins big brother Jesse, 17 
months, at the family's home in 
Durham, N.C. Sherry is a full­
time mom and domestic engi­
neer. 
Scott Howerton, '84, and Lisa 
have their first child, a son, 
James Montgomery, born April 
23, 1998. Scott is a fiber optics 
technician for Bell Atlantic in 
Herndon, Va., and Lisa is a 
pharmacist in Alexandria. The 
Howertons live in Springfield, 
Va. 
Paul E. Sappington, '84, and 
Sandra have their first child, a 
son, Alex Douglas, born April 
3, 1998. The Sappingtons live 
in Gaithersburg, Md. 
Mac and Molly Metzger 
Edelen, both '85, have a son, 
Jacob McDonald, born March 
23, 1998. He joins older 
brother Lonnie, 3 ½, at the 
family's home in LaVale, Md. 
Mac and Molly both work with 
Mineral County (W.Va.) 
schools, Mac as adult education 
coordinator and Molly in spe­
cial education. 
Mark G. Luiggi, '85, and Karen 
have a son, Matthew Stephen, 
born in June 1997. Matthew 
joins Alexa Marie, 2, at the 
family's home in Manassas, Va. 
Jerry Anne Thompson Kines, 
'86, and Landon have a son, 
Miller Evan, born May 5, 1998. 
The family lives in Amissville, 
Va. 
Mary Schultz Moomaw, '87, 
and Kevin Moomaw, '88, have 
a daughter, Elizabeth Stewart, 
born Feb. 25, 1998. The 
Moomaws live in Orkney 
Springs, Va. 
Randy D. Smith, '87, and 
Donna have their second 
daughter, Jenna Elizabeth, born 
March 21, 1998. Jenna joins 
older sister Kaitlyn, 21 months, 
at the family's home in Luray, 
Va. Randy is a teacher in the 
Page County Public Schools. 
Baby Jenna Elizabeth 
Smith with big sister 
Beverly Watson Heydon, '88, 
and Bryan have a son, Nolan 
Bryce, born April 7, 1998. 
Beverly is an associate attorney 
for a law firm in Columbia, 
Md., and Bryan is an engineer 
at Johns Hopkins Applied Phys­
ics Laboratory. The Heydons 
live in Columbia, Md. 
Sarah Lachar ite Miller, '89, 
and Howard L. Miller, '90, have 
their second child, a son, Jacob 
Leighton, born Feb. 16, 1998. 
Since September 1997, Howard 
has been employed by E.l. 
Dupont & Co. in Waynesboro, 
Va. 
Patr ick Shiflet, '89, and 
Denise Miller Shiflet, '94, have 
a daughter, Abbie Leigh, born 
March 29, 1998. The Shiflets 
live near Dayton, Va. 
Lisa Bowden Cox, '90, and 
Curtis have a son, Joseph 
Connor, born April 24, 1998. 
He joins brother, Matthew 
Duncan, 3, at the family's home 
in Chester, Va. Lisa is a stay-at­
home mom, and Curtis is a 
planned giving representative 
with the Salvation Army. 
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Frank Lezotte, '90, and Lea 
Ann Mason Lezotte, '91, have 
a son, Michael Robert, born 
May 10, 1998. Michael joins 
older brother Joey at the 
family's home in Woodstock, 
Va. 
Chadwick and Rebecca Smith 
McMurray, both '90, have their 
first daughter, Susanna Lynne, 
born March 16, 1998. She joins 
brother Solomon Engle, 2, at 
the family farm, Great Horn 
Dairy, in Rockingham County. 
The farm was ranked 5,h out of 
270 farms in the Massanutten 
Chapter of the Dairy Herd Im­
provement Association for milk 
quality for 1997. 
P hillip and Laura Munson 
Morgan, both '90, have a son, 
Luke Charles, born March 1, 
1998. The Morgans live in 
Staunton, Va. 
Blaine Simmer s, '90, and 
Stacie Foster Simmers, '92, 
have a son, Andrew Michael, 
born May 7, 1998. Blaine is as­
sistant director of the Kline 
Campus Center at Bridgewater 
College, and Stacie is a teacher 
in the Rockingham County 
schools. 
Amy Homan Depoy, '91, and 
William have a daughter, Evelyn 
Carter, born March 29, 1998. 
The family lives 1n 
Harrisonburg. 
Debbie Fulk Fox, '91, and 
Steven have a son, Austin 
Steven, born May 14, 1998. 
The family lives in Grand Rap­
ids, Mich., where Debbie is a 
stay-at-home mom and Steve is 
an executive protective special­
ist for a family. 
Margaret Landes Alger, '92, 
and Brian have a son, Grant 
Benjamin, born April 16, 1998. 
He joins sister, Madyson, 2 ½, 
at the family's home in 
Harrisonburg. Margaret teaches 
5,h grade at Pleasant Valley El­
ementary School, and Brian is 
a physical education teacher at 




Brydon Mark and Lisa Loving 
DeWitt, both '92, have a son, 
Brydon John, born March 13, 
1998. Brydon John's grandpar­
ents are Brydon Merrill DeWitt, 
'65, and Louise Wampler 
DeWitt, '66. The DeWitts all 
live in Richmond, Va. 
Alan D. Foster, '92, and Pamela 
have a daughter, Abigail Paige, 
born April 19, 1998. The Fos­
ters live in Waynesboro, Va. 
Todd W. Miller, '92, and Tami 
have a son, Brandon Joeb, born 
June 20, 1997. The Millers live 
in Pottstown, Pa. 
Sonya Bucher Miller, '93, and 
Chris have a daughter, Lizzie 
Rowena, born Dec. 31, 1997. 
Lizzie is named after two of her 
great-grandmothers. Sonya is a 
computer operator for Schenck 
Foods in Winchester, Va. The 
Millers live in Strasburg, Va. 
Lizzie Rowena Miller 
Debra Hampton Jessup, '95, 
and Tyler have a daughter, 
Abigail Denise, born April 17, 
1998. The Jessups live in 
Bridgewater. 
Har vey S. Leddy, '98, and 
Amanda VanLear have a daugh­
ter, Rebecca Grace, born April 
20, 1998. The family is living 
in Dayton, Va., until a late sum­
mer move to Nigeria, where 
Harvey will be teaching music. 
MEMORIALS 
Hilda Englar Speicher, '19, of 
Carroll Lu the ran V illage in 
Westminster, Md., died March 
26, 1998. 
M. Vir ginia Miller, '22, of 
Hollidaysburg, Pa., died March 
27, 1998, at the age of 98. Miss
Miller retired in 1970 after 43
years as secretary to the dean
of the Medical College of Vir­
ginia in Richmond. She was a
member of the Episcopal
Church and enjoyed reading,
genealogy and needlework. She 
is survived by two sisters, Mar-
garet Miller Far rell, '33, and 
Helen Miller Kiracofe, '25, 
both of Hollidaysburg. 
Maude Estelle Hockman Ford, 
'23, of Oakton, and formerly of 
Winchester, Va., died April 29, 
1998, at the Birmingham Green 
Nursing Home in Manassas, Va. 
Mrs. Ford was 95. She was a 
member of the Calvary Church 
of the Brethren and the South 
Frederick Homemakers Club of 
Winchester. Survivors include a 
daughter, Bettie Ford White, 
'58, of Oakton, and a grand-
Dr. ]. Boyd Harshbarger, '28 
Dr. J. Boyd Harshbarger, professor emeritus of 
statistics at Virginia Tech, died May 20, 1998, in 
Blacksburg, Va., at the age of 92. 
Dr. Harshbarger, a 1928 graduate of 
Bridgewater, received an M.A. in mathematics from 
the University of Illinois, an M.S. from Virginia 
Tech and a Ph.D. in statistics from George Washing­
ton University. In March 1955, he received an 
honorary Doctor of Science degree from 
Bridgewater College. 
Widely respected by students and colleagues 
for his enthusiasm for, and vision of, statistics, Dr. 
Harshbarger began his long, illustrious career at 
Virginia Tech in 1931. 
He founded the Department of Statistics, 
served as head of the department from 1949-72and 
retired in 1976. 
He also served as president of the Virginia 
Academy of Science from 1949-50 and was 
founding editor of the Virginia Journal of Science, 
from 1950-55. 
Dr. Harshbarger received many honors, 
including being named a fellow of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the 
American Statistical Association, the Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics and the Virginia Academy of 
Science. 
In 1950, Dr. Harshbarger was the recipient of 
the Bridgewater College Alumnus of the Year 
Award. 
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Isabelle 
Hume Hoge. Also among his survivors are a son 
and daughter-in-law, John H. Harshbarger, '59, and 
Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger, '65, of Richmond, 
Va., and a brother, John Carl Harshbarger, '33, of 




James W. Moyers Sr., '32 
James W. Moyers Sr. of Harrisonburg, died 
June 9, 1998, at the age of 86. After graduating 
from Bridgewater, he earned a master's degree 
from Columbia University in New York. He taught 
high school and served as the first principal of 
Montevideo High School in Rockingham County. 
He also was an area manager for Textron Inc. 
and served as the first administrator for Rocking­
ham County. A member of Linville Creek Church 
of the Brethren, he served as a deacon, choir 
member and taught Sunday school for more than 
40 years. Also active in the community, Mr. 
Moyers was a charter member of the Keezletown 
Ruritan Club and the Broadway-Timberville 
Ruritan Club. He was past president of the 
Virginia Poultry Federation and public director of 
Rockingham Poultry Cooperative. In 1993, he was 
awarded the Ripples Medal by the Bridgewater 
College Alumni Association's Ripples Society. 
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Frances 
Utz Moyers, '33. Also among his survivors is a 
brother, Frank Moyers, '38, of Harrisonburg. 
■ -Mary K. Heatwole 
daughter, Cynthia White
Weekly, '86, of Mt. Sidney, Va. 
Berniece Miller Myers, '23, of 
Harrisonburg, died March 7, 
1998, at the age of 94. She had 
been in failing health for a num­
ber of years. She attended 
Bridgewater Academy and gradu­
ated from the Hebron Seminary 
in 1923. For many years she 
worked as a receptionist for Dr. 
Conrad. Mrs. Myers was a mem­
ber of the Greenmount Church 
of the Brethren, where she was a 
member of the Golden Age Sun­
day school class and the Women's 
Fellowship. 
Hattie Hess Simmons, '23, of 
Bridgewater, died April 15, 1998, 
at the age of 94. Mrs. Simmons 
was a member of the Sangerville 
Church of the Brethren where she 
taught adult Sunday school for 
over 50 years. She also wrote ar­
ticles for two local newspapers -
the Staunton News-Leader and the 
Harrison-burg Daily News­
Record. Among her survivors are 
a daughter, Patricia Simmons 
Hunter, '54, of Bridgewater; and 
two sons, William L. Simmons, 
'51, of Bridgewater, and Grant D. 
Simmons, '52, of Stuarts Draft, 
Va. 
Mildred Ensor Linard, '24, of 
Penney Farms, Fla., died May 
6, 1998, at Penney Farms Re­
tirement Community. 
J. Parker Leffue, '25, of
Boones Mill, Va., died June 21, 
1997, at the age of 92. He is
survived by his wife, the former
Thelma Flora, '30. 
Gertrude Snider Rogers, '25, 
of Cloverdale, Va., died April 
6, 1998. 
Henry Early Beahm, '29, of 
Roanoke, Va., died April 1, 
1998, at the age of 93. Follow­
ing graduation from Bridgewater 
College, he taught school for 
five years in Rockingham 
County. In 1936, he entered the 
Postal Transportation Service 
and remained there until his re­
tirement. He is survived by his 
wife, Mary Drewry Hood 
Beahm. Also among his survi­
vors are a daughter, Barbara 
Beahm Zimmerman, '64, of 
Staunton, Va., and a sister, Rosa 
Lee Rankin, '50, of Catlett, Va. 
The Rev. Clarence Rufus Bow­
man, '29, of Bridgewater, Va., 
died April 19, 1998, at the age 
of 94. Mr. Bowman graduated 
from Bethany Biblical Seminary 
in 1932 and was ordained in the 
Church of the Brethren. He re­
tired in 1976 after 43 years of 
serving congregations in Mary­
land, Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylva­
nia, California and Florida. He 
is survived by his wife, the 
former Mary Edell Cover, '37. 
Also among his survivors are 
two sons, the Rev. Robert C. 
Bowman, '59, of North 
Manchester, Ind., and the Rev. 
John David Bowman, '67, of 
Lititz, Pa.; and a sister, Annie 
Bowman Heisey, '30, of Den­
ver, Pa. 
Elsie Hollen Harley, '30, of 
Sebring, Fla., died May 3, 1998, 
at the age of 8 7. Mrs. Harley 
taught school m North 
Manchester, Ind., and 
Bridgewater before moving to 
Sebring in 1971. Among her sur­
vivors is a sister, Carrie Hollen 
Simmons, '39, of Bridgewater. 
Helen Dern Eyler, '34, of 
Boonsboro, Md., died Jan. 23, 
1998. She is survived by a son, 
Donald W. Eyler Jr., '62, of 
Philippi, WVa. 
Willie Pope Garber, '34, of 
Timberville, Va., died May 27, 
1998, at the age of 87. Mrs. 
Garber owned and operated 
Rock-A-Teria Restaurant at the 
Rockingham Poultry plant. An 
active member of the 
T imberville Church of the 
Brethren, she served as custo­
dian for 5 0 years. She also 
served as chair of the Church 
Board, was nurture commission 
chair and directed the Junior 
and Senior Choir for 20 years 
each. Mrs. Garber also was the 
first president of the Ladies' 
Auxiliary of the Timberville 
Fire Co. and was a representa­
tive for the Bridgewater Home 
Auxiliary. 
Margaret Frances Flora, '35, of 
Roanoke, Va., died May 4, 1998, 
at the age of 85. Miss Flora was 
a long time member of Central 
Church of the Brethren. 
Charles L. Holsinger, '39, of 
Sebring, Fla., died in Novem­
ber 1997. 
James H. Peters, '40, of San 
Antonio, Texas, died Dec. 18, 
1992, of congestive heart failure. 
The Rev. Eugene M. Rawley, 
'43, of Largo, Fla., died May 
27, 1998, at the age of 79. Mr. 
Rawley founded the nonde­
nominational Bible Fellowship 
Dr. Walter S. Flory Jr., '28 
Dr. Walter S. Flory Jr., a member of the 
Bridgewater College Board of Trustees since 1958, died 
June 8, 1998, in Salemtowne, N.C., at the age of 90. 
After graduating from Bridgewater in 1928, Dr. 
Flory received a Ph.D. from the University of Virginia in 
1931 and served on the faculties of Bridgewater 
College, Greenbrier Junior College, Harvard University, 
Texas A&M University and Virginia Tech. 
From 194 7-63, he was professor of biology and 
curator of the Blandy Farm Arboretum at the University 
of Vrrginia. In 1963, he became the Babcock Professor 
of Botany at Wake Forest University until 1980, when 
he was made professor emeritus of biosysternic research. 
Dr. Flory also served as director of Reynolda Gardens in 
Wmston-Salem from 1964-76. 
Dr. Flory was presented the Alumus of the Year 
Award in 1956 and an Outstanding Service Award in 
1981 from Bridgewater College. 
He is survived by his wife, Gale Crews Flory. Also 
among his survivors is a daughter, Kathryn Flory Maier, 
'58, of Prospect Park, N.J. 
■ -Mary K. Heatwole
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Church in Largo and was a past 
president of the Largo Ministe­
rial Association. He also was a 
member of the World V ision 
International relief organiza­
tion. He is survived by his wife 
of 58 years, Pauline V. Rawley. 
Also among his survivors is a 
son, David W. Rawley, '68, of 
Tarpon Springs, Fla. 
Dorothy Bennett Taylor, '49, 
of San Francisco, died May 2, 
1998, at the age of 70. Mrs. 
Taylor enjoyed traveling and 
had traveled all over the world. 
She is survived by her husband 
Dwight Taylor. Also among her 
survivors are two brothers, 
Harold Bennett, '50, of 
Camden, Del., and Robert
Bennett, '51, of Rehoboth 
Beach, Del. 
Charles David Johnson, '50, of 
Hampton, Va., died April 21, 
1998, at the age of 73. Mr. 
Johnson served in the U.S. Army 
during World War II. After 
graduating from Bridgewater, he 
earned a master's degree in En­
glish from James Madison Uni­
versity. He taught in Highland 
County and Augusta County 
Garland L. Reed, '48 
Garland L. Reed, a retired chemist with the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, died May 23, 
1998, at the age of 76. 
After completing one year of college, Mr. Reed 
joined the United States Army Air Corps in 1942 
and completed 35 combat missions over Germany. 
He was awarded the European Service Medal with 
three Bronze Stars and the Air Medal with six Oak 
Leaf Clusters. He also served in the South Pacific 
before being discharged on his birthday in 1945. 
Returning to Bridgewater College, he com­
pleted his education in 1948 and was employed by 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. He retired 
as the regional laboratory director of the Kansas 
City (Missouri) FDA after 35 years of government 
service. 
Following his retirement, he joined the 
National Association of Retired Federal Employees 
in 1979 and moved to Chino Valley, Ariz., where he 
helped organize the Chino Valley NARFE Chapter 
#2073. Active in the organization, he served as 
legislative officer, two terms as vice president and 
two terms as president. In 1989, he became 
chairman of the Arizona Federation Convention. He 
also was elected vice president of the Federation in 
1989 and became president in 1991. In 1992, he 
was elected National Field Vice President of Region 
VIL 
He is survived by his wife of 51 years, the 
former Marjorie McAvoy of Sun City, Ariz., also a 
member of the Class of 1948. 
A scholarship, the Garland L. Reed Endowed 
Chemistry Award Fund, has been established at 
Bridgewater College in Mr. Reed's memory to 
provide an opportunity for aspiring young chemists 
to pursue their undergraduate education. 
■-Mary K. Heatwole
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before returning to Hampton 
in 1955. He was a member of 
Wallace Memorial United 
Methodist Church and the 
James River Hunt. He is sur­
vived by his wife, the former 
Rhoene Zimmerman, '74, and 
a brother, Herbert P. Johnson 
Jr., '57, of Mathews County. 
Arby H. Phibbs, '50, of 
Pulaski, Va., died May 23, 
1998, at the age of 80. Mr. 
Phibbs served in the U.S. Army 
during World War II. He was 
an educator, businessman and 
community leader. He was a 
member of the First Church of 
the Brethren in Pulaski, where 
he served in many capacities. 
He is survived by his wife, the 
former Mary Katherine Cook, 
'53, of Pulaski. Also among his 
survivors are a daughter, Peggy 
Phibbs Metz, '63, of Pulaski; 
three sisters, Alma Phibbs
Smith, '55, of Harrisburg, Pa., 
Willadean Phibbs Myers, '60, 
of Gaithersburg, Md., and 
Marie Phibbs Ashley, '64, of 
Seaford, Va.; and one brother, 
Garnett E .  Phibbs, '43, of 
Charlotte, N.C. 
Leona Wright Weeks, '50, of 
Colonial Beach, Va., died June 
17, 1997. She is survived by 
her husband Sam. 
Dr. Knute N. Hylen, '51, of 
Aptos, Calif., died Jan. 16, 1998. 
He is survived by his wife Ellen. 
William D. Wenzel, '58, of 
Culpeper, Va., died July 26, 1997. 
Robert A .  Winter, '60, of 
Olney, Md., died June 15, 
1998, at the age of 59 after a 
brief illness. He had served in 
the Army Reserves and was a 
division director in the data 
center at the National Institutes 
of Health in Bethesda, Md. Mr. 
W inter was a member of 
Oakdale Emory United Meth­
odist Church where he sang in 
the church choir and was a 
member of "T he Oakdale 
Boys." Among his survivors are 
his wife, the former Dottie
Jones, also '60, and a daugh­
ter, Margaret Winter Lyon, 
'87, of Frederick, Md. 
Robert W. Saum Sr., '61, of 
Harrisonburg, Va., died April 
26, 1998, following an ex­




Aldhizer Beeson,  an 
Honorary Trustee of 
Bridgewater College, 
died June 8, 1998, at 
her home in Broadway, 
Va. 
Mrs. Beeson was 
one of the sisters of the 
late Sen. George S. 
Aldhizer II for whom 
the Aldhizer-Beeson 
Conference Room in 
Bowman Hall was 
named. T he second 
sister honored in the 
Aldhizer-Beeson 
Conference Room, 
Mary Moore Aldhizer, 
survives. 
Mrs. Beeson was 
retired and had 
returned to her native 
Rockingham County 
following a career with 
the American Red 
Cross at its national 
headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. She 
was a member of the 
Plains District Women's 
Club and Spotswood 
Garden Club. She also 
was a member of the 
Broadway Presbyterian 
Church. ■ -Mary 
K. Heatwole
Bridgewater College, he re­
ceived B.S. and M.S. degrees in 
biology and chemistry from 
Madison College. He retired 
after 30 years of teaching sci­
ence and chemistry at 
Harrisonburg High School. In 
1969, he was one of two Vir­
ginia teachers to represent the 
Virginia Flight Youth Seminars 
in Florida for the launch of 
Apollo 12. In 1970, he received 
the Distinguished Service 
Award of the Virginia Section 
of American Chemical Society 
and, in 1976, was named Edu­
cator of the Year by Greater 
Madison Inc. He is survived by 




James W. Moyers Sr., '32 
James W. Moyers Sr. of Harrisonburg, died 
June 9, 1998, at the age of 86. After graduating 
from Bridgewater, he earned a master's degree 
from Columbia University in New York. He taught 
high school and served as the first principal of 
Montevideo High School in Rockingham County. 
He also was an area manager for Textron Inc. 
and served as the first administrator for Rocking­
ham County. A member of Linville Creek Church 
of the Brethren, he served as a deacon, choir 
member and taught Sunday school for more than 
40 years. Also active in the community, Mr. 
Moyers was a charter member of the Keezletown 
Ruritan Club and the Broadway-Timberville 
Ruritan Club. He was past president of the 
V irginia Poultry Federation and public director of 
Rockingham Poultry Cooperative. In 1993, he was 
awarded the Ripples Medal by the Bridgewater 
College Alumni Association's Ripples Society. 
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Frances 
Utz Moyers, '33. Also among his survivors is a 
brother, Frank Moyers, '38, of Harrisonburg. 
■ -Mary K. Heatwole 
daughter, Cynthia White
Weekly, '86, of Mt. Sidney, Va. 
Berniece Miller Myers, '23, of 
Harrisonburg, died March 7, 
1998, at the age of 94. She had 
been in failing health for a num­
ber of years. She attended 
Bridgewater Academy and gradu­
ated from the Hebron Seminary 
in 1923. For many years she 
worked as a receptionist for Dr. 
Conrad. Mrs. Myers was a mem­
ber of the Greenmount Church 
of the Brethren, where she was a 
member of the Golden Age Sun­
day school class and the Women's 
Fellowship. 
Hattie Hess Simmons, '23, of 
Bridgewater, died April 15, 1998, 
at the age of 94. Mrs. Simmons 
was a member of the Sangerville 
Church of the Brethren where she 
taught adult Sunday school for 
over 50 years. She also wrote ar­
ticles for two local newspapers -
the Staunton News-Leader and the 
Harrison-burg Daily News­
Record. Among her survivors are 
a daughter, Patricia Simmons 
Hunter, '54, of Bridgewater; and 
two sons, William L. Simmons, 
'51, of Bridgewater, and Grant D. 
Simmons, '52, of Stuarts Draft, 
Va. 
Mildred Ensor Linard, '24, of 
Penney Farms, Fla., died May 
6, 1998, at Penney Farms Re­
tirement Community. 
J. Parker Leffue, '25, of
Boones Mill, Va., died June 21, 
1997, at the age of 92. He is
survived by his wife, the former
Thelma Flora, '30. 
Gertrude Snider Rogers, '25, 
of Cloverdale, Va., died April 
6, 1998. 
Henry Early Beahm, '29, of 
Roanoke, Va., died April 1, 
1998, at the age of 93. Follow­
ing graduation from Bridgewater 
College, he taught school for 
five years in Rockingham 
County. In 1936, he entered the 
Postal Transportation Service 
and remained there until his re­
tirement. He is survived by his 
wife, Mary Drewry Hood 
Beahm. Also among his survi­
vors are a daughter, Barbara 
Beahm Zimmerman, '64, of 
Staunton, Va., and a sister, Rosa 
Lee Rankin, '50, of Catlett, Va. 
The Rev. Clarence Rufus Bow­
man, '29, of Bridgewater, Va., 
died April 19, 1998, at the age 
of 94. Mr. Bowman graduated 
from Bethany Biblical Seminary 
in 1932 and was ordained in the 
Church of the Brethren. He re­
tired in 1976 after 43 years of 
serving congregations in Mary­
land, Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylva­
nia, California and Florida. He 
is survived by his wife, the 
former Mary Edell Cover, '37 . 
Also among his survivors are 
two sons, the Rev. Robert C.
Bowman, '59, of North 
Manchester, Ind., and the Rev. 
John David Bowman, '67, of 
Lititz, Pa.; and a sister, Annie 
Bowman Heisey, '30, of Den­
ver, Pa. 
Elsie Hollen Harley, '30, of 
Sebring, Fla., died May 3, 1998, 
at the age of 87. Mrs. Harley 
taught school m North 
Manchester, Ind., and 
Bridgewater before moving to 
Sebring in 1971. Among her sur­
vivors is a sister, Carrie Hollen 
Simmons, '39, of Bridgewater. 
Helen Dern Eyler, '34, of 
Boonsboro, Md., died Jan. 23, 
1998. She is survived by a son, 
Donald W. Eyler Jr., '62, of 
Philippi, WVa. 
Willie Pope Garber, '34, of 
Timberville, Va., died May 27, 
1998, at the age of 87. Mrs. 
Garber owned and operated 
Rock-A-Teria Restaurant at the 
Rockingham Poultry plant. An 
active member of the 
T imberville Church of the 
Brethren, she served as custo­
dian for 50 years. She also 
served as chair of the Church 
Board, was nurture commission 
chair and directed the Junior 
and Senior Choir for 20 years 
each. Mrs. Garber also was the 
first president of the Ladies' 
Auxiliary of the Timberville 
Fire Co. and was a representa­
tive for the Bridgewater Home 
Auxiliary. 
Margaret Frances Flora, '35, of 
Roanoke, Va., died May 4, 1998, 
at the age of 85. Miss Flora was 
a long time member of Central 
Church of the Brethren. 
Charles L. Holsinger, '39, of 
Sebring, Fla., died in Novem­
ber 1997. 
James H. Peters, '40, of San 
Antonio, Texas, died Dec. 18, 
1992, of congestive heart failure. 
The Rev. Eugene M. Rawley, 
'43, of Largo, Fla., died May 
27, 1998, at the age of 79. Mr. 
Rawley founded the nonde­
nominational Bible Fellowship 
Dr. Walter S. Flory Jr., '28 
Dr. Walter S. Flory Jr., a member of the 
Bridgewater College Board of Trustees since 1958, died 
June 8, 1998, in Salemtowne, N.C., at the age of 90. 
After graduating from Bridgewater in 1928, Dr. 
Flory received a Ph.D. from the University of Virginia in 
1931 and served on the faculties of Bridgewater 
College, Greenbrier Junior College, Harvard University, 
Texas A&M University and Virginia Tech. 
From 194 7-63, he was professor of biology and 
curator of the Blandy Farm Arboretum at the University 
of Vrrginia. In 1963, he became the Babcock Professor 
of Botany at Wake Forest University until 1980, when 
he was made professor emeritus of biosystemic research. 
Dr. Flory also served as director of Reynolda Gardens in 
Wmston-Salem from 1964-76. 
Dr. Flory was presented the Alumus of the Year 
Award in 1956 and an Outstanding Service Award in 
1981 from Bridgewater College. 
He is survived by his wife, Gale Crews Flory. Also 
among his survivors is a daughter, Kathryn Flory Maier, 




Church in Largo and was a past 
president of the Largo Ministe­
rial Association. He also was a 
member of the World V ision 
International relief organiza­
tion. He is survived by his wife 
of 5 8 years, Pauline V. Rawley. 
Also among his survivors is a 
son, David W. Rawley, '68, of 
Tarpon Springs, Fla. 
Dorothy Bennett Taylor, '49, 
of San Francisco, died May 2, 
1998, at the age of 70. Mrs. 
Taylor enjoyed traveling and 
had traveled all over the world. 
She is survived by her husband 
Dwight Taylor. Also among her 
survivors are two brothers, 
Harold Bennett, '50, of 
Camden, Del., and Robert
Bennett, '51, of Rehoboth 
Beach, Del. 
Charles David Johnson, '50, of 
Hampton, Va., died April 21, 
1998, at the age of 73. Mr. 
Johnson served in the U.S. Army 
during World War II. After 
graduating from Bridgewater, he 
earned a master's degree in En­
glish from James Madison Uni­
versity. He taught in Highland 
County and Augusta County 
Garland L. Reed, '48 
Garland L. Reed, a retired chemist with the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, died May 23, 
1998, at the age of 76. 
After completing one year of college, Mr. Reed 
joined the United States Army Air Corps in 1942 
and completed 35 combat missions over Germany. 
He was awarded the European Service Medal with 
three Bronze Stars and the Air Medal with six Oak 
Leaf Clusters. He also served in the South Pacific 
before being discharged on his birthday in 1945. 
Returning to Bridgewater College, he com­
pleted his education in 1948 and was employed by 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. He retired 
as the regional laboratory director of the Kansas 
City (Missouri) FDA after 35 years of government 
service. 
Following his retirement, he joined the 
National Association of Retired Federal Employees 
in 1979 and moved to Chino Valley, Ariz., where he 
helped organize the Chino Valley NARFE Chapter 
#2073. Active in the organization, he served as 
legislative officer, two terms as vice president and 
two terms as president. In 1989, he became 
chairman of the Arizona Federation Convention. He 
also was elected vice president of the Federation in 
1989 and became president in 1991. In 1992, he 
was elected National Field Vice President of Region 
VII. 
He is survived by his wife of 51 years, the 
former Marjorie McAvoy of Sun City, Ariz., also a 
member of the Class of 1948. 
A scholarship, the Garland L. Reed Endowed 
Chemistry Award Fund, has been established at 
Bridgewater College in Mr. Reed's memory to 
provide an opportunity for aspiring young chemists 
to pursue their undergraduate education. 
■-Mary K. Heatwole 
Summer1998 
before returning to Hampton 
in 1955. He was a member of 
Wallace Memorial United 
Methodist Church and the 
James River Hunt. He is sur­
vived by his wife, the former 
Rhoene Zimmerman, '74, and 
a brother, Herbert P. Johnson 
Jr., '57, of Mathews County. 
Arby H .  Phibbs, ·so. of 
Pulaski, Va., died May 23, 
1998, at the age of 80. Mr. 
Phibbs served in the U.S. Army 
during World War II. He was 
an educator, businessman and 
community leader. He was a 
member of the First Church of 
the Brethren in Pulaski, where 
he served in many capacities. 
He is survived by his wife, the 
former Mary Katherine Cook, 
'53, of Pulaski. Also among his 
survivors are a daughter, Peggy 
Phibbs Metz, '63, of Pulaski; 
three sisters, Alma Phibbs
Smith, '55, of Harrisburg, Pa., 
Willadean Phibbs Myers, '60, 
of Gaithersburg, Md., and 
Marie Phibbs Ashley, '64, of 
Seaford, Va.; and one brother, 
Garnett E. Phibbs, '43, of 
Charlotte, N.C. 
Leona Wright Weeks, '50, of 
Colonial Beach, Va., died June 
17, 1997. She is survived by 
her husband Sam. 
Dr. Knute N. Hylen, '51, of 
Aptos, Calif., died Jan. 16, 1998. 
He is survived by his wife Ellen. 
William D. Wenzel, '58, of 
Culpeper, Va., died July 26, 1997. 
Robert A .  Winter, '60, of 
Olney, Md., died June 15, 
1998, at the age of 59 after a 
brief illness. He had served in 
the Army Reserves and was a 
division director in the data 
center at the National Institutes 
of Health in Bethesda, Md. Mr. 
W inter was a member of 
Oakdale Emory United Meth­
odist Church where he sang in 
the church choir and was a 
member of "T he Oakdale 
Boys." Among his survivors are 
his wife, the former Dottie
Jones, also '60, and a daugh­
ter, Margaret Winter Lyon,
'87, of Frederick, Md. 
Robert W. Saum Sr., '61, of 
Harrisonburg, Va., died April 
26, 1998, following an ex­




Aldhizer Beeson, an 
Honorary Trustee of 
Bridgewater College, 
died June 8, 1998, at 
her home in Broadway, 
Va. 
Mrs. Beeson was 
one of the sisters of the 
late Sen. George S. 
Aldhizer II for whom 
the Aldhizer-Beeson 
Conference Room in 
Bowman Hall was 
named. T he second 
sister honored in the 
Aldhizer-Beeson 
Conference Room, 
Mary Moore Aldhizer, 
survives. 
Mrs. Beeson was 
retired and had 
returned to her native 
Rockingham County 
following a career with 
the American Red 
Cross at its national 
headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. She 
was a member of the 
Plains District Women's 
Club and Spotswood 
Garden Club. She also 
was a member of the 
Broadway Presbyterian 
Church. ■ -Mary 
K. Heatwole
Bridgewater College, he re­
ceived B.S. and M.S. degrees in 
biology and chemistry from 
Madison College. He retired 
after 30 years of teaching sci­
ence and chemistry at 
Harrisonburg High School. In 
1969, he was one of two Vir­
ginia teachers to represent the 
Virginia Flight Youth Seminars 
in Florida for the launch of 
Apollo 12. In 1970, he received 
the Distinguished Service 
Award of the V irginia Section 
of American Chemical Society 
and, in 1976, was named Edu­
cator of the Year by Greater 
Madison Inc. He is survived by 







The Great Wall. Pandas. Historic pagodas and Buddhist temples. Jade, silk, calligraphy and silk painting. The 
Shanghai skyscrapers. So many images fill my mind as I reflect on the 10 days spent in China with the Bridgewater 
College Chorale. Perhaps because I have maintained a special interest in China and Chinese history since my teens, I was 
especially pleased to travel to that great country. Seeing sights like the Great Wall made this a rich experience - one I shall 
always treasure. 
It was not, however, the pagodas, nor Tiananmen Square, nor even the Great Wall which stand out as my most vivid 
memory of our time in China. The most profound mental pictures are the faces of the Bridgewater College Chorale 
members as they sang so beautifully before audiences which numbered as many as 1,000; the Bridgewater College Chorale 
and Beijing Conservatory Choir together singing a Chinese folk song, then Auld Lang Syne in their respective languages; 
and the beautiful smiles of a Chinese children's choir which performed jointly with the Chorale. 
W hile I needed very little convincing, seeing our students perform, observing their behavior in another culture, being 
in close quarters with them during very long flights, and sharing meals and travel arrangements, made me appreciate anew 
the quality of the students at Bridgewater College. My appreciation was shared by the 20 faculty, parents, alumni, and 
other College friends who joined the Chorale for the concert tour. We had a wonderful time together. 
From the time we approached our first hotel in Beijing and saw the large red banner with Chinese and English letters 
welcoming the Bridgewater College Chorale (duplicated in all the other hotels and concert halls), we knew we were in for 
a treat. The excitement and warm welcome of the Chinese audiences and the friendship of the Chinese students and 
children who joined us in concert made this a memorable experience. 
Banners in Chinese, music performances before large Chinese audiences, posters with pictures of the Bridgewater 
College Chorale advertising the concerts in Chinese, seeing printed programs in English and Chinese, and hearing the 
Chorale sing Chinese folk songs to the very excited delight of the audiences (as soon as the Chorale started the Chinese 
folk songs, applause erupted!), made us feel immersed in another culture. This was an opportunity for our students to 
become more knowledgeable about the Chinese culture but also more sensitive about the need for better communications 
with people throughout the world. Our commitment at Bridgewater College to educate the whole person includes our 
acknowledgement of the need to understand other cultures. This trip was an invaluable opportunity to learn firsthand 
about another culture and to be forever affected by the experience. Our students returned with a heightened interest in 
world travel, the study of history, and an appreciation for the culture and arts of other countries. 
We also were pleased that we could introduce Bridgewater College to another country. The travel agency through 
which we worked had previously assisted the choirs of Yale and Duke. We think it only appropriate that our name should 
be added to this illustrious list. 
Bridgewater College never looked better! Our wonderful students; the expert direction of Dr. Jesse Hopkins; the 
combination of singing, developing international friendships, experiencing another culture, and becoming better educated 
about the world made this a life-changing experience for all of us. 
l5u 
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The Great Wall. Pandas. Historic pagodas and Buddhist temples. Jade, silk, calligraphy and silk painting. The 
Shanghai skyscrapers. So many images fill my mind as I reflect on the 10 days spent in China with the Bridgewater 
College Chorale. Perhaps because I have maintained a special interest in China and Chinese history since my teens, I was 
especially pleased to travel to that great country. Seeing sights like the Great Wall made this a rich experience - one I shall 
always treasure. 
It was not, however, the pagodas, nor Tiananmen Square, nor even the Great Wall which stand out as my most vivid 
memory of our time in China. The most profound mental pictures are the faces of the Bridgewater College Chorale 
members as they sang so beautifully before audiences which numbered as many as 1,000; the Bridgewater College Chorale 
and Beijing Conservatory Choir together singing a Chinese folk song, then Auld Lang Syne in their respective languages; 
and the beautiful smiles of a Chinese children's choir which performed jointly with the Chorale. 
W hile I needed very little convincing, seeing our students perform, observing their behavior in another culture, being 
in close quarters with them during very long flights, and sharing meals and travel arrangements, made me appreciate anew 
the quality of the students at Bridgewater College. My appreciation was shared by the 20 faculty, parents, alumni, and 
other College friends who joined the Chorale for the concert tour. We had a wonderful time together. 
From the time we approached our first hotel in Beijing and saw the large red banner with Chinese and English letters 
welcoming the Bridgewater College Chorale (duplicated in all the other hotels and concert halls), we knew we were in for 
a treat. The excitement and warm welcome of the Chinese audiences and the friendship of the Chinese students and 
children who joined us in concert made this a memorable experience. 
Banners in Chinese, music performances before large Chinese audiences, posters with pictures of the Bridgewater 
College Chorale advertising the concerts in Chinese, seeing printed programs in English and Chinese, and hearing the 
Chorale sing Chinese folk songs to the very excited delight of the audiences (as soon as the Chorale started the Chinese 
folk songs, applause erupted!), made us feel immersed in another culture. This was an opportunity for our students to 
become more knowledgeable about the Chinese culture but also more sensitive about the need for better communications 
with people throughout the world. Our commitment at Bridgewater College to educate the whole person includes our 
acknowledgement of the need to understand other cultures. This trip was an invaluable opportunity to learn firsthand 
about another culture and to be forever affected by the experience. Our students returned with a heightened interest in 
world travel, the study of history, and an appreciation for the culture and arts of other countries. 
We also were pleased that we could introduce Bridgewater College to another country. The travel agency through 
which we worked had previously assisted the choirs of Yale and Duke. We think it only appropriate that our name should 
be added to this illustrious list. 
Bridgewater College never looked better! Our wonderful students; the expert direction of Dr. Jesse Hopkins; the 
combination of singing, developing international friendships, experiencing another culture, and becoming better educated 
about the world made this a life-changing experience for all of us. 
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